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About Global
www.it.ojp.gov/global
Global serves as a Federal Advisory Committee to the U.S. Attorney General on critical justice information 
sharing initiatives. Global promotes standards-based electronic information exchange to provide justice and 
public safety communities with timely, accurate, complete, and accessible information in a secure and trusted 
environment.  Global is� adminis�tered by the U.S. Department of Jus�tice (DOJ), Office of Jus�tice Programs� (OJP), 
Bureau of Justice Assistance (BJA).

Global supports the initiatives of DOJ and aids Global member organizations and the people they serve through a 
series of important collaborative efforts.  These include the facilitation of Global working groups.  

About GPIQWG
www.it.ojp.gov/gpiqwg
The Global Privacy and Information Quality Working Group (GPIQWG) is� one of five Global working groups�. 
GPIQWG is� a cros�s�-functional, multidis�ciplinary working group of Global and is� compos�ed of privacy and local, 
state, tribal, and federal justice entity representatives covering critical topics such as intelligence, biometrics, 
information quality, privacy, civil rights�, and civil liberties�. GPIQWG as�s�is�ts� government entities�, ins�titutions�, and 
other jus�tice agencies� in ens�uring that pers�onally identifiable information is� appropriately collected, maintained, 
used, and disseminated within evolving integrated justice information systems.  

GPIQWG, on behalf of DOJ’s� Global, developed this� overview to s�upport jus�tice agencies� in their efforts� to 
balance the interests of law enforcement and public safety with the privacy rights and concerns of affected 
pers�ons�.  For more information on GPIQWG, refer to:  www.it.ojp.gov/gpiqwg.

This project was supported by Grant No. 2010-MU-BX-K019 awarded by the Bureau of Justice Assistance, Office of Justice Programs, 

in collaboration with the U.S. Department of Justice’s Global Justice Information Sharing Initiative.  The opinions, findings, and 

conclusions or recommendations expressed in this publication are those of the author(s) and do not necessarily reflect the views of the 

U.S. Department of Justice.

Where to Locate These Resources
The Global Privacy Res�ources� featured within this� guide and others� are available online at  
www.it.ojp.gov/privacy.  To request printed copies, send requests to GLOBAL@iir.com.
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Section 1—Acknowledgments

This Privacy, Civil Rights, and Civil Liberties Policy Development Guide for State, 
Local, and Tribal Justice Entities (“Privacy Guide”) was developed through a collaborative 
effort of the Global Privacy and Information Quality Working Group (GPIQWG) of the U.S. 
Department of Jus�tice’s� (DOJ) Global Jus�tice Information Sharing Initiative (Global).1  Global 
serves as a Federal Advisory Committee (FAC) and advises the U.S. Attorney General on 
justice information sharing and integration initiatives.

Global supports the initiatives of DOJ and aids Global member organizations and the people 
they serve through a series of important collaborative efforts.  These include the facilitation of 
Global working groups�.  GPIQWG is� one of five Global working groups� covering critical topics� 
such as intelligence, biometrics, information quality, privacy, civil rights, and civil liberties.

GPIQWG as�s�is�ts� government entities�, ins�titutions�, and other jus�tice agencies� in ens�uring that pers�onally identifiable 
information (PII)2 is appropriately collected, used, and disseminated within integrated justice information systems.  
GPIQWG addres�s�es� accuracy and reliability is�s�ues� involved in entering and updating criminal his�tory records� with 
subsequent events (e.g., prosecution, adjudication).  This work includes exploring biometrics technologies and 
addressing the privacy, civil rights, civil liberties, and information quality issues these technologies present.

In order to formulate a unified and comprehens�ive approach to privacy, civil rights�, civil liberties�, and information quality 
is�s�ues�, GPIQWG actively coordinates� with the other Global working groups�. 

Included in this� guide is� an es�s�ential tool for us�e when drafting comprehens�ive privacy, civil rights�, and civil liberties� 
policies, entitled Privacy, Civil Rights, and Civil Liberties Policy Development Template for State, Local, and Tribal Justice 
Entities (“SLT Policy Development Template”), contained in Appendix C.1.  The template is� relevant to the adminis�tration 
of justice, strategic and tactical operations, and national security responsibilities and is intended to address all types of 
public safety and public protection risks and threats, whether criminal or from natural disasters.

This guide is a living document that is routinely reviewed and updated in response to changes in applicable law, 
technology, and the purpos�e and us�e of information s�ys�tems�.  It is� the product of Global and its� members�hip of jus�tice 
practitioners and industry professionals.  To be responsive to current justice information sharing issues, Global working 
group memberships are dynamic and dependent on the expertise required at any given time.  Therefore, a special thank-
you is� expres�s�ed to the following current GPIQWG members� for developing and contributing to this� vers�ion of the Privacy 
Guide.

1 www.it.ojp.gov/global.
2 PII is� dis�cus�s�ed in Section 4.1.1 and defined in Appendix C.2, Glos�s�ary of Terms� and Definitions�.
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Section 2—Foreword
Ethical and legal obligations� compel every profes�s�ional in the jus�tice 
system, when sharing justice information, to protect privacy, civil rights, 
and civil liberties interests.  For this publication, the term “privacy” 
captures� this� multilayered concept—a term meant to embrace all privacy 
interests, whether rooted in civil rights and civil liberties guarantees, 
cus�tom, or s�tatutory or regulatory provis�ions�.  Today’s� increas�ed s�ecurity 
needs dictate enhanced justice information sharing and also highlight 
the need to balance privacy protections with justice information access.  
The ease of digital access to many types of data now makes analysis 
of privacy obligations� a more complex proces�s�.  Nonetheles�s�, the 
foundations for privacy policy exist in our current laws and customs. 
Constitutions, statutes, regulations, policies, procedures, and common-
law requirements still control justice entity3 collection and sharing of 
information.  Today’s� jus�tice profes�s�ionals� are challenged to articulate 
clearly the rules that control their information gathering and sharing 
activities in a manner that translates into system requirements for both 
system developers and information managers dealing with digital data.

As� mentioned in Section 1, Acknowledgments�, the U.S. Department of Jus�tice’s� (DOJ) Global Jus�tice Information 
Sharing Initiative (Global) s�erves� as� a Federal Advis�ory Committee (FAC)4 and advises the U.S. Attorney General on 
justice information sharing and integration initiatives.  Global was created to support broadscale exchange of pertinent 
jus�tice and public s�afety information.  It promotes� s�tandards�-bas�ed electronic information exchange to provide the jus�tice 
community with timely, accurate, complete, and accessible information in a secure and trusted environment.  Global is 
a “group of groups�,’’ repres�enting more than 30 independent organizations�, s�panning the s�pectrum of law enforcement, 
judicial, correctional, and related bodies. Member organizations participate in Global with a shared responsibility and 
shared belief that, together, they can bring about positive change by making recommendations to and supporting the 
initiatives of DOJ.  

The Global Privacy and Information Quality Working Group (GPIQWG) is� a cros�s�-functional, multidis�ciplinary working 
group of Global and is composed of private and local, state, tribal, and federal justice entity representatives.  The 
GPIQWG as�s�is�ts� governmental and nongovernmental entities� and ins�titutions� involved in the jus�tice s�ys�tem in ens�uring 
that PII is� appropriately collected, maintained, us�ed, and dis�s�eminated within evolving integrated jus�tice information 
systems.  
3  The term “justice entity” is used throughout the guide, but the authors recognize nonjustice entity and agency users of this guide.
4  The Federal Advis�ory Committee Act, Title 5. Government Organization and Employees�, Appendix 2,  
www.archives.gov/federal-register/laws/fed-advisory-committee/15.html.
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The Global privacy vision calls for individual entities to identify their privacy policy requirements within the context of the 
myriad of legal and societal constraints.  Global recognizes the indispensable and primary role of local, state, and tribal 
jus�tice leaders�hip in enhanced information s�haring.  Each jus�tice entity mus�t actively define privacy protections� and 
information quality (IQ) requirements� for collecting, s�haring, and managing the PII that it controls� in order to enhance 
sharing while protecting privacy, civil rights, and civil liberties.

2.1 Global Privacy Resources 
To support justice agencies in their efforts to implement privacy, civil rights, and civil liberties policies and 
protections�, GPIQWG, on behalf of Global, publis�hed a Global Privacy Resources5 booklet as a road map to guide 
jus�tice entities� through the divers�e privacy policy development and implementation products� available today.  Each 
res�ource featured was� developed for s�tate, local, and tribal (SLT) entities� by DOJ’s� Global or Global partners� 
or through DOJ collaborations with other federal agencies, such as the U.S. Department of Homeland Security 
(DHS).  

Global recognizes that SLT justice entities come in all sizes, with a variety of roles and with varying degrees of 
available resources. The Global Privacy Resources booklet advises entities on what products to use when and 
for what purpose, through an illustration of these resources according to the stages of an entity privacy program 
cycle. 

Privacy Program Cycle

Stage 1. Educate and Raise Awareness on the 
importance of having privacy, civil rights, 
and civil liberties protections within the 
agency.

Stage 2. Assess Agency Privacy Risks by evaluating 
the process through which your agency collects, 
stores, protects, shares, and manages information.

Stage 3. Develop the Privacy Policy to articulate the policy position of an organization on how it handles 
information the agency seeks or receives and uses in the normal course of business.

Stage 4. Perform a Policy Evaluation to determine whether the privacy policy adequately addresses 
current standards and privacy protection recommendations.

Stage 5. Implement and Train personnel and authorized users on the established rules and procedures.

Stage 6. Conduct an Annual Review and make appropriate changes in response to applicable laws, 
technology, and public expectations.

5 Global Privacy Resources, www.it.ojp.gov/privacy.

http://www.it.ojp.gov/privacy
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This� Privacy Guide s�erves� as� the primary res�ource for Stage 3: Develop the Privacy Policy, though many of the 
other resources presented in the booklet are referenced within this guide or contained within its appendices.  
Some of these are described below.  To view all resources featured in the booklet, refer to www.it.ojp.gov/privacy.  
To request printed copies, send requests to GLOBAL@iir.com.

Executive Summary for Justice Decision Makers:  Privacy, Civil Rights, and Civil 
Liberties Program Development 

This executive summary is an awareness resource for justice executives, as well as 
an informational tool to us�e for training. The eas�y-to-read flyer is� des�igned to engender 
awareness about the topic, make the case for privacy policy development, and underscore the 
importance of promoting privacy protections� within jus�tice agencies�. Included is� information 
on basic privacy concepts; the intersection between privacy, security, and information quality; 
privacy risks; and steps to establish privacy protections through a privacy program cycle. This 
paper applies settled privacy principles to justice information sharing systems and makes 
recommendations on best practices.

7 Steps to a Privacy, Civil Rights, and Civil Liberties Policy 

Designed for both justice executives and agency personnel, this document raises awareness 
and educates readers on the seven basic steps involved in the preparation for development of 
a privacy, civil rights�, and civil liberties� policy (as� recommended in this� Privacy Guide). Each 
step describes the practical tasks associated with preparing for, drafting, and implementing a 
privacy policy. Also featured is an overview of the core concepts (or chapters) that an agency 
s�hould addres�s� in the written provis�ions� of a privacy policy (as� recommended in the SLT Policy 
Development Template).

Guide to Conducting Privacy Impact Assessments for State, Local, and Tribal Justice 
Entities

Practitioners� are provided a framework with which to examine the privacy implications� of their 
information systems and information sharing collaborations so they can design and implement 
privacy policies� to addres�s� vulnerabilities� identified through the as�s�es�s�ment proces�s�. Privacy 
policies� emerge as� a res�ult of the analys�is� performed during the Privacy Impact As�s�es�s�ment 
(PIA) proces�s�.  In addition to an overview of the PIA proces�s�, this� guide contains� a template 
that leads� policy developers� through a s�eries� of appropriate PIA ques�tions� that evaluate the 
proces�s� through which pers�onally identifiable information is� collected, s�tored, protected, 
s�hared, and managed. The PIA ques�tions� are des�igned to reflect the s�ame policy concepts� as� 
thos�e recommended in this� Privacy Guide.

Privacy, Civil Rights, and Civil Liberties Policy Development Guide for State, Local, and 
Tribal Justice Entities (Privacy Guide)

After a Privacy Impact As�s�es�s�ment is� completed, the next s�tage is� the development of policies� 
to address privacy, civil rights, and civil liberties vulnerabilities.  To assist with this endeavor, 
GPIQWG developed the Privacy, Civil Rights, and Civil Liberties Policy Development Guide 
for State, Local, and Tribal Justice Entities (this Privacy Guide), which includes the resource 
Privacy, Civil Rights, and Civil Liberties Policy Development Template for State, Local, and 
Tribal Justice Entities (SLT Policy Development Template).  Thes�e res�ources� are practical 
hands-on tools for the justice practitioner charged with drafting the privacy policy.  They 
provide sensible guidance for articulating privacy obligations in a manner that protects 
the justice agency, the individual, and the public.  Also included are recommendations on 
implementation and training.
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Privacy, Civil Rights, and Civil Liberties Policy Development Template for State, Local, 
and Tribal Justice Entities (SLT Policy Development Template)

The Privacy, Civil Rights, and Civil Liberties Policy Development Template for State, Local, 
and Tribal Justice Entities (SLT Policy Development Template), contained in Appendix C.1, 
is provided to assist entity personnel in developing a privacy policy related to the information 
the entity collects, receives, maintains, archives, accesses, and discloses to entity personnel; 
governmental agencies�; fus�ion centers�; Information Sharing Environment (ISE) participants�, 
on behalf of fusion centers; and other participating criminal justice and public safety 
agencies, as well as to private contractors and the general public. The provisions suggested 
are intended to be incorporated into the entity’s� general operational policies� and day-to-
day operations and to provide explicit and detailed privacy protection guidance to entity 
pers�onnel and other authorized s�ource and us�er agencies�. Each s�ection is� a fundamental 
component of a comprehensive policy that includes baseline provisions on information 
collection, IQ, collation and analys�is�, merging records�, information acces�s� and dis�clos�ure, 
redress, security safeguards, retention and destruction, accountability and enforcement, and 
training. Sample language is included for each provision.

Policy Review Checklist

The checklis�t is� a companion piece to the SLT Policy Development Template and s�erves� 
both as a self-assessment tool to assist privacy policy authors, project teams, and agency 
administrators in evaluating whether the provisions contained within their draft policy have 
met the core concepts recommended in the template, as well as a useful resource for the 
annual policy review. The checklist is structured according to policy categories and section 
references that correlate checklist components with those in the template. 
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This� volume of the GPIQWG privacy s�eries�, the Privacy, Civil Rights, and Civil Liberties Policy 
Development Guide for State, Local, and Tribal Justice Entities (or “Privacy Guide”), is a 
practical, hands-on resource that supports analysis of privacy protection requirements for information 
s�haring environments�.  Its� purpos�e is� to guide policy development that protects� privacy while 
supporting information sharing.  Basic guidance and information are provided for each step of the 

policy development proces�s�, with res�ource lis�ts� and Web links� to more in-
depth information on s�pecific s�ubjects�.  

This guide begins by providing a discussion of privacy and related 
foundational concepts� to provide policy authors� with a firm unders�tanding 
of privacy is�s�ues� as� they relate to information s�haring.  Readers� are 

then guided through the planning process, project team development, and drafting of guidance 
s�tatements� (for example, vis�ion, mis�s�ion, and values� s�tatements�).  The guide identifies� certain 
common risks to be addressed and suggests approaches for issue resolution.  Steps are then 
provided to help practitioners� determine what s�pecific information a jus�tice entity collects�, us�es�, 
and disseminates during the course of routine justice operations and to walk the reader through 

the identification of laws� that control the collection and s�haring of that information.  With ris�ks�, entity information, 
and applicable laws� identified, the guide then ins�tructs� policy authors� how to develop a privacy, civil rights�, and civil 
liberties privacy policy (utilizing the policy template provided in Appendix C.1) and also provides recommendations for 
implementation. 

It is� important to emphas�ize that a privacy policy is� neces�s�ary whenever information s�haring takes� place.  In order to 
provide the appropriate context for each step of the policy development process, it is best to read this guide in its entirety 
before beginning the process.  

The authors� of this� guide as�s�ume the following:

1. The justice entity has, at minimum, a mission statement and, ideally, a strategic plan.

2. There exis�ts� (or can be generated) high-level interes�t and s�upport among the entity’s� s�enior management in 
developing a privacy policy.

3. There is� or will be s�pecifically as�s�igned res�pons�ibility for the development, implementation, and auditing (to ens�ure 
compliance with) of the privacy policy.

Section 3—Introduction
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4. An information sharing system includes both the mechanism for sharing information (whether electronic, paper, or 
verbal) and the governing policies, procedures, and customs.

5. There are probably few, if any, clearly identified res�ources� s�pecifically allocated for privacy policy development.
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Section 4—Understanding 
Foundational Concepts

4.1   What Is Privacy?
This chapter sets out the concepts involved in analyzing privacy issues related to the 
s�haring of information.  It dis�cus�s�es� privacy and the concept of informational civil liberties� 
and then identifies� the privacy ramifications� of information s�haring.  It is� important to 
recognize that the sharing of information does not always implicate privacy interests; 
therefore, a privacy policy need not be applied to every dissemination of every piece of 
data.  The determination of when there should be adherence to a privacy policy depends on 
an understanding of what the concept of “privacy” entails.  A privacy policy will be relevant 
when a cognizable privacy interes�t—as� dis�tinguis�hed from a mere “privacy concern”—is� 
involved.  Generally, a privacy “concern” is� an individual’s� s�ubjective des�ire for s�ecrecy 
or confidentiality, while a privacy “interes�t” is� an objectively recognized des�ire that s�ociety 

deems legitimate and worthy of protection which under certain circumstances may be enforceable in a court or 
other quasi-judicial system.    

In this� guide, the term “privacy” is� defined as� the right of an individual to control how and to what extent information 
about him or her may be communicated and acted upon.6  Privacy interes�ts� can be implicated by information 
about personal behaviors, personal communications, and personal attributes.7  In an information s�haring context, 
“privacy” refers to a protected interest of an individual or group in preventing the inappropriate collection, use, 
maintenance, and dis�clos�ure of PII.  “Protected” in this� context means� a legally enforceable (cons�titutional 
provision, statute, regulation, or other authoritative order) interest.  

Stated differently, privacy interests are not unilateral.  They cannot be claimed by an individual without a 
corresponding recognition in law or custom.  As such, “privacy” in the context of information sharing policies 
concerns� information whos�e confidentiality is� enforceable by law or s�ocial norms� and not merely information 
backed by a s�ubjective concern.  Privacy is� rarely, if ever, abs�olute and may be balanced agains�t countervailing 
interests of government or other individuals.  For example, a person may claim that the fact that he owns property 
is� private and thus� ins�is�t on excluding that information from being lis�ted on a public municipal Web s�ite.  If that 
concern does� not ris�e to a s�ocially or legally cognizable level or is� outweighed by a s�ufficient governmental activity, 
it will not constrain information sharing policies.  

6  Charles� Weis�s�, “The Coming Technology of Knowledge Dis�covery:  A Final Blow to Privacy Protection?” Univers�ity of Illinois� Journal of Law, 
Technology and Privacy, 2004, citing Alan F. Wes�tin, Privacy and Freedom, p. 7 (1967).
7  Of course, there is also a strong privacy interest in personal thoughts, but government action intruding upon that interest, such as compelled 
compliance with ps�ychiatric evaluations�, is� outs�ide this� s�cope becaus�e by definition the information res�ulting from that compuls�ion can be s�hared only 
after the initial intrusion is accomplished.
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There are many other meanings of “privacy,” both in ordinary parlance and in law and steeped in the corporeal 
context, as� oppos�ed to “information privacy.”  In the s�imples�t terms�, privacy is� commonly accepted as� the des�ire 
to be left alone.8  For example, an individual carries privacy expectations that a family member cannot inspect his 
diary or an employer s�hould not monitor her after-work activities�.  Privacy als�o refers� to protected conduct and 
information in contexts unrelated to information sharing and, therefore, also outside the scope of this policy.  For 
example, privacy is a constitutional concept of individual autonomy and decision making, implicated by activities 
s�uch as� human reproduction and medical decis�ion making.  It may protect the right of a high s�chool s�tudent to 
wear his hair long or the right of a patient to refuse a lifesaving operation.  

Finally, privacy often refers� to a particular collection of laws� and principles� relevant to a s�pecific context.  One 
example is the Fourth Amendment of the United States Constitution, which prohibits unreasonable searches and 
seizures by the government.  However, with regard to the extent to which the Fourth Amendment protects the 
principles� of privacy, information is� protected only when there is� a s�pecific legal redres�s� granted to an individual, 
s�uch as� exclus�ion of evidence or a right to s�ue for damages�.  As� a res�ult, when thos�e s�pecific remedies� are not 
available, the law will say there has been no Fourth Amendment violation, even though there may well have been 
an intrusion into protected privacy interests outside the Fourth Amendment.  For this reason, informational privacy 
is more often thought of as a First Amendment issue.

When weighing the contexts� (circums�tances� and conditions�) involving the s�haring of data, two s�eparate lines� of 
inquiry s�hould be purs�ued.  Firs�t, the s�trength of the particular privacy interes�t at s�take mus�t be evaluated.  Is� 
the interes�t s�ubs�tantial or merely tangential?  Is� it protected by law, regulation, or cus�tom?  Second, becaus�e the 
sharing of information is often integral to conducting business, the impact on the governmental entity proposing 
to receive or dis�s�eminate the data s�hould be cons�idered.  Is� the s�haring of data clos�ely related to a legitimate 
purpos�e of the government entity?  Is� the s�cope of the s�haring as� clos�ely tailored as� pos�s�ible to accomplis�h 
that purpos�e?  The goal will be to apply the privacy policy in a way that mos�t equitably balances� res�pect for the 
s�ubject’s� privacy interes�t with the legitimate interes�ts� of the governmental entity in s�haring the data.  

For example, law enforcement often engages� in mapping particular crimes�, and the public can benefit from that 
information.  Mapping of domestic violence and sexual assault offenses, however, can generate a particular 
threat to an individual’s� privacy s�ince it can be combined with acces�s�ible information about res�idential addres�s�es�, 
publicly broadcas�ting the location or even the identity of victims� of thes�e s�ens�itive crimes�.  If the privacy interes�ts� 
are unders�tood and appreciated, law enforcement could accommodate its� legitimate benefit of mapping with 
mas�king techniques� that either eliminate or greatly reduce the pos�s�ibility of identifying s�pecific victims� who have 
an interest in not disclosing this information to the public.

Finally, sharing involves both a provider of information and a recipient.  An information privacy policy should 
address the safeguarding of information by the provider even after it is disseminated.  For example, it is often 
appropriate for information to be shared subject to conditions of use, management, and disclosure that are 
consistent with the policies or practices of the agency that collected and disseminated the information.  

4.1.1 What Is Personally Identifiable Information?
Pers�onally identifiable information (PII) is� one or more pieces� of information that, when cons�idered 
alone, in combination with data from other sources, or in the context of how the information is presented 
or gathered, can contribute to dis�tinguis�h (identify) an individual.  PII can include pers�onal data, s�uch 
as� biometric characteris�tics� or a unique s�et of numbers� or characters� as�s�igned to a s�pecific individual; 
behavioral data, such as locations or activities; or communications, such as innermost thoughts and 
feelings�.  Information is� pers�onally identifiable even if it carries� no explicit and immediately apparent 
indication of the individual to whom it belongs� and even if identification of a unique individual is� not 
contemplated at the time the information is� collected or in the us�e to which it is� put.  For example, PII 
includes� pictures� of a crowd at a public event, even though no one is� yet identified and no one may ever 
be identified, but it does� not include the weather at the event.  The fact that the event occurred, even 
if not public information, may als�o be PII s�ince, if put together with an attendance lis�t, it cons�titutes� PII 
about behavior.

8  Dean Pros�s�er, “Privacy,” 48 California Law Review, 383, 1960.
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Technology continues to amplify the quality, quantity, and meaning of data about individuals, thereby 
altering the concepts� of PII and privacy with cons�equences� for information s�haring.  The traditional 
notion of PII reflects� the technologically immature, offline environment in which information was� created, 
collected, us�ed, and dis�clos�ed. In this� corporeal “real s�pace” context, firs�t-order data, s�uch as� names�, 
addresses and social security numbers, raise privacy concerns.  Technology development, particularly 
the proliferation of electronic communications networks, has migrated the unit of privacy risk beyond 
firs�t-order pers�onal identifiers� to information that may, on its� own, not be pers�onally identifying, but 
which, when linked together, implicates� protectable privacy interes�ts�.  PII now encompas�s�es� information 
related to a pers�on’s� communications�, trans�actions�, behaviors�, and pers�onal attributes�.

It is� important to keep in mind that the s�haring of PII is� often neces�s�ary for government agencies� 
carrying out their legitimate and essential work.  A good privacy policy attempts to distinguish between 
information that is needed in order for government to do its job and information that is simply wanted, 
or is� s�uperfluous� or redundant.  Law enforcement, for example, could not operate without a vibrant 
exchange of PII.  Not all PII is� protected, and not all s�haring of PII implicates� privacy interes�ts�.  For 
example, names and addresses in a telephone book are publicly accessible, but the same information in 
connection with hits� on a pornography Web s�ite would implicate s�ignificant privacy is�s�ues�.   

4.1.2 Contextual Privacy
Much information is protected, usually by law, because of its nature, such as social security numbers, 
financial information, and medical information.  This� information is� accorded protection, us�ually by law, 
because it is considered highly personal no matter what the context or situation.  Other information may 
be protected because the context, or circumstances, of its collection, use, maintenance, or release has 
violated an accepted cus�tom, s�uch as�:

• When the propos�ed us�e, maintenance, or collection of the information violates� parameters� the 
individual set when giving access to the information.  For example, an employee may release 
information justifying the use of personal leave time, but a privacy interest is raised if the employer 
shares with others that the employee spent the day at a weight-loss program or the racetrack.

• When the collection of information is� s�urreptitious�, s�uch as� hidden cameras� in a public place.  In this� 
situation, the person is releasing personal behavior information without the ability to establish the 
condition for its use because of the lack of knowledge that it is being collected.  Biometric data, which 
can be collected without any physical contact, may particularly raise this concern.

• When the maintenance of the information differs� from what is� ordinarily expected or from its� implicit 
purpose.  For example, people are accustomed to passenger manifests and customs searches, but 
the sharing of this information for the purposes of collecting data on travel companionship and what 
books people have in their baggage could implicate a privacy interest because of the unexpected 
use of the information and the implicit limitation that customs searches are only for the purpose of 
discovering prohibited objects. 

• When the releas�e of the information differs� from the implied us�e.  For example, the United States� 
Supreme Court had to decide, in Doe v. Reed, whether signatures collected on a petition in 
Was�hington State could be publicly releas�ed; even though the petition s�igners� knew the s�ignatures� 
would be s�crutinized by public officials�, they as�s�erted a privacy interes�t in blocking the information 
from being available to the public at large.

4.1.3 How Do Privacy Issues Arise?
Privacy concerns are generated when PII is� collected, us�ed, maintained, or releas�ed in a way that is� 
inconsistent with the expectation of the person to whom the information belongs.  A privacy interest is 
affected when that expectation is� grounded in law or cus�tom, not s�imply the pers�on’s� des�ire to prevent 
the offending intrusion.  For example, many people might prefer that their residential address not be 
available on a public tax as�s�es�s�or’s� Web s�ite if they own a home; however, there is� no law precluding 
publication, and that information has� his�torically been deemed public.  In this� example, the pers�on has� 
a privacy concern about the collection, use, maintenance, and release to the public of the information 
but no cognizable privacy interest other than the quality of the information (refer to Section 4.3).  It is� 
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important to reiterate, accommodation of privacy concerns that do not rise to cognizable interests or 
rights is outside the scope of this policy.  

In today’s� information s�haring environment, well-developed privacy, civil rights�, civil liberties�, and IQ 
policies help an agency prevent problems.  Failure to develop, implement, and maintain such dynamic 
policies� can res�ult in: 

• Harm to individuals.

• Public criticis�m and los�s� of confidence in and cooperation with the agency.

• Lawsuits and liability.

• Limited ability to share information.

• Proliferation of agency databas�es� with inaccurate data.

• Damage to the credibility of agencies that act on inaccurate data.

The PII maintained by entities�—if handled inappropriately—can caus�e problems� for thos�e affected. In 
worst cases, personal safety may be jeopardized. These issues affect the whole justice community, 
including law enforcement, prosecution, defense, courts, parole, probation, corrections, and victim 
services, as well as members of the public having contact with the justice system.

Unles�s� effective privacy, civil rights�, civil liberties�, and IQ s�afeguards� are being utilized at every level 
of your agency’s� information and data-handling operation, you may be expos�ing yours�elf and others� 
to unacceptable risks from inaccurate information or problems caused by failure to honor essential 
protection expectations�. When agencies� collectively maintain appropriate levels� of attention to privacy, 
civil rights�, civil liberties�, and IQ, the s�haring of information is� facilitated in a res�pons�ible and effective 
manner.

4.1.4 Factors Influencing Whether Information Sharing Implicates Privacy Interests
The exis�tence and s�trength of privacy interes�ts� is� not binary.  In other words�, it cannot be repres�ented 
directly by ans�wering yes� or no to equally s�trong interes�ts�.  In addition, the extent to which a privacy 
interest is honored will depend both on its strength and the type and weight of the interest of the agency 
in the collection, us�e, maintenance, and releas�e of the information.  A number of factors� influence both 
the exis�tence and s�trength of a privacy interes�t, s�uch as�:  

• Whether the information is� ordinarily expos�ed to public view.  The line between public and limited 
exposure has become particularly blurry with the advent of social networks and other sites dedicated 
to the exchange of information.  People may as�s�ume that dis�tribution is� limited to a narrower group 
than in fact has access to the information.9  

• Whether the collector of the information is� a public or private entity.  This� is� relevant on at leas�t two 
levels.  First, information collected by a public agency is often thought of as presumptively open 
to the public, and some statutes and regulations codify this expectation.  Second, it may generally 
be assumed that collection of data by public entities is more intrusive than collection by private 
concerns.10  

• Whether the collection of the information is� patent or s�urreptitious�.

• Whether the information was� collected from targeted individuals� in res�pons�e to a s�pecific incident or, 
at the other end of the spectrum, collected from a large group randomly or en masse.

• The extent to which the s�urrender of the information is� free or is� influenced by the exercis�e of a right 
or privilege and, if s�o, the importance of the right or privilege.  Es�s�entially, this� cons�ideration focus�es� 
on the broad area between “optional” and “required.”  For example, much information is surrendered 
in order to obtain a driver’s� licens�e or to travel.  Becaus�e of the importance of driving and traveling 

9  For example, s�ee “Privacy, Free Speech and ‘Blurry-Edged’ Social Networks�,” Boston College Law Review, Vol. 50, No. 5, 2009.
10  An inquiry outside the scope of this discussion is whether individuals serving public roles have fewer or different privacy interests than those 
operating in the private s�ector.  For example, s�ome s�tates� publicize the s�alaries� of public officials�, which is� information that in the private s�ector is� 
generally not disclosed.  
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in American society, the use of that information may be more strictly governed than the use of data 
surrendered in order to attend a rock concert.

• The extent to which the expectation of the individual is grounded in law versus custom and, if in 
custom, the universality of the custom.

• How limited the use of the information will be and how tailored the use is to the purpose of collection.

• Whether the information will be s�tored at all and, if s�o, for how long a period.

• How available the data will be, on a scale between authorized users in a controlled setting all the way 
to public access.

• The extent of laws regulating the use, maintenance, and retention of the data once collected and the 
security of the maintenance of the data.

• The extent to which the data includes information about “bystanders,” as with a group photograph, or 
about “witnes�s�es�” or “nons�us�pects�” as� with the us�e of “familial DNA,” for example.

Thes�e are but s�ome of the factors� influencing whether a privacy interes�t is� implicated and, if s�o, whether 
the collection, use, maintenance, and release of the information should be governed by a privacy policy.  
As technology has expanded our concerns about privacy and our fears of inappropriate use of data, so 
will continuing developments� influence our decis�ion making about how privacy s�hould be protected. 

4.2 What Are Civil Rights and Civil Liberties?
The term “civil liberties”11 generally means the freedom from intrusive or undue government interference, while 
“civil rights”12 refers to the rights of individuals to participate fairly and equally in society and the political process.  
Civil liberties� are generally s�poken of in the negative—what government cannot do—whereas� civil rights� are 
generally positive13 (or affirmative)—what the government mus�t or s�hould do to ens�ure equality and fairnes�s�.  Civil 
liberties offer protection to individuals from improper government action and arbitrary governmental interference.  
Privacy is� coupled more naturally with civil liberties� becaus�e privacy is� a concept about prohibiting certain 
intrusions.  

4.2.1 How Do Civil Rights and Civil Liberties Issues Arise?
Civil liberties issues most commonly arise when the government intrudes or proposes to intrude into 
individual affairs in a way that is counter to law, regulation, or accepted practice; when it exceeds its 
lawful authority in attempting to control individual behavior; or when the criteria for the collection or 
sharing of information are based solely on constitutionally protected activities or categories.  

In the information s�haring context, numerous� potential civil liberties� is�s�ues� aris�e when government 
collects, uses, maintains, and disseminates personal data; for example, if the government collects 
irrelevant information that is� broader than neces�s�ary to addres�s� the s�pecific purpos�e for which it is� being 
sought or collects it for one purpose and then uses it for another. Civil liberties issues are also implicated 
when the government disseminates collected information to other government entities or private parties 
without the individual’s� knowledge or cons�ent. Civil liberties� is�s�ues� may als�o aris�e in the context of what 
information about an individual the government should be able to obtain from private sources and the 
legal standard under which that information can be obtained (e.g., under what conditions and standards 
may the government obtain cell phone or Internet s�ubs�criber records�).  In addition, civil liberties� is�s�ues� 
arise when the government fails to provide a meaningful avenue for the individual whose information 

11  According to the U.S. Department of Jus�tice’s� Global Jus�tice Information Sharing Initiative, the term “civil liberties” refers to fundamental 
individual rights such as freedom of speech, press, or religion; due process of law; and other limitations on the power of the government to restrain or 
dictate the actions� of individuals�.  They are the freedoms� that are guaranteed by the Bill of Rights�—the firs�t ten amendments�—to the Cons�titution of the 
United States.  Civil liberties offer protection to individuals from improper government action and arbitrary governmental interference. 
12  The term “civil rights” refers to those rights and privileges of citizenship and equal protection that the state is constitutionally bound to 
guarantee all citizens� regardles�s� of race, religion, s�ex, or other characteris�tics� unrelated to the worth of the individual.  Protection of civil rights� impos�es� 
an affirmative obligation upon government to promote equal protection under the law.  Thes�e civil rights� to pers�onal liberty are guaranteed to all United 
States citizens by the Thirteenth and Fourteenth Amendments and by acts of Congress.  
13  “Civil Rights� and Civil Liberties� Protections� Guidance” (September 2008).  The definition of civil rights� is� a modified vers�ion of the definition 
contained in the National Criminal Intelligence Sharing Plan (NCISP), at pp. 5–6.
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has� been collected to be able to examine his�/her own file to determine whether there are any errors� and 
be able to correct them or to learn whether third parties have been provided access to the information.  
A pressing civil liberties issue in the post-9/11 environment is the increased aggregation of numerous 
pieces of information about individuals, from sources both public and private.  Although the individual 
pieces of information may not, by themselves, amount to an intrusion of privacy, their aggregation into a 
centralized “cradle to grave” dos�s�ier creates� s�ignificant civil liberties� concerns�. 

Civil rights and civil liberties are also implicated when sharing information that was collected regarding 
activities� that are protected by an individual’s� free exercis�e.  Government may not collect or retain 
information based solely on First Amendment-protected activities or conduct investigations on that basis.  
Even when information regarding Firs�t Amendment-protected activities� is� collected, government mus�t be 
careful to limit its collection to that information which is both necessary and legally authorized.

4.3 What Is Information Quality (IQ)?
Traditionally, “information quality” is� defined as� the accuracy and validity of the actual content of the data, data 
structure, and database/data repository design.  Conventional wisdom typically equates good information with 
accurate information. Good information, however, s�hould als�o be timely, reliable, and complete. Today, IQ is� 
understood to be a multidimensional concept that encompasses critical relationships among multiple attributes, 
such as timeliness, accuracy, relevancy, and others. Together, these attributes contribute to the validity of the 
information. Quality information is� the corners�tone of s�ound entity decis�ion making and ins�pires� trus�t in the jus�tice 
system and in the law enforcement entities that use information. Such information enables entities to perform their 
jobs� efficiently and effectively. 

4.3.1 How Do Information Quality Issues Arise?
Poor information quality can be harmful to the individual, the community, and the justice entity.  
Failure to actively and continuous�ly evaluate and improve IQ in jus�tice-related information s�haring 
practices may result in harm or injustice to individuals, lawsuits and liability, population of other entity 
databas�es� with inaccurate data, public criticis�m, inefficient us�e of res�ources�, or incons�is�tent actions� 
within entities�.  As� dis�cus�s�ed in Section 4.3.2, poor IQ inters�ects� privacy, civil rights�, and civil liberties� 
concerns.

The routine nature of day-to-day business processes underscores the potential for inadvertent 
generation of inferior IQ.  As� information is� increas�ingly s�hared and becomes� more readily and rapidly 
acces�s�ible electronically, jus�tice entity control over IQ becomes� a bigger challenge.  The typical triggers� 
for poor IQ are commonplace bus�ines�s� challenges�, s�uch as�:

• Bypassing data input rules and too restrictive data input rules.

• Changing data needs from information consumers.

• Coded data from different functional areas.

• Complex data representations, such as text and image.

• Data cleansing, normalization, standardization, and processing.

• Delays.

• Distributed heterogeneous systems.

• Failure to update record information.

• False information provided (more than name).

• Human error (e.g., transposition, translation, carelessness).

• Improper releas�es� of information.

• Incomplete records�.
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• Large volumes of data.

• Limited computing resources.

• Multiple entries (e.g., where aliases are used).

• Poor integration of data from multiple data s�ources� and erroneous� linking of information.

• Security-accessibility trade-off.

• Subjective judgment and techniques in data production/collection.

• Technical issues.

• Wides�pread availability of data (part of day-to-day bus�ines�s� is�s�ues� encountered by jus�tice entities�).  

4.3.2 Privacy and Information Quality
This guide addresses the development of privacy policies to ensure proper gathering and sharing of 
accurate PII.  Jus�tice entities� mus�t recognize that des�pite the implementation of an effective policy, 
damage and harm can s�till occur if the underlying information is� deficient in quality.

Information quality plays� an extremely important role in the protection of privacy rights� of individuals�. 
Is�s�ues� of privacy and IQ are inherently linked s�ince both concepts� s�hare multiple information attributes� 
that influence appropriate treatment of PII. Entity privacy policies� s�hould addres�s� IQ is�s�ues�. Information 
quality is� s�pecifically enumerated as� an is�s�ue to be cons�idered in the Fair Information Principles�—Data 
Quality Principle:  Pers�onal data s�hould be relevant to the purpos�es� for which it is� to be us�ed and, to 
the extent necessary for those purposes, should be accurate, complete, and up to date (refer to Section 
8.3.1.2, Information Quality Relative to Collection and Maintenance of Information).  In practice, the 
accuracy, completeness, currency, and reliability of information connected to an individual may raise as 
many concerns as the release of the information or its public availability.

4.4 What Is Security?
PII needs� to be protected with reas�onable s�afeguards� agains�t ris�k of los�s� or unauthorized acces�s�, modification, 
us�e, des�truction, or dis�clos�ure. Information s�ys�tems� s�hould provide the controls� to prevent, detect, and res�pond to 
threats and vulnerabilities that may compromise the integrity of the information systems.

Security refers to the range of administrative, technical, and physical business practices and mechanisms that 
aim to pres�erve privacy and confidentiality by res�tricting information acces�s� to authorized us�ers� for authorized 
purposes. Computer and communications security efforts also have the goal of ensuring the accuracy and timely 
availability of data for the legitimate user set, as well as promoting failure resistance in the electronic systems 
overall.

4.4.1 How Do Security Issues Arise?
Protecting information and information s�ys�tems� from unauthorized acces�s�, us�e, dis�clos�ure, dis�ruption, 
modification, perus�al, ins�pection, recording, or des�truction is� an important part of s�ecurity.  Security 
is�s�ues� can aris�e when entities� have:

• Unsecure facilities and networks that are vulnerable to external intrusion.

• Unsecure internal and external safeguards.

• Unsecure information storage formats, making it easier to modify, access, or destroy information. 

• Undefined acces�s� permis�s�ions�, meaning all us�ers� have acces�s� to all information, res�ulting in los�s� 
of control over what information a particular group or class of users can have access to or their 
established permissions (e.g., who can view, add, change, delete, or print).
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• Poor (or nonexis�tent) audit logs� where es�s�ential acces�s�, or query, information—s�uch as� the identity of 
the us�er and what information was� s�earched, acces�s�ed, modified, or dis�s�eminated—is� not tracked.

• Ris�ks� of data breach—the unintentional releas�e of s�ecure information to an untrus�ted environment.

4.4.2 Privacy and Security 
Although privacy and security both relate to the handling of data and information and are both essential 
to justice-related information sharing, they have different implications and considerations. Security 
relates� to how an organization protects� information during and after collection. Privacy addres�s�es� why 
and how information is collected, handled, and disclosed and is concerned with providing reasonable 
quality control regarding that information. Security policies implement privacy policies by ensuring 
compliance with the manner and extent to which information is allowed to be shared by the privacy 
policies.  Having a security policy related to data or information is not enough. Security policies alone 
do not adequately addres�s� the privacy, civil rights�, civil liberties�, and IQ is�s�ues� contemplated in this� 
discussion. Considering the breadth of the issue, some existing privacy policies may fail to address 
thes�e concerns� in that they relate to acces�s� to records� ins�tead of defining privacy protections� both in 
procedures and in system processes.

A privacy policy is different from a security policy.  A security policy carries out the privacy policy and 
therefore may be incorporated within a privacy policy, but by itself, it may not adequately address the 
protection of PII or the requirements� of a privacy policy in its� entirety. The Global Security Working Group 
(GSWG) has� developed a product titled Applying Security Practices to Justice Information Sharing14 to 
address security practices.

An effective privacy policy should describe how security is implemented within the integrated justice 
s�ys�tem for the purpos�es� of protecting PII.  Similarly, a s�ecurity policy s�hould addres�s� information 
clas�s�ification, protection, and periodic review to ens�ure that information is� being s�tewarded in 
accordance with an organization’s� privacy policy.  

4.5 Relationship Among Privacy, Information Quality, and Security
While privacy is� related to and overlaps� with IQ and s�ecurity, each als�o has� dis�tinctly different is�s�ues� that mus�t 
be addressed and that may require distinct solutions.  As such, these topics merit separate attention and are 
addressed in related Global products.  See Section 4.8 for a list of these products.

4.6 What Is a Privacy Policy?
A privacy policy is a written, published statement that articulates the policy position of an organization on how 
it handles� the PII and other pers�onal, s�ens�itive information it s�eeks� or receives� and us�es� in the normal course 
of business.  The policy should include information relating to the processes of information collection, analysis, 
maintenance, dissemination, access, expungement, and disposition.  

Privacy policies� relate to the role of government and how government entities� conduct thems�elves�.  Civil liberties� 
offer protection to individuals from improper government action and arbitrary governmental interference in the 
conduct of their lives.  The purpose of a privacy policy is to articulate (within the organization, to external entities 
that access and share information with the organization, to other entities, and publicly) that the entity will adhere to 
legal requirements and entity policy and procedural provisions addressing the gathering and sharing of information 
in a manner that protects constitutional and statutory rights, including personal privacy and other civil liberties 
and civil rights.  A well-developed and implemented privacy policy uses justice entity resources prudently and 
effectively; protects� the entity, the individual, and the public; and contributes� to public trus�t and confidence that the 
justice system understands its role and promotes the rule of law.

14  Global Security Working Group (GSWG), Global Jus�tice Information Sharing Initiative (Global), Applying Security Practices to Justice 
Information Sharing, Vers�ion 4.0, May 2007, http://it.ojp.gov/documents�/as�p/.
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4.6.1 When Should an Entity Develop a Privacy Policy?
A privacy policy is an essential ingredient of sound information management.  Therefore, the optimal 
time to develop a policy is in the planning and development stages of a justice information sharing 
system.  Although not optimal, a privacy policy may also be developed during or after implementation of 
any information-gathering practice.  The important goal is to have a policy in place.  

4.7 Preparation for a Privacy Policy—the Privacy Impact Assessment (PIA)
A Privacy Impact As�s�es�s�ment (PIA) is� a vital tool us�ed to evaluate pos�s�ible privacy ris�ks� and to mitigate identified 
risks to the privacy, civil rights, and civil liberties of individuals while maximizing technological infrastructures 
and data s�haring opportunities�.  A PIA allows� jus�tice practitioners� to examine the privacy implications� of their 
information systems and information sharing collaborations so they can design and implement policies and 
procedures� to addres�s� vulnerabilities� and protect PII and other pers�onal, s�ens�itive information to ens�ure that it is� 
not improperly collected or distributed.  

4.7.1 When to Perform a PIA?
Privacy concerns� mus�t be addres�s�ed as� part of an overall s�trategic planning proces�s� for information 
s�ys�tems�’ development, enhancement, and replacement or any time a s�ys�tem is� modified, updated, 
and/or revised.  Committees formed to oversee planning and implementation should, ideally, make 
conducting a PIA their firs�t s�tep, followed by the development of privacy policies� that are bas�ed on 
information obtained during the as�s�es�s�ment proces�s�.  However, a PIA can be conducted at any time or 
when the information sharing process is being changed or expanded.  

Privacy policies� emerge through the identification and analys�is� of the PIA proces�s�, generating dis�cus�s�ion 
and decis�ion making on how to addres�s� and mitigate, if neces�s�ary, the identified privacy vulnerabilities�.  
The PIA is� a road map for developing a thoughtful and comprehens�ive privacy policy to protect pers�onal 
and confidential information, to s�erve the needs� of the entity and the public.

4.7.2 PIA Template
The Global Guide to Conducting Privacy Impact Assessments for State, Local, and Tribal 
Justice Entities (www.it.ojp.gov/privacy) contains� a PIA template that leads� policy developers� through 
appropriate privacy ris�k as�s�es�s�ment ques�tions� that evaluate the proces�s� through which PII is� collected, 
stored, protected, shared, and managed by an electronic information system or online collection 
application.  

4.8 Resources

4.8.1 Privacy Resources
•	 Global Privacy Resources booklet:  The following GPIQWG privacy res�ources�, including this� 

Privacy Guide, are featured in the booklet and available online at www.it.ojp.gov/privacy.

• Executive Summary for Justice Decision Makers:  Privacy, Civil Rights, and Civil Liberties 
Program Development, Appendix A.1 of this guide.

• 7 Steps to a Privacy, Civil Rights, and Civil Liberties Policy, Appendix A.2 of this guide.
• Guide to Conducting Privacy Impact Assessments for State, Local, and Tribal Justice Entities.
• Privacy, Civil Rights, and Civil Liberties Policy Development Template for State, Local, and 

Tribal Justice Entities, Appendix C.1 of this guide.
• Privacy, Civil Rights, and Civil Liberties Policy Development Guide for State, Local, and Tribal 

Justice Entities:  Policy Review Checklist, Appendix D of this guide.

• Smith, Robert Ellis�, Ben Franklin’s Web Site:  Privacy and Curiosity From Plymouth Rock to the 
Internet, 2000, ISBN 0-930072.

http://www.it.ojp.gov/pia_guide
http://www.it.ojp.gov/privacy
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• U.S. Department of Jus�tice’s� and U.S. Department of Homeland Security’s� Privacy and Civil Liberties� 
Portal—Is�s�ues�, Res�ources�, and Training for Fus�ion Centers� and State, Local, and Tribal Jus�tice and 
Public Safety Agencies�, www.it.ojp.gov/PrivacyLiberty.

• U.S. Department of Homeland Security, Office for Civil Rights� and Civil Liberties�, www.dhs.gov 
/xabout/structure/crcl.shtm.

• U.S. Department of Homeland Security, Privacy Office, www.dhs.gov/xabout/structure/editorial_0338 
.shtm.

• U.S. Department of Jus�tice, Privacy and Civil Liberties� Office, www.usdoj.gov/pclo/.

• Office of the Program Manager, Information Sharing Environment (ISE), Privacy, Civil Rights, and 
Civil Liberties Protection Framework, www.ise.gov/privacy-civil-rights-and-civil-liberties-protection 
-framework.

4.8.2 Information Quality Resources
Global Information Quality Series: The following res�ources� offer practical guidance on how to make 
IQ a priority and how to es�tablis�h and implement an entity-wide IQ program.  All of thes�e res�urces� are 
available for download at:  www.it.ojp.gov/IQ_Res�ources�.

•	 Information Quality:  The Foundation for Justice Decision Making

Good IQ is� the corners�tone for s�ound entity decis�ion making and ins�pires� trus�t in the jus�tice s�ys�tem 
and in the law enforcement entities� that us�e information. With that view in mind, DOJ’s� GPIQWG 
releas�ed a primer on IQ, entitled Information Quality: The Foundation for Justice Decision Making.  

This resource is targeted towards justice leaders and justice information sharing system 
adminis�trators� and emphas�izes� the importance of good, or ‘’quality,’’ data that enables� entities� to 
perform their jobs� efficiently and effectively.  The jus�tice s�ys�tem depends� on information s�haring. With 
the rapid proliferation and evolution of new technologies, increased data sharing requires increased 
res�pons�ibility for IQ to ens�ure s�ound jus�tice decis�ion making.  This� fact s�heet explores� information 
quality as a multidimensional concept encompassing critical relationships among multiple attributes, 
such as timeliness, accuracy, and relevancy.  Hypothetical scenarios are presented depicting 
s�ituations� of good and poor IQ, as� well as� s�ugges�tions� on what entities� can do about IQ.  Res�earch 
and resource references are also provided for further reading. 

•	 9 Elements of an Information Quality Program 

Developed for high-level, managerial, and administrative personnel within an organization,  
9 Elements of an Information Quality Program introduces� the nine key s�teps� of an entity-wide IQ 
program. 

•	 Information Quality Self-Assessment Tool 

A mandatory s�tep for any entity in developing an IQ program is� the completion of an IQ s�elf-
as�s�es�s�ment—the evaluation of entity information and reports� as�s�ociated with jus�tice events�. The 
Information Quality Self-Assessment Tool will help entities� determine their relative level of IQ and 
benchmarks� for evaluation, improvement, and accountability. Us�ing this� tool can: 

• Break down the flow of information in a jus�tice event into the multiple phas�es� of an information life 
cycle. 

• Apply IQ dimens�ions� to each point along this� information continuum. 
• Uncover gaps� in roles�, res�pons�ibilities�, policies�, procedures�, and technology that beget IQ 

problems. 
• Implement IQ in practice. 
• Enhance overall unders�tanding of the effects� that a jus�tice entity’s� bus�ines�s� proces�s�es�—related to 

information collection, maintenance, management, dis�s�emination, and dis�pos�ition—have on IQ.

http://www.it.ojp.gov/PrivacyLiberty
http://www.dhs.gov/xabout/structure/crcl.shtm
http://www.dhs.gov/xabout/structure/crcl.shtm
http://www.dhs.gov/xabout�/structure/editorial_0338.shtm
http://www.dhs.gov/xabout�/structure/editorial_0338.shtm
http://www.usdoj.gov/pclo/
http://www.ise.gov/privacy-civil-rights-and-civil-liberties-protection-framework
http://www.ise.gov/privacy-civil-rights-and-civil-liberties-protection-framework
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•	 Information Quality Program Guide 

The Information Quality Program Guide is intended to help managers of justice information systems 
develop an IQ program for their organizations� and is� des�igned to s�upport thos�e who mus�t analyze 
their jus�tice entity’s� information and determine what is� needed to ens�ure good quality information. The 
guide features� a s�tep approach to the development and implementation of an entity-wide IQ program 
by leading practitioners� through the: 

• Es�tablis�hment of IQ as� an entity-wide program.
• Identification and analys�is� of entity jus�tice events� and products�.
• Application of s�tandard and cus�tomized IQ dimens�ions�. 
• Completion of an IQ as�s�es�s�ment.
• Implementation and follow-up.

The following is� a lis�t of IQ res�ources� currently in publication.  Additional res�ources� are als�o available at 
www.it.ojp.gov/IQ_Res�ources�.

• Bureau of Justice Statistics, Data Quality Guidelines, http://bjs�.ojp.us�doj.gov/content/dataquality 
/dataquality.cfm

• Bureau of Justice Statistics, Quality Guidelines Generally Followed for Police-Public Contact Surveys, 
but Opportunities Exist to Help Assure Entity Independence, http://it.ojp.gov/documents�/BJS_DQ 
_Guidelines�_Police_Public.pdf.

• Englis�h, Larry P., Improving Data Warehouse and Business Information Quality, John Wiley and 
Sons�, New York, 1999, www.infoimpact.com/book.cfm.

• Englis�h, Larry P., “The Es�s�entials� of Information Quality Management,” DM Review, September 2002.

• Federal Bureau of Inves�tigation’s� Criminal Jus�tice Information Services�, Methods of Data Quality 
Control: For Uniform Crime Reporting (UCR) Programs, http://it.ojp.gov/documents�/CJIS_Methods� 
_of_DQ_Control_for_UCR.pdf.

• Fis�her, Lauria, Chengalur-Smith, and Wang, Mas�s�achus�etts� Ins�titute of Technology, Information 
Quality Publication, Introduction to Information Quality, http://mitiq.mit.edu/Books�.htm.

• INFORMATICA White Paper, Monitoring Data Quality Performance Using Data Quality Metrics,  
http://it.ojp.gov/documents�/Informatica_Whitepaper_Monitoring_DQ_Us�ing_Metrics�.pdf.

• Mas�s�achus�etts� Ins�titute of Technology (MIT), Total Data Quality Management (TDQM) Program and 
International Information Quality (IQ) Conference, http://web.mit.edu/tdqm/www/index.s�html.

• Office of Management and Budget’s� (OMB) Office of Information and Regulatory Affairs�, Web 
Res�ource for Information Quality Guidelines�, www.whitehouse.gov/omb/inforeg_agency_info_quality 
_links.

• U.S. Department of Jus�tice, Information Quality Guidelines�, www.us�doj.gov/oig/FOIA/guidelines�.htm.

• U.S. Department of Jus�tice’s� Office of Community Oriented Policing Services� (COPS), Information 
Quality Guidelines�, www.cops�.us�doj.gov/Default.as�p?Item=1654.

• Wang, Richard Y., Yang W. Lee, Leo L. Pipino, and Diane M. Strong, “Manage Your Information as� a 
Product,” Sloan Management Review, Mas�s�achus�etts� Ins�titute of Technology, Summer 1998, Volume 
39, Number 4. 

4.8.3 Security Resources
• Global Jus�tice Information Sharing Initiative (Global) Security Working Group (GSWG), Applying 

Security Practices to Justice Information Sharing, Vers�ion 4.0, May 2007, http://it.ojp.gov/documents� 
/asp/.

http://bjs.ojp.usdoj.gov/content/dataquality/dataquality.cfm
http://bjs.ojp.usdoj.gov/content/dataquality/dataquality.cfm
http://it.ojp.gov/documents/BJS_DQ_Guidelines_Police_Public.pdf
http://it.ojp.gov/documents/BJS_DQ_Guidelines_Police_Public.pdf
http://www.infoimpact.com/book.cfm
http://it.ojp.gov/documents/CJIS_Methods_of_DQ_Control_for_UCR.pdf
http://it.ojp.gov/documents/CJIS_Methods_of_DQ_Control_for_UCR.pdf
http://mitiq.mit.edu/Books.htm
http://it.ojp.gov/documents/Informatica_Whitepaper_Monitoring
http://web.mit.edu/tdqm/www/index.shtml
http://www.whitehouse.gov/omb/inforeg_agency_info_quality_links
http://www.whitehouse.gov/omb/inforeg_agency_info_quality_links
www.usdoj.gov/oig/FOIA/guidelines.htm
www.cops.usdoj.gov/Default.asp?Item=1654
http://it.ojp.gov/documents/asp/
http://it.ojp.gov/documents/asp/
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• GSWG, Implementing Privacy Policy in Jus�tice Information Sharing:  A Technical Framework,  
October 31, 2007, www.it.ojp.gov/documents�/Privacy_Report_Releas�eCandidat_v_1_0_10-31-2007 
_with_cover_(final).doc.

• IJIS Ins�titute, Information Security in Integrated Justice Applications: An Introductory Guide for the 
Practitioner, www.it.ojp.gov/documents/info_fsec_fguide.pdf.

• Safeguarding Agains�t and Res�ponding to the Breach of Pers�onally Identifiable Information, Office of 
Management and Budget Memorandum M-07-16 (May 2007), www.whitehouse.gov/OMB 
/memoranda/fy2007/m07-16.pdf.

• SEARCH, The National Cons�ortium for Jus�tice Information and Statis�tics�, prepared for the Office of 
Community Oriented Policing Services�, U.S. Department of Jus�tice, Law Enforcement Tech Guide for 
Information Technology Security: How to Assess Risk and Establish Effective Policies—A Guide for 
Executives, Managers, and Technologists, www.s�earch.org/files�/pdf/ITSecTechGuide.pdf.

• SEARCH, The National Cons�ortium for Jus�tice Information and Statis�tics�, SEARCH IT Security Self- 
and Ris�k-As�s�es�s�ment Tool, www.s�earch.org/files�/xls�/SEARCHITSecurityAs�s�es�s�mentTool.xls�.

http://www.it.ojp.gov/documents/Privacy_Report�_Release_Candidate_v_1_0_10-31-2007_with_cover_(final).doc
http://www.it.ojp.gov/documents/Privacy_Report�_Release_Candidate_v_1_0_10-31-2007_with_cover_(final).doc
http://www.it.ojp.gov/documents/info_fsec_fguide.pdf
http://www.whitehouse.gov/OMB/memoranda/fy2007/m07-16.pdf
http://www.whitehouse.gov/OMB/memoranda/fy2007/m07-16.pdf
http://www.search.org/files/pdf/ITSecTechGuide.pdf
http://www.search.org/files/xls/SEARCHITSecurityAssessmentTool.xls
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A privacy policy requires individuals to oversee its development, 
implementation, and currency.  This section describes the roles and 
responsibilities of those persons who create, produce, implement, 
and overs�ee the policy des�cribed in this� publication.  It is� important to 
have the s�tructure and s�upport for the planning effort clearly defined 
from the outset.  

5.1 Identifying the Project Champion or Sponsor
Once the need for a privacy policy is established, the next step 
is to designate a high-level project champion or sponsor within 
the organization to drive the effort.  The project champion 
will be the individual who will help steer the development of 
the policy, identify and allocate the necessary resources (both human and other support), and oversee policy 
implementation.  The project champion or s�pons�or s�hould:

• Advocate for and defend the effort, the project team leader (refer to Section 5.3), and the team.

• Empower the team and its� leaders� with appropriate authority.

• Ens�ure that adequate and appropriate res�ources� are available to the team.

• Remove obs�tacles� and addres�s� political and organizational is�s�ues�.

• Support the team on policy issues.

• Act as the high-level authority for the effort.

• Articulate and share the common goals of the effort.

The project champion or s�pons�or can be:

• The person who designates the project team leader, someone higher in the chain of command who is in a 
position to facilitate decision making and resource allocation. 

• The highes�t-ranking officer in the particular jus�tice entity.

• The Governor of a state or a tribal leader.

Section 5—Assembling the Project Team
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In the cas�e of a collaborative effort in which the ultimate policy may be adopted by more than one organization, 
there may be champions from each organization who will be bound by the completed policy statements.  

Selection of the project champion or s�pons�or for this� development effort will depend entirely on factors� s�pecifically 
related to the assignment and the organization.  The key to identifying the project champion is not only to 
recognize the need for a sponsor but to identify what role the champion will serve.  This person should provide a 
strong voice for the team effort, particularly when there is competition for scarce resources.  The champion should 
als�o provide the mechanis�m for efficient decis�ion making when the project team leader or project manager does� 
not have the authority to make decisions in selected areas.

5.2 Securing Support and Justifying Resources

5.2.1 Securing Agency Head Support
Securing approval and buy-in for a privacy program, project team, and the policy and implementation 
efforts that will result requires top-down support.  One way to obtain this support is to raise awareness 
among agency heads of the importance of privacy protections and the risks and liability of not having 
the right protections in place in agency policies and day-to-day procedures.  This guide contains two 
executive-level summaries, described below, in Appendix A.  These can help an agency make the case 
for a privacy protections policy.

5.2.1.1 Executive Summary for Justice Decision Makers:  Privacy, Civil Rights, and 
Civil Liberties Program Development
This executive summary is an awareness resource for justice executives, as well as 
an informational tool to us�e for training. The eas�y-to-read flyer is� des�igned to engender 
awareness about the topic, make the case for privacy policy development, and underscore 
the importance of promoting privacy protections� within jus�tice agencies�. Included is� 
information on basic privacy concepts; the intersection between privacy, security, and 
information quality; privacy risks; and steps to establish privacy protections through a privacy 
program cycle. This paper applies settled privacy principles to justice information sharing 
systems and makes recommendations on best practices.

5.2.1.2 7 Steps to a Privacy, Civil Rights, and Civil Liberties Policy
Designed for both justice executives and agency personnel, this document raises awareness 
and educates readers on the seven basic steps involved in the preparation for development 
of a privacy, civil rights�, and civil liberties� policy (as� recommended in this� Privacy Guide). 
Each s�tep des�cribes� the practical tas�ks� as�s�ociated with preparing for, drafting, and 
implementing a privacy policy. Also featured is an overview of the core concepts (or 
chapters) that an agency should address in the written provisions of a privacy policy (as 
recommended in the SLT Policy Development Template).

5.2.1.3 The Importance of Privacy, Civil Rights, and Civil Liberties Protections in 
American Law Enforcement and Public Safety:  Line Officer Training Video
A training video titled The Importance of Privacy, Civil Rights, and Civil Liberties Protections 
in American Law Enforcement and Public Safety was� developed by Global’s� Intelligence 
Working Group (GIWG) Privacy and Training Committees�.  This� s�hort video is� a training tool 
des�igned to educate viewers�, particularly line officers� during roll call, on the privacy and civil 
liberties issues they may confront in their everyday work and the liabilities associated with 
the failure to adhere to sound policy and practice.  This video can be viewed online at  
www.ncirc.gov/privacylineofficer, or to request a copy, contact Global@iir.com.

http://www.ncirc.gov/privacylineofficer
mailto:Global@iir.com
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5.2.2 Justifying Resources 
Any policy development team must make an estimation of resource needs and make those resource 
needs known to the project champion.  Different resources may be needed at different phases of the 
effort.  At a minimum, however, the team s�hould project a realis�tic es�timate of res�ource needs�, including:

• Number and needed s�kill s�ets� of team members� required to s�ucces�s�fully work on the project.

• An approximate number of hours necessary to complete the project. 

• A list of any additional support resources that may be necessary (for example, computers, software, 
and access to legal services).  

While this� es�timate may change, it will be beneficial to provide the project champion and organization 
with basic information about resource needs in order to assist the organizational assessment of resource 
allocation.  Providing this� es�timate s�hould res�ult in an articulated res�pons�e from the organization’s� 
management about what resources will or will not be made available for this project.

In determining res�ource needs�, the following ques�tions� may be helpful in preparing for a res�ource 
jus�tification:

• How many team members will be needed or available from the initiating organization and other 
organizations�?

• What types� of res�ources� are needed to s�upport a privacy policy development team (for example, 
skills or interests of team members, meeting facilities, hardware and software, other equipment, and 
technical s�upport and legal s�upport)?

• Can res�ources� be reallocated within the entity?

• What other s�upport (s�taff, travel, materials�, or contract s�upport) will be needed? 

• What training, if any, is� available or needed? 

• Are the identified res�ources� available within the initiating organization or from other organizations�, 
and who has� authority over thes�e res�ources�?

• If not, what are other potential s�ources� of the needed res�ources�, and what approaches� can be us�ed 
to obtain them?  Who has� authority over thes�e res�ources�, and will the project champion s�upport thes�e 
reques�ts�?

In the initial s�tages� of development, not all of thes�e ques�tions� may be ans�werable, but going through the 
proces�s� of addres�s�ing s�uch ques�tions� will help to define what is� or is� not available and may be us�eful, as� 
the project progresses, in supporting future requests for needed resources.

5.3 Identifying the Project Team Leader
The privacy policy development project mus�t have a project team leader—s�omeone who will direct and manage 
the project on a day-to-day basis.  Generally, the individual assigned to read this guide may have been designated 
as� the project team leader.  In any event, the project team leader s�hould pos�s�es�s� the following es�s�ential 
characteris�tics�:

•	 Organizational Credibility

The project team leader should be in a position of credibility within the organization and with outside entities 
essential to the success of developing and implementing privacy policies.  This does not necessarily mean that 
this individual possesses an in-depth knowledge of every technology-, privacy-, and civil liberties-related issue.  
This individual should, however, understand the technological applications for justice information sharing 
and the limitations� of thes�e applications�, as� well as� the organization’s� work flow, s�pecifically as� it involves� the 
control of data.
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•	 Organization Authority

The project team leader s�hould be in a pos�ition to acces�s� res�ources� (human and financial) neces�s�ary to 
complete the tas�k and to obtain needed approval or direction from the project champion and the organization’s� 
chief executives.

•	 Ability to Build and Manage Coalitions

Since success in this endeavor depends on the substantive involvement of a number of individuals within 
the department and from outs�ide entities�, the project team leader’s� ability to build and manage coalitions� is� 
es�s�ential.  The foundation of this� ability is� the art of managing human relations�hips�—making s�ure that individual 
needs are met in the process of accomplishing the ultimate goal of developing and implementing privacy 
policies that affect multiple justice entities.

•	 Ability to Manage Day-to-Day Tasks Over an Extended Period of Time

The proces�s� of developing privacy policies� will take a s�ignificant amount of effort over an extended period 
of time.  It is� es�s�ential for the project team leader to be able to manage the day-to-day policy development 
activities�, under what is� probably minimal human and financial res�ources�, as� well as� s�et and adhere to 
timelines and maintain focus on the ultimate goal.

5.4 Building the Project Team and Stakeholder Contacts
Pres�umptively, a collaborative project team s�hould be appointed to develop the privacy policy.  Collaborative 
teams function best when participant roles and responsibilities are clear.  

5.4.1 Project Team
Appointing a multidisciplinary, multientity team is necessary to develop and implement successful privacy 
policies.  This type of collaboration lends a wide range of viewpoints, substantive knowledge, and energy 
to a process that can easily be bogged down in details and differing interpretations and objectives.  To 
succeed, this team needs structure, leadership, and a sense that the goal can be accomplished.

It is� important to es�tablis�h a clear decis�ion-making proces�s� that recognizes� and values� individual 
participation.  This process should allow for diverse input yet move towards achieving the stated policy 
goal.  While the project team s�hould repres�ent a broad array of pers�pectives�, it is� important that the 
number of team members be kept to a manageable size to ensure that the team can accomplish its 
goals and objectives.  Team members must represent the core entities that are entrusted with the 
protection of private information for justice information sharing. 

The project team should have access to subject-matter experts in areas of privacy law and technical 
systems design and operations, as well as skilled writers, but these individuals do not necessarily have 
to be team members.

5.4.2 Stakeholder Contacts
Stakeholder contacts are entities or individuals essential to the development and implementation of the 
policy but who may or may not be on the project team.  Stakeholders have interests in the outcome of 
the privacy policy and are solicited by the project team to provide input.

Carefully consider what entities and individuals are essential to developing and implementing the policy.  

Determine some method for obtaining input from stakeholders.  Methods for obtaining stakeholder input 
can include focus groups, surveys, documents for public comment, and invitations to speak on varied 
issues at team meetings. 

In determining the compos�ition of the project team, it may be helpful to divide potential s�takeholders� into 
those who may implement the policy, those who are affected by the policy, or those who have a vested 
interes�t in the policy:
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• Entities� participating in information s�haring, local or s�tate lawmakers� or tribal leaders�, and the legal 
community (judges, prosecutors, and defense attorneys).  

• Community members, offenders and their families, victims of crime, and employees of entities 
involved in justice information sharing, as well as nonjustice entities who require access to justice 
information.  Carefully consider the local justice information sharing environment and determine 
whether it is advantageous to include representatives from some of these groups on the project team.

• The public at large, academia, commercial data consolidators, and private security organizations.  At 
a minimum, information s�hould be made available concerning privacy policies� to thes�e groups�.  In 
addition, victim rights advocates, privacy advocates, and the media can also affect the development 
and implementation of policies for justice information sharing.

5.5 Continuing Roles Within the Entity

5.5.1 Privacy Officer
Though the project champion and project team will direct the development of the privacy policy and 
implementation plan, the task of continued implementation, monitoring, and compliance should be 
guided by a Privacy Officer.  During the project team s�election proces�s�, one individual s�hould be 
s�elected to s�erve as� the entity’s� Privacy Officer during policy development and as� an ongoing role.  
This individual may or may not be the same person designated as the project champion or project 
team leader.  Ultimately, once the policy has� been completed, the Privacy Officer will maintain primary 
oversight and managerial responsibility for ensuring continued policy implementation, training, 
monitoring, and compliance.  Traditional Privacy Officer res�pons�ibilities� include:

• Routinely review the entity’s� information privacy procedures� to ens�ure that they are comprehens�ive 
and up to date.

• When additional or revis�ed procedures� may be called for, work with relevant entity offices� in the 
consideration, adoption, and implementation of such procedures.

• Review exis�ting departmental and component-level privacy policies� and procedures� to ens�ure 
the entity’s� full compliance with local, s�tate, and federal laws�, regulations�, and policies� relating to 
information privacy.

• Oversee the implementation of privacy protections in personnel procedures and information system 
processes.

• If applicable to the entity’s� function, review and approve all analytical products� for appropriate privacy, 
civil rights, and civil liberties protections prior to dissemination or sharing by the entity.

• Handle reported errors and violations of the provisions of the privacy policy.

• Ens�ure that enforcement procedures� and s�anctions� (which s�hould be outlined in the privacy policy) 
are adequate and enforced.

• Receive and res�pond to inquiries� and complaints� about privacy, civil rights�, and civil liberties� 
protections in the information system(s) maintained or accessed by the entity.

• Manage the evaluation of user compliance (for example, through the use of system audits).

• Serve as� a point of contact for handling individuals�’ reques�ts� for corrections� involving information the 
entity has� dis�clos�ed and can change becaus�e it originated the information.  The Privacy Officer will 
inform individuals of the procedure for requesting and considering requested corrections, including 
appeal rights.

5.5.2 Security Officer
Justice information sharing entities must ensure that appropriate security measures are in place for 
the data that is collected, stored, accessed, and maintained by the entity, as well as for the facility and 
entity pers�onnel.  Overs�ight of this� as�s�urance s�hould be as�s�igned to a s�ecurity officer.  As� referenced in 
Section 4.4.2, Privacy and Security, privacy ris�ks� can occur as� a res�ult of inadequate s�ecurity meas�ures�.  
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Privacy and s�ecurity are inherently linked.  For example, if acces�s� to information contained in the jus�tice 
information system is not restricted, the privacy rights of individuals may be affected.  Further, if the 
system network is not secure and well protected from external intrusion, individual harm may result.  
As�s�igning the role of a s�ecurity officer within the entity will help s�upport privacy protections� through clear 
responsibility for the coordination, development, implementation, and maintenance of security policies 
and procedures�.  A s�ecurity officer will ens�ure that:

• The agency operates in a secure facility protected from external intrusion.

• Information is� s�tored in a s�ecure format and s�ecure environment s�uch that it cannot be added to, 
modified, acces�s�ed, des�troyed, or purged except by pers�onnel authorized to take s�uch actions�.

• Access to information is granted only to personnel whose positions and job duties require such 
access (e.g., who have successfully completed a background check and appropriate security 
clearance, if applicable, and who have been selected, approved, and trained accordingly).

• Queries� made to the agency’s� data applications� are logged into the data s�ys�tem identifying the us�er 
initiating the query.

• System logs are kept of accessed and disseminated agency data and an audit trail is maintained.

• Procedures� are es�tablis�hed and followed for breach notification laws� or policies�.

A s�ecurity officer may als�o:

• Conduct s�ecurity training and awarenes�s� of the agency’s� s�ecurity policies�, including s�ecurity 
measures, policies, and procedures.

• Provide regular updates� to the agency’s� management and governance body on compliance with 
security policies.

• Coordinate with federal s�ecurity officials�, if applicable, to the extent needed to facilitate federal 
s�ecurity clearances� for pers�onnel, facility s�ecurity, certifications�, and acces�s� to federal information 
systems.

• Es�tablis�h and coordinate the proces�s�es� us�ed to conduct background checks� on all agency pers�onnel 
prior to commencement of duties.

• Receive, document, and inves�tigate reports� of s�ecurity violations� according to the agency’s� s�ecurity 
policies.

5.6 Resources
• Beyerlein, Michael M., and Cheryl Harris, Guiding the Journey to Collaborative Work Systems:  A Strategic 

Design Workbook, San Francis�co:  Pfeiffer Pres�s�, 2003.

This is a hands-on, practical guide for dealing with the challenges of designing and implementing collaboration 
in the workplace.  The workbook covers a broad range of topics necessary for successful change, including 
generating and maintaining support for the initiative, launching a thoroughly planned change program, and 
effectively communicating the plan to the rest of the organization.  Filled with assessments, tools, and activities 
and based on interviews conducted with 21 experts and hundreds of team members, Guiding the Journey to 
Collaborative Work Systems offers the support needed to design in-depth plans for changing work systems to 
facilitate collaborative excellence. 

• Clark, Donald, Teamwork Survey, 2004, www.nwlink.com/~donclark/leader/teamsuv.html.

This is a questionnaire used to evaluate the effectiveness of how a team operates.

• Cook, Ian, The Center for As�s�ociation Leaders�hip, White Paper:  Kickstarting a Brand New Team, January 
2002, www.as�aecenter.org/Publications�Res�ources�/whitepaperdetail.cfm?ItemNumber=12185.

This is an article on what to do and what to avoid when creating, managing, and leading a new project team.

http://www.nwlink.com/~donclark
http://www.asaecenter.org/PublicationsResources
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• Francis�, David, and Don Young, Improving Work Groups: A Practical Manual for Team Building, Revis�ed 
Edition, San Francis�co:  Jos�s�ey-Bas�s�/Pfeiffer Publis�hers�, 1992.

• Graham, Robert J., and Randall L. Englund, Creating an Environment for Successful Projects, 2nd Edition,  
San Francis�co: Jos�s�ey-Bas�s� Publis�hers�, 2003.

• Improving Work Groups: A Practical Manual for Team Building contains guidelines and 25 activities designed to 
build and maintain effective teams.  Aimed at any manager, consultant, or employee responsible for developing 
effective teams, this publication offers a step-by-step system for initiating and evaluating team performance.

• National Criminal Jus�tice As�s�ociation (NCJA), Survey of State Governance Structure, States’ Governance of 
Justice Information Systems Integration: Managing Decisionmaking in an Integrated Environment, June 2001, 
www.nga.org/cda/files�/STATESGOVJUSTICE.pdf.

• Team Building Associates, The Strategic Approach:  Six Stages to Higher Performance, http://teambuilder 
.server101.com/strategicteambuilding.htm.

This report is a brief review of the required elements for an effective team.

• The following documents� can be obtained from American Indian Development As�s�ociates�, 2401 12th Street, 
NW, Suite 212, Albuquerque, New Mexico 87120, (505) 842-1122, e-mail Info@aidainc.net:

2004 Charter for the New Mexico Crime Data Project.

Melton, A. P., and S. Wall. Integrated Jus�tice Sys�tems� in American Indian Communities� Planning Series�: 
Intergovernmental Agreements Supporting Crime Information and Exchange Among Tribes and States, 2004, 
www.aidainc.net/Publications�/index.htm.

Melton, A. P., S. Wall, and H. Lewis�. Integrated Jus�tice Sys�tems� in American Indian Communities� Planning 
Series�: Understanding the Tribal Justice and Law Enforcement Environment, 2004, www.aidainc.net/CRD%20
Envir.pdf.

• The following res�ources� can be obtained from Chief Mike Las�nier, Pos�t Office Box 1021, Squamis�h, 
Was�hington 98392, (360) 598-4334:

Tribal Law Enforcement Information Sharing Initiative:  Concept of Operations, 2005.

Northwes�t As�s�ociation of Tribal Enforcement Officers�, Governance Board Charter, 2005.

• Tuckman, Bruce, Ph.D., Forming Storming Norming Performing [Team Development] Model, 1965,  
www.businessballs.com/tuckmanformingstormingnormingperforming.htm.

• Varney, G. H., Building Productive Teams:  An Action Guide and Resource Book, San Francis�co:  Jos�s�ey-Bas�s� 
Publis�hers�, 1989.

This book offers information that shows how to systematically build a productive team by identifying, 
unders�tanding, and overcoming the inherent problems� that occur in a team’s� day-to-day work.

http://www.businessballs.com/tuckmanformings
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Section 6—Establishing a Charter

Through the planning process, the policy development team can ensure 
production of a concrete, articulated privacy policy within a reasonable time 
frame.  The systematic process of building commitment among team members 
and key stakeholders to meet a common mission and goal is essential 
for acceptance of the policy by those most affected by its implementation.  
Good planning can focus attention on common goals, articulate individual 
responsibilities, identify individual issues and challenges, and provide a timetable 
for completing tangible products.

6.1 Components of a Charter
The firs�t s�tep in the planning proces�s� s�hould be a team effort to produce 
a charter—a s�et of written guidance s�tatements� that s�erve as� an overall guide to both the project and to the team.  
The process of developing these statements is as important as the statements themselves.  The process will help 
to build team trust and serve as a reference for all team members throughout the effort. 

The team charter should include guidance statements comparable to a vision statement, mission statement, 
values� s�tatement, and goals� and objectives� as� hierarchical declarations� that logically flow from one to the other.  
Conceptual definitions� are as� follows�:

• Vision:  A compelling conceptual image of the desired, successful outcome.

• Mission:  A succinct, comprehensive statement of purpose of an entity, program, subprogram, or project that is 
consistent with the stated vision.

• Values:  The core principles and philosophies that describe how an entity conducts itself in carrying out its 
mission.

• Goals:  The desired long-term results that, if accomplished, would mean the team has achieved its mission.

• Objectives:  Specific and meas�urable targets� for accomplis�hing goals� that are us�ually s�hort-term with a 
targeted time frame. 
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6.1.1 Vision Statement
Ideally, mos�t jus�tice entities� have an articulated vis�ion s�tatement and/or mis�s�ion s�tatement.  This� can 
serve as the starting point for the project team in developing a vision statement. The vision statement 
describes a compelling conceptual image of the desired, successful outcome.  

For example, GPIQWG adopted the following vis�ion s�tatement: 

“To accomplish justice information sharing that promotes the administration of justice and public 
protection by:

• Preserving the integrity and quality of information.

• Facilitating the sharing of appropriate and relevant information.

• Protecting individuals from consequences of inappropriate gathering, use, and release of information.

• Permitting appropriate oversight.”

6.1.2 Mission Statement
If the entity does� not have a vis�ion s�tatement but has� a mis�s�ion s�tatement, us�e the mis�s�ion s�tatement 
as� a s�tarting point for the project’s� mis�s�ion, narrowly focus�ing on the s�pecifically as�s�igned res�pons�ibility.  
Mission statements are generally short, preferably no more than a paragraph.  The mission statement 
provides the common statement of purpose among project team members and helps identify the function 
that the project team is supposed to serve. 

The mission statement should not describe strategies or detail how to accomplish the mission but is a 
s�tatement of the long view of the project team’s� res�ulting effort.  A mis�s�ion s�tatement s�erves� both as� 
an internal document and a public s�tatement to s�takeholders� and interes�ted pers�ons� about the team’s� 
focused efforts to address privacy issues and promote information sharing. The mission statement 
s�hould:  

• Educate.

• Es�tablis�h expectations� and limitations�.

• Clarify organizational purposes and foster cooperation.

The following is� an example of a mis�s�ion s�tatement:

“The mission of [name] is the development and implementation of a privacy, civil rights, and civil liberties 
policy that promotes justice information sharing while protecting individuals, public safety, and privacy.”

Throughout the cours�e of the project team’s� development of the privacy policy, frequent reference to the 
mission statement as a resource can help the team focus on activities that contribute directly to policy 
development and implementation.

6.1.3 Values Statement
A values� s�tatement provides� the guiding or defining principle or principles� by which the team will operate.  
It des�cribes� the core principles� by which the team will be bound as� it develops� the privacy policy.  

Although a values statement is not always necessary, it is recommended that the policy development 
team engage in s�ome dis�cus�s�ion of values� becaus�e of the nature of the is�s�ues�.  Recognized inherent 
conflicts� among jus�tice s�ys�tem information s�haring and privacy protection interes�ts� will inevitably lead 
to a team of stakeholders with many varied perspectives.  Development of common values statements 
helps establish the rules by which the team, with desired differing interests, will work and will build trust 
among team members that all perspectives will be considered when formulating policy statements.
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The following are examples� of values� s�tatements�:

• “We believe victims� have a s�pecial interes�t in their privacy.”

• “We demand integrity and ethical behavior by entity employees� and us�ers� at all times�.”

• “We accept our res�pons�ibility in the protection of pers�onal privacy.”

• “We recognize crime control and prevention as� fundamental law enforcement res�pons�ibilities�.”

Note, however, that the above are only examples�.  The proces�s� a team experiences� in developing 
such statements, establishing a culture of trust, is as important an outcome as the values statements 
themselves.

6.1.4 Goals and Objectives
After developing mission and values statements, the next planning tool for the team effort is the 
identification of clear goals� and objectives�.  Goals� and objectives� are more s�pecific s�tatements� of s�ought-
after outcomes that, when achieved, help the team achieve its mission.  Goals are broad, intentional 
targets� that may be intangible and abs�tract but are more s�pecific than the mis�s�ion s�tatement.  Objectives� 
are more tangible, narrow, and concrete statements of outcomes that typically will be completed within a 
limited time period.

6.1.4.1 Goals15

Goals� provide a framework for more detailed levels� of planning.  Goals� are more s�pecific 
than the mission statement but remain general enough to stimulate creativity and innovation.  

6.1.4.2 Objectives16

Objectives� are s�pecific and meas�urable targets� for accomplis�hing goals�.  While goals� 
provide a general planning framework, objectives� are s�pecific, quantifiable, and time-bound 
statements of desired accomplishments or results.  As such, objectives represent 
intermediate achievements necessary to achieve goals.  

The following are examples� of goals� with as�s�ociated objectives�:

Goal: Increas�ed jus�tice information s�haring among identified entities�.
Objective: Clearly stated rules for information sharing between entity A and entity B by 
  [date].

Goal: A written privacy policy that is current.
Objective: A stated privacy policy provision that describes the timing and process for 
  review and revision of the policy.

Goal: Executive s�upport for the implementation of the privacy policy.
Objective: An education/marketing plan for entity executives.

While development of thes�e various� planning tools� will take time, in the end, they contribute 
to more efficient and effective project team operations�.  Becaus�e all team members� 
participate and pres�ent their pers�pectives� and becaus�e all team members� agree to the final 
statements, the team charter functions as a valuable resource that keeps the team on target 
throughout the process. 

15  Anne Seymour, Strategic Planning Toolkit, adapted from Office for Victims� of Crime, 2004.
16  Ibid.
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6.2 Writing the Charter 
After completing the vision, mission, and values statements and the goals and objectives, the team should collect 
these organizing tools into one document, known as the project charter.  The charter will serve as a reference and 
res�ource throughout the cours�e of the policy development effort.  It s�hould memorialize the current s�tatus� of the 
effort and can be amended when things change.  There is no hard-and-fast rule that dictates the charter contents 
or length.  The most critical feature of the charter is that it memorializes the planning efforts and agreements of the 
team members� to achieve s�pecific goals� and thus� s�erves� as� an his�torical record of team plans� and activities�.  

At a minimum, the charter should include an introduction that describes what the charter is about, a section with 
background information that includes a statement about the authorization or mandate to develop the privacy policy, 
and a section on membership that includes team member names, as well as a description of member skill sets or 
special interests.  Finally, the charter should reiterate the vision, mission, and values statements and goals and 
objectives that the team has adopted. 

The following is� an example of the table of contents� of a project charter:

I. Introduction

II. Background

III. Members�hip

IV. Mis�s�ion

V. Values� Statements�

VI.  Goals� and As�s�ociated Objectives�

Depending on the nature of the project team and the formality of the assignment to develop a privacy policy, the 
charter should be presented for approval to the project champion or sponsor once all project team members have 
adopted it. 

6.3 Resources
• Foundation Center, “Develop Vis�ion and Mis�s�ion Statements�,” http://foundationcenter.org/gets�tarted/tutorials� 

/establish/statements.html.

• Global Advisory Committee (GAC), Charter, 2002, www.it.ojp.gov/GAC_Charter.

• Global, Guiding Principles and Strategic Vision of the Global Justice Information Sharing Initiative, Mission 
Statement, page 4, September 2004, http://it.ojp.gov/documents�/200409_GAC_Strategic_Plan.pdf.

• Global, Guiding Principles and Strategic Vision of the Global Justice Information Sharing Initiative, Vis�ion 
Statement, page 3, September 2004, http://it.ojp.gov/documents�/200409_GAC_Strategic_Plan.pdf.

• GPIQWG, Vis�ion Statement, http://it.ojp.gov/topic.js�p?topic_id=55#Vis�ion.

• GPIQWG, Mis�s�ion Statement, http://it.ojp.gov/topic.js�p?topic_id=55#Mis�s�ion.

• Melton, A. P., and S. Wall, Integrated Jus�tice Sys�tems� in American Indian Communities� Planning Series�: 
Preliminary Planning for Justice Integration in Tribal Communities, 2004, www.aidainc.net/Publications� 
/Planning_IJS.pdf.

• Radtke, Janel M., “How to Write a Mis�s�ion Statement,” 1998, www.tgci.com/magazine/How%20to%20Write%20
a%20Mis�s�ion%20Statement.pdf.

http://www.it.ojp.gov/GAC_Charter
http://it.ojp.gov/documents/200409_GAC_Strategic_Plan.pdf
http://www.aidainc.net/Publications/Planning_IJS.pdf
http://www.aidainc.net/Publications/Planning_IJS.pdf
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Section 7—Understanding 
Information Exchanges

If the entity has� followed the guidance provided thus� far, the 
groundwork has� been s�et—a project champion has� been identified, a 
project team leader and project team members have been appointed, 
some sense of resource needs (or resource limitations) have been 
estimated, and a charter has been drafted that lays out the project 
team’s� guidance s�tatements� (vis�ion, mis�s�ion, and values� s�tatements� 
and goals� and objectives�).  Now the work of the team begins� on 
the substantive activities that will provide the basis for the privacy 
protections.  Some preliminary analysis of the scope of the project will 
help to assure the team that development of a policy is not impossible.  

Prior to the legal analys�is�, des�cribed in Section 8, it is� important to fully unders�tand the information exchanges� to which 
the privacy policy will apply and then perform a Privacy Impact As�s�es�s�ment to examine the privacy implications� for thes�e 
exchanges.  

7.1 Understanding Information Exchanges
Unders�tanding the relevant information exchanges�—that is�, determining what PII the entity collects�, manages�, and 
protects�—will define the s�cope of the project and guide the policy development proces�s� becaus�e the project team 
will limit its development of privacy policy to information that it collects, exchanges, or controls.  

Unders�tanding information exchanges� or flows� not only dis�tinguis�hes� information that s�hould be the s�ubject 
of the policy development efforts but also pinpoints where that information is along the continuum of a justice 
process.  Highlighting the decision points at which privacy becomes an issue for information collection, use, and 
dissemination automatically places reasonable limits on the process of developing a policy.

Begin the process with the project team by asking questions about the information the entity gathers from within 
and outside its organizational “walls” that it needs in order to conduct usual business activities.  This inquiry can be 
broken down into approximately four categories�:

1. Information collection (creation and receipt)

2. Information maintenance 
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3. Information us�e (acces�s� and dis�s�emination)

4. Information retention and dis�pos�ition

The ques�tions� to be ans�wered are as� follows�:  (As� you as�k thes�e ques�tions�, als�o cons�ider what privacy laws�, 
policies�, or res�trictions� apply at each s�tage of the flow of information.)

1. Information Collection (Creation and Receipt)

• What pers�onally identifiable information does� my entity collect?

• Why is� the information collected?

• What is� the s�ource of the information?  Where do we get the information?

• Are there any applicable laws that place restrictions on the type of information collected and manner in 
which it is� collected?

• Who within the entity collects� the information?

• How is� the information gathered?  What methods� are us�ed?

• Who is� res�pons�ible for the identification and collection of new data s�ets�?

• How is� the information captured (e.g., downloaded from the s�ource’s� s�ite, e-mail from the s�ource)?

2. Information Maintenance

• What pers�onally identifiable information is� maintained by the entity?

• How is� the information s�tored—in paper form or s�earchable electronic form? 

• Who is� res�pons�ible for ens�uring the accuracy of the information collected or gathered?

• Who is� res�pons�ible for updating and aging out the information?

3. Information Use (Access and Dissemination)

• Who within the entity us�es� the information?  

• Who within the entity controls� acces�s� to the information?    

• How does� the entity authenticate us�ers� within the entity?

• For what purpos�e does� the entity us�e the information?  

• Are all us�es� cons�is�tent with the purpos�e for which the information was� collected?

• Who outs�ide the entity (i.e., nonpers�onnel) has� acces�s� to the information (e.g., Web acces�s� through a 
criminal jus�tice information s�haring effort)?

• How does the entity authenticate users (both personnel and nonpersonnel) who access the information from 
outs�ide the entity?

• With whom does� the entity s�hare the information?  

• Why is� it s�hared?

• How is� it s�hared?

• Who authorizes� the s�haring or dis�s�emination of the information?

• Is� the entity required to notify thos�e who have acces�s�ed or received information from the entity when it 
s�ubs�equently dis�covers� there were errors� in the information when it was� s�hared or acces�s�ed?

4. Information Retention and Disposition

• Who is� res�pons�ible for developing and implementing information management and retention is�s�ues�?

• What are the records� retention policies� for the entity? 
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• How long can the entity keep information? 

• When mus�t the entity purge and des�troy the information?

• Are there policies requiring the entity to review information for possible purging when updated or more 
current information becomes� known?

• What s�oftware or s�ys�tems� are us�ed to manage the information?

• Is� the entity required to notify thos�e who have acces�s�ed information or with whom it has� been s�hared when 
it is� s�ubs�equently purged or updated?

• Does� the entity have to keep a record of what information has� been des�troyed or purged?

• Who is� res�pons�ible for expunging the information purs�uant to court order?  Are there policies� in place that 
govern this� proces�s�?

There are various tools available to assist with understanding information exchanges and in answering these 
essential process questions.  The team members must select the methods for this data collection effort about 
information flow—focus� groups�, interviews�, or technical tools�.  The team s�hould inves�tigate whether any mapping 
tools have been used for other purposes that could be amended to meet the needs of the team.

An information flow map, for example, will reveal thos�e decis�ion points� where different privacy protections� attach.  
Varying laws� may apply to information at dis�tinct s�tages� of the jus�tice proces�s�.  For example, a law enforcement 
officer may receive a tip that a crime has� been committed.  He may inves�tigate the tip and make an arres�t that 
ultimately leads to a conviction, or the charges may be dismissed.  At each stage of the process, there will be 
s�ome collection and communication of PII about the alleged offender, victims�, and witnes�s�es�.  The privacy 
restrictions and protections may differ for this information depending upon the process stage and the individuals 
involved.

Once an information flow model is� created for an entity s�ys�tem or an interentity information exchange, the model 
can then be reus�ed for other related s�ys�tems�.  Thus�, an information flow model for the criminal jus�tice s�ys�tem may 
need only a few additions and revisions to apply to the juvenile justice system.  Adding social services interactions 
with the court, attorneys, or other advocates, along with the particulars of the postdisposition organizations, may 
be the only needed additions� to capture and unders�tand the entire flow of information. 

Frequently, s�ys�tems� developers� of cas�e management or records� management s�ys�tems� map information flow 
during the des�ign s�tage.  Determine whether information flow maps� already exis�t with res�pect to the s�ys�tem in 
ques�tion.  With an exis�ting information flow map, the only additional s�tep for as�s�es�s�ing privacy implications� may be 
the analysis of changes to information privacy at each information exchange point.  

As�k thes�e critical ques�tions�:  What is� the PII?  What is� its� s�ource?  Who has� or wants� acces�s� to it?  To whom is� it 
communicated?  How is� it communicated, and for what purpos�e is� it communicated?  Finally, and mos�t important, 
what privacy laws�, policies�, or res�trictions� apply at each s�tage of the proces�s�?

7.1.1 Tools to Assist With Understanding the Flow of Information
The following is a brief listing of tools that may be useful to an entity in understanding and illustrating 
information exchanges.

7.1.1.1 Criminal Justice System Flowchart
DOJ’s� Bureau of Jus�tice Statis�tics� (BJS) has� produced a us�eful flowchart that depicts� the 
sequence of events in the criminal justice system.  This chart is included in Appendix B of 
this guide and is also available online at http://bjs�.ojp.us�doj.gov/content/jus�ts�ys�.cfm.  BJS 
updated this� vers�ion from the original chart prepared by the Pres�ident’s� Commis�s�ion on Law 
Enforcement and the Adminis�tration of Jus�tice in 1967. The chart portrays� the mos�t common 
sequence of events in the criminal and juvenile justice systems in response to serious 
criminal behavior, including entry into the criminal justice system, prosecution and pretrial 
services, adjudication, sentencing and sanctions, and corrections. 
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7.1.1.2 Justice Information Privacy Guideline17 
Developed by the National Criminal Jus�tice As�s�ociation, this� 2002 guide provides� 
background information on the development and history of privacy policies, as well as 
s�pecific tools� for Mapping Information Flows� (Chapter 6).

7.1.1.3 Justice Information Exchange Model (JIEM)
Developed by SEARCH, The National Cons�ortium for Jus�tice Information and Statis�tics�, the 
Jus�tice Information Exchange Model (JIEM)18 is a useful tool in planning and implementing 
jus�tice integration projects�. The JIEM is� a conceptual framework that defines� the dimens�ions� 
of information exchange, a research and planning methodology for modeling the operational 
dynamics� of this� information exchange, and a Web-bas�ed s�oftware application—the 
JIEM Modeling Tool—that enables� data collection, analys�is�, and reporting by us�ers� and 
res�earchers�. Although originally des�igned to aid the s�ys�tems� development proces�s�, the JIEM 
tool is also valuable for breaking down criminal justice processes into key decision points 
and identifying critical points where the justice community shares and accesses information 
electronically.

The following diagrams� are examples� of a high-level depiction of a JIEM functional flow, 
illustrating how privacy concerns may change around a set of information as the information 
moves through various processes. 

JIEM Reference Model 1.0

17  National Criminal Jus�tice As�s�ociation (NCJA), Justice Information Privacy Guideline: Developing, Drafting and Assessing Privacy Policy for 
Justice Information Systems, September 2002, www.ncja.org/NCJA/Policies�_and_Practices�/Jus�tice_Information_Privacy_Guideline/NCJA/Navigation 
/Policies�Practices�/Jus�ticeInformationPrivacyGuideline/Information_Privacy_Guideline.as�px?hkey=d80450ef-9e42-4f05-bb10-1f23222b34ee.
18  SEARCH, The National Cons�ortium for Jus�tice Information and Statis�tics�, Jus�tice Information Exchange Model (JIEM),  
www.search.org/programs/info/jiem.asp.
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*This� illus�tration depicts� a partial model.  It does� not, for example, include as� part of the information s�haring community the defens�e, 
corrections, prerelease, and postdisposition treatment entities or other private government participants in the justice arena.

http://www.ncja.org/NCJA/Policies_and_Practices/Justice_Information_Privacy_Guideline/NCJA/Navigation/PoliciesPractices/JusticeInformationPrivacyGuideline/Information_Privacy_Guideline.aspx?hkey=d80450ef-9e42-4f05-bb10-1f23222b34ee
http://www.ncja.org/NCJA/Policies_and_Practices/Justice_Information_Privacy_Guideline/NCJA/Navigation/PoliciesPractices/JusticeInformationPrivacyGuideline/Information_Privacy_Guideline.aspx?hkey=d80450ef-9e42-4f05-bb10-1f23222b34ee
http://www.search.org/programs/info/jiem.asp
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The Jus�tice Information Exchange Model has� proved to be valuable in analyzing the flow 
of criminal justice information and in modeling complex business processes.  For more 
information on the JIEM, refer to www.search.org/programs/info/jiem.

7.1.1.4 Information Life Cycle19

The information life cycle is� a s�imple framework for illus�trating the flow of information through 
a justice event.  Creating a list of the information generated by the business processes 
within the organization is a good starting point for an agency to understand what information 
the agency creates, captures, stores, maintains, uses, shares, and disposes of or destroys. 
Thes�e may be incident reports�, pres�entencing reports�, litigation cas�e files�, inves�tigative files�, 
disposition reports, or criminal history reports.

Information Life Cycle
Justice Event or Process:

Life Cycle
Phases

Components of Each Phase
Roles and 

Responsibilities Policies and Procedures Information Technology

Creation and Receipt

Maintenance

Use

Disposition

Using a table such as the one shown above, an entity can break down the individual report 
into phas�es� and components� of the information life cycle.  This� tas�k will illus�trate the flow of 
information from creation and receipt to maintenance, use, and disposition and destruction.  
Identify components� of each phas�e:  roles� and res�pons�ibilities�, policies� and procedures�, and 
information technology. This� framework will help organize the flow of information to make it 
easier to apply core dimensions and to determine which contextual dimensions may apply 
to each phase and component of the justice event.  For more information and to see an 
example of a completed Information Life Cycle, refer to Section V, Figure 2, of the Global 
Information Quality Program Guide, available at www.it.ojp.gov/IQ_Res�ources�.

7.2 Privacy Impact Assessment (PIA)20

The availability of information, from personal information to public information, is made all the easier today due 
to technological changes� in computers�, digitized networks�, Internet acces�s�, and the creation of new information 
products�.  The E-Government Act of 200221 recognized that thes�e advances� als�o have important ramifications� for 
the protection of personal information contained in government records and systems.

Understanding entity privacy risks is critical to the development of a privacy policy that establishes how an agency 
collects�, maintains�, and s�hares� agency jus�tice information.  A Privacy Impact As�s�es�s�ment (PIA) is� a 
 
 
 

19  U.S. Department of Jus�tice, Global Jus�tice Information Sharing Initiative’s� Information Quality Program Guide, Section IV, Identify Jus�tice 
Events� and Information Products�, and Section V, Analys�is�—IQ Dimens�ions� and the Information Life Cycle, B. Information Life Cycle, January 2010, 
www.it.ojp.gov/IQ_Res�ources�.
20  U.S. Department of Jus�tice, Global Jus�tice Information Sharing Initiative’s� Guide to Conducting Privacy Impact Assessments for State, Local, 
and Tribal Justice Entities, www.it.ojp.gov/pia_guide.
21  E-Government Act of 2002, PL 107-347, December 17, 2002.  This� act requires� covered agencies� to conduct a Privacy Impact As�s�es�s�ment 
(PIA) before developing or procuring information technology s�ys�tems� or projects� that collect, maintain, or dis�s�eminate information in identifiable form, 
from or about members of the public.  In general, PIAs are required to be performed and updated, as necessary, when a system change creates new 
privacy risks.  See OMB Guidance for Implementing the Privacy Provis�ions� of the E-Government Act of 2002, www.whitehouse.gov/omb/memoranda 
/m03-22.html.

http://www.search.org/programs/info/jiem
http://www.it.ojp.gov/docdownloader.aspx?ddid=1158
www.it.ojp.gov/IQ_Resources
http://www.it.ojp.gov/pia_guide
http://www.whitehouse.gov/omb/memoranda/m03-22.html
http://www.whitehouse.gov/omb/memoranda/m03-22.html
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comprehensive process designed to assist organizations in determining the effects of information services and 
sharing initiatives on individual privacy. Similar to a risk management approach, the fundamental components 
include project analys�is�, data analys�is�, privacy analys�is�, and a Privacy Impact As�s�es�s�ment report.   PIAs� analyze 
and des�cribe:

• The information that is to be collected.

• Why the information is� being collected.

• The intended use of the information.

• With whom the information will be s�hared.

• What opportunities� individuals� will have to provide information or to cons�ent to particular us�es� of the information.

• How information will be secured.

• Whether a s�ys�tem of records� is� being created under the privacy policy.

A PIA allows� jus�tice practitioners� to examine the privacy implications� of their information s�ys�tems� and information 
sharing collaborations so they can design and implement policies and procedures to address vulnerabilities and 
protect PII and other pers�onal, s�ens�itive information to ens�ure that it is� not improperly collected or dis�tributed.  

7.2.1 PIA Template
Privacy policies� emerge as� a res�ult of the analys�is� performed during the Privacy Impact As�s�es�s�ment 
(PIA) proces�s�.  In addition to an overview of the PIA proces�s�, the Guide to Conducting Privacy Impact 
Assessments for State, Local, and Tribal Justice Entities (www.it.ojp.gov/pia_guide) contains a 
template that leads� policy developers� through a s�eries� of appropriate PIA ques�tions� that evaluate the 
proces�s� through which PII is� collected, s�tored, protected, s�hared, and managed. The PIA ques�tions� are 
des�igned to reflect the s�ame policy concepts� as� thos�e recommended in this� Privacy Guide.

7.3 Resources
• Global Guide to Conducting Privacy Impact Assessments for State, Local, and Tribal Justice Entities, www.it.ojp 

.gov/pia_guide.

• Global Information Quality Program Guide, www.it.ojp.gov/IQ_Res�ources�.

• Jus�tice Information Exchange Model (JIEM), SEARCH, The National Cons�ortium for Jus�tice Information and 
Statistics, www.search.org/programs/info/jiem.

• National Criminal Jus�tice As�s�ociation (NCJA), Justice Information Privacy Guideline: Developing, Drafting and 
Assessing Privacy Policy for Justice Information Systems, Chapter 3, September 2002, www.ncja.org/Content 
/NavigationMenu/Policies�Practices�/Jus�ticeInformationPrivacyGuidelines�/default.htm.

• U.S. Department of Justice, Bureau of Justice Statistics, Criminal Justice System Flowchart, http://bjs�.ojp.us�doj 
.gov/content/justsys.cfm.

• U.S. Department of Jus�tice, Privacy and Civil Liberties� Office, Privacy Impact Assessments, www.usdoj.gov 
/pclo/pia.htm.

http://www.it.ojp.gov/pia_guide
http://www.it.ojp.gov/pia_guide
http://www.it.ojp.gov/pia_guide
http://www.it.ojp.gov/docdownloader.aspx?ddid=1159
http://www.search.org/programs/info/jiem
http://www.usdoj.gov/pclo/pia.htm
http://www.usdoj.gov/pclo/pia.htm
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Section 8—Performing the Legal Analysis

Once an entity understands the information exchanges to which the policy will apply 
and examines� the privacy implications� of thos�e exchanges� through a PIA (refer to 
Section 7), the next step is to perform a legal and policy analysis of existing authority 
and constraints regarding the collection and use of the set of information exchanges 
identified. Als�o part of this� proces�s� is� identifying the unres�olved critical is�s�ues� and 
gaps that will require entity policymaking, entity rule making, or legislation. Simply put, 
a privacy policy should enable entities to comply with the law.  

The project team or individual assigned to this task must conduct an analysis of local, 
state, tribal, and federal laws and identify those that apply to the information the entity 
handles.  This analysis will provide guidance to the entity about what information 
may be collected, what information may not be collected, the manner in which the 
information can or cannot be collected, and with whom it may be shared.  This legal 
analysis will also identify gaps where there is no law to guide the policy or where there 
are conflicts� in law and practice that need to be reconciled before drafting a policy.  
The objective of the legal analysis is to produce a policy that complies with both the 
letter and the intent of all applicable local, state, tribal, and federal laws.

The legal analysis should be part of the policy development process at the planning 
s�tage, not pos�tponed until project operations� are under way.  It is� much eas�ier 

to integrate acces�s�, privacy, and dis�clos�ure capabilities� into a project during the des�ign phas�e than it is� to retrofit.  
Additionally, prior to completion of the privacy policy, it will be important to include the results of this legal analysis (a 
list of citations to legal authority) within the provisions of the privacy policy, where appropriate, to illustrate to entity 
personnel, participating agency personnel, and the general public the legal authority under which the entity has shaped 
its policies.

8.1 Approach to the Legal Analysis
One of the keys� to conducting an efficient legal analys�is� is� to look at all of the variables� that could influence policy 
development.  Analyzing these variables will help establish the scope of the legal analysis.  For example, for 
tribal groups, it is important to remember that policy analysis conducted by state and federal entities is often not 
applicable to Indian country juris�dictions�.  Therefore, it is� es�s�ential for tribal groups� to identify the people who can 
provide both culturally relevant and appropriate analysis, as well as legally sound analysis, based on tribal and/or 
indigenous law. For other task teams, similar parameters may exist.
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The approach and suggestions provided in Section 8.2.1, Suggestions for Approaching the Legal Analysis, cover 
a wide range of topics�.  Note that all privacy policies� may not neces�s�arily need to addres�s� all of the legal is�s�ues� 
identified.  By firs�t defining the s�cope of the privacy policy (the information and information exchanges� identified in 
Section 7), the project team can bes�t determine which of the s�ources� lis�ted in Section 8.2.2, Potential Sources� of 
Legal Authority and Limitations, are relevant to the policy.

The range of the legal analysis will depend upon the scope of the project.  Decide which entity or entity 
repres�entative will perform the legal analys�is� (for example, the entity’s� legal couns�el or, perhaps�, if a s�tate agency, 
the office of the dis�trict attorney).  The project team, on its� own, may not be res�pons�ible for the full legal analys�is�.  
Look for assistance from the legal departments of the various entities represented on the team.  Help may also be 
available from other entities, such as peer agencies that may have already developed a privacy policy. Citations 
from their legal analysis may be included or leveraged within the policy.  Tribal, state, and national groups may 
have already conducted a s�imilar legal analys�is�; as� s�uch, help may be available through the tribe’s� legal couns�el or 
tribal attorney’s� office.

The legal analys�is� is� particularly important when the project involves� Indian tribes�.  A growing number of tribes� are 
participating in multitribal justice information sharing initiatives. Additionally, most tribes have a legal department, 
office, or legal couns�el that s�hould be enlis�ted to provide an overview of applicable tribal laws�.  

There is� no univers�al privacy policy that an entity can s�imply adopt as� an unmodified template.  For each project, 
the entity must examine applicable law to develop a policy that is compliant and consistent with those laws, 
including local or tribal law, and the expectations of funders, users, and the public.

8.2  Focusing the Legal Analysis

8.2.1 Suggestions for Approaching the Legal Analysis
The initial objective of the legal analys�is� is� to identify the key legal is�s�ues� facing the entity and the entity’s� 
privacy protection efforts�.  This� s�tep is� eas�ed if the project team has� firs�t conducted the information flow 
analys�is� and defined the s�cope of the project, as� dis�cus�s�ed in the previous� chapter of this� guide.  

First, begin with work that has already been done.  The entity probably has existing policies and 
common practices� in place that are pertinent to the team’s� mis�s�ion.  Thes�e, for example, may be 
scattered in policy manuals, concept of operations, standard operating procedures, bulletins, directives, 
and memoranda.  Gather, review, and organize these documents in a way that exposes the gaps or 
inconsistencies, if any, with applicable law.

Next, find and leverage the work of others� who have already completed s�ome of the legal analys�is� within 
the state, for the local tribe, or nationally.  

For tribes in particular, legal analysis assistance may be available from organizations such as the 
National Congres�s� of American Indians� (NCAI).22   The NCAI often conducts� policy analys�is� on 
overarching issues impacting tribes, such as those dealing with privacy and security, related to 
information sharing.  Tribal groups should look for similar intertribal projects and tribal associations, such 
as� the Northwes�t As�s�ociation of Tribal Law Enforcement Officers� and others�.  

The next s�ection of the guide identifies� and provides� references� to a number of exis�ting res�ources� of 
relevant legal analysis.

8.2.2 Potential Sources of Legal Authority and Limitations
Identify all pos�s�ible local, s�tate, tribal, and federal laws� and policies� that apply to the PII the entity 
collects, receives, stores, maintains, accesses, and shares.  These laws may have provisions governing 
the collection, use, sharing, or retention of certain types of information or information about certain 
clas�s�es� of individuals�.  Examples� of the types� of laws� the project team may need to examine include:

22  National Congres�s� of American Indians� (NCAI), www.ncai.org.

http://www.ncai.org
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• Cas�e law—federal and s�tate.

• Cons�titutions�—s�tate, tribal, and federal.

• Court procedural and practice rules.

• Descriptions of tribal customary law.

• Executive orders�.

• Family relations law, in particular child custody and domestic violence.

• Federal statutes and regulations (some of these are included in Appendix C.3).

• Laws regarding a criminal history repository.

• Laws regarding a criminal intelligence system.

• Laws regarding an integrated justice information system.

• Laws regarding civil commitments of individuals who pose a threat to themselves or others because 
of mental illness.

• Laws regarding civil harassment, restraining, and stay-away orders.

• Laws� regarding juveniles�, in particular regarding confidentiality of proceedings�.

• Laws regarding medical records and information.

• Local ordinances.

• Open-meeting laws as they affect the entity or the governing body of a justice information system.

• Profes�s�ional codes� of ethics�.

• Public records� acts�, in particular, regarding jus�tice s�ys�tem records� and information.

• State Attorneys General opinions.

• State statutes and regulations.

• Treaties.

• Tribal court rules.

• Tribal ordinances.

• Tribal resolutions.

Refer to the lis�t of more s�pecific legal topics� in Section 8.3.2, Specific Laws� to Examine.  The following 
discussion will help the project team simplify the legal analysis process and reduce the number of legal 
sources that need to be examined.

8.2.2.1 Federal Laws Relevant to Seeking, Retaining, and Disseminating Justice 
Information  
Federal laws�—including the U.S. Cons�titution, Pres�idential Executive Orders�, and agency 
regulations� and policies�—may directly or indirectly affect SLT agencies�’ privacy policies�.  
While SLT agencies� may not be generally bound directly by mos�t s�tatutory federal privacy 
and other civil liberties protection laws in the information collection sharing context, 
compliance may be required indirectly by funding conditions� (e.g., 28 CFR Parts� 20, 22, 
and 23 or the Health Ins�urance Portability and Accountability Act [HIPAA]), operation of 
the Commerce Claus�e of the U.S. Cons�titution (e.g., Electronic Communications� Privacy 
Act of 1986), or a binding agreement between a federal agency and an SLT agency (e.g., 
a  memorandum of agreement or  memorandum of unders�tanding).  Where relevant or 
possibly relevant, agencies are advised to list potentially applicable federal laws, regulations, 
and policies, noting those that may potentially affect the sharing of information, including 
s�haring terroris�m-related information in the Information Sharing Environment.  Refer to 
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Appendix C.3 for s�ynops�es� of primary Federal Laws� Relevant to Seeking, Retaining, and 
Dis�s�eminating Jus�tice Information.

8.2.2.2 State, Municipal, Local, and Other Sources
In addition to the U.S. Cons�titution and applicable federal laws�, SLT agencies� may als�o 
be s�ubject to a variety of s�tate, regional, local, and tribal laws� that need to be identified 
and reviewed to determine their impact on agency operations and privacy policies (see 
Section 8.3.2).  Applicable laws may include the state constitution (which may provide 
enhanced protections of privacy and civil liberties over and above those required by the U.S. 
Cons�titution), executive orders�, public records� laws�, s�uns�hine laws�, data breach notification 
laws� that apply to public agencies�, and agency regulations� and policies�.  With regard to 
local ordinances� and tribal laws�, thes�e may be identified through contact with local and tribal 
governing agencies.

8.2.3 Particular Events and Actions
The process of identifying laws that are applicable to the privacy policy development project requires a 
context. One approach is to think in terms of the events, transactions, and information exchanges about 
which information will be captured by the entity and which are affected by the policy.  The legal analysis 
can proceed by identifying laws that govern these events, transactions, or exchanges.  These should 
be examined to determine whether there are res�trictions�, prohibitions�, s�tandards� of behavior, or s�pecific 
legal authority for collecting, s�toring, us�ing, s�haring, or dis�clos�ing information of the type identified by the 
project.  The following list describes typical events, transactions, and information exchanges that might 
be involved in this� project:

• Arrests.

• Arrest warrants.

• Convictions�—any dis�tinctions� bas�ed on s�erious�nes�s� of crime.

• Disposition. 

• Domestic violence, civil harassment, and stay-away orders. 

• Enforcement of planning, zoning, environmental, and s�imilar laws�. 

• Expungement.

• Informants�.

• Information generated during a trial.

• Interrogation.

• Inves�tigation—exis�tence, work products�.

• Laboratory or forensic testing or analysis.

• Law enforcement contacts�—in particular, traffic s�tops�.

• Lineups.

• Officer logs�.

• Officer reports�—field reports�, formal reports�, s�upplemental reports�.

• Other events�, trans�actions�, or activities� revealed in the project team’s� information exchange analys�is�.

• Parole—in particular, terms� and conditions�.

• Probation—in particular, terms� and conditions�.

• Retention.

• Search warrants.
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• Sentencing information, including programs providing alternatives to incarceration.

• Surveillance, including pen registers and packet sniffers.

• Treatment programs, including those imposed by problem-solving courts such as drug courts.

• Trial activities.

• Victim advocate logs�.

8.2.4 Information Related to a Specific Person
Frequently, laws that are relevant to the development of a privacy policy are triggered only if the policy 
covers� information that relates� to a s�pecific, identifiable pers�on (e.g., PII).  Expectations� about privacy 
and laws that respond to these expectations often address only the collection and, more important, 
s�haring of PII (refer to Section 4.1.1 and Appendix C.2, Glos�s�ary of Terms� and Definitions�, for more 
information on PII).  Therefore, the examination of laws� that might apply to a privacy policy depends� on 
what types� of PII are to be gathered, what PII will be s�hared by the entity, and with whom the information 
will be s�hared.  Information that does� not cons�titute PII will generally have far fewer limitations�, both in 
terms� of gathering and s�haring, than will PII.

8.2.5 Information Related to Groups
Organizations and groups have constitutional rights of their own to assert under some circumstances.  
Even when they do not, the collection, us�e, maintenance, and s�haring of information about them may 
raise privacy, civil rights, and civil liberties concerns about the individuals who are members of or who 
are associated with the organization or group.  These individuals may be chilled in the exercise of 
their constitutional rights (e.g., discouraged from exercising) by allegations about the activities of the 
organization or group (for example, that it may be engaging in criminal activity). 

Beyond what the law mandates, law enforcement agencies can address these concerns to some extent 
by requiring a valid law enforcement purpose (e.g., criminal nexus, public safety concern) in order to 
gather information about an identifiable individual, an organization, or a group.  Policies� can provide that 
if there is� no evidence of involvement in criminal activity identified under agency inves�tigative guidelines�, 
then the law enforcement activity must cease within a reasonable period of time and the investigative 
file s�hould be des�troyed becaus�e there is� no valid law enforcement purpos�e for its� retention.  Retention 
of s�uch official files� would cons�titute the maintenance of inappropriate “dos�s�iers�” on the individual, 
organization, or group.   Having a legitimate law enforcement purpose, however, does not always, or 
alone, validate governmental conduct that intrudes upon individual rights.

Also, some laws, regulations, and privacy policies expressly extend protections to organizations, 
both formal (such as a corporation or association) and informal (such as a gang), that have a 
recognizable s�tructure.  Code of Federal Regulations� Title 28, Part 23 (28 CFR Part 23), for example, 
protects information about organizations, because if an organization is determined to be a criminal 
subject, individuals who are members of or associated with that organization may be tainted by the 
documentation of its alleged criminal activity.

Governmental agencies must also exercise caution in drafting and disseminating analytical products.  
The inclusion of an organization or group in a report may implicate their rights of freedom of expression 
and association under the First Amendment to the Constitution, regardless of whether they are harmed 
(e.g., drop in membership or subjected to public derision) as a result of the report.  Moreover, if this 
information is entered into an information system and is later used to deny members of the organization 
or group a benefit, right, or privilege, then due proces�s� rights� may als�o be implicated. Cons�equently, 
law enforcement should avoid making sweeping generalizations about the propensity for or involvement 
of organizations and groups to engage in criminal activity.  Generalizations, unsupported by articulable 
facts and circumstances, fail to convey useful information because they are by their nature vague 
and overly broad and thus are likely to include the lawful activities of innocent individuals.  Finally, law 
enforcement should proceed cautiously when attributing the criminal activities of an individual to an 
organization or group as a whole, absent information that the organization or group publicly claims 
responsibility or is, itself, a criminal enterprise.
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8.3 Performing the Legal Analysis

8.3.1 Principles
The following approach tracks the typical steps in the collection and use of information by the justice 
s�ys�tem.  It begins� with the collection of the information, addres�s�ing what can be collected, how it can be 
collected, and information quality.  The approach then addresses the use, sharing, and dissemination of 
the information.  Included is� Section 8.3.1.4, Provis�ions� Relevant to Individuals�’ Acces�s� to Information 
About Themselves, which addresses access by an individual to information that is about that person.  
Next are the is�s�ues� relating to retention and purging of information.  Finally, there are s�ubs�ections� on 
entity transparency and accountability regarding the privacy policy and entity operations.

For each of the stages of the information gathering and use process, there is a listing of the potential 
subjects to be researched.  The research should focus on what authority, limitations, or prohibitions are 
contained in law governing the gathering, maintenance, use, and sharing of information.  To provide a 
general background, the discussion of each stage begins with a summary of the related Organisation 
for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) Fair Information Principles� (FIPs�)—Bas�ic 
Principles�.23  Although the FIPs� were developed around commercial trans�actions� and the trans�border 
exchange of information, they do provide a straightforward description of the underlying principles and a 
simple framework for the legal analysis that needs to be done with regard to privacy in integrated justice 
systems.  Some of the individual principles may not apply in all instances of an integrated justice system. 

8.3.1.1 Collection of Information
The information collection stage concerns not only the act of collecting information but also 
the means� of collection.  The FIPs� Collection Limitation Principle24 requires entities to review 
both what information they collect and how they collect it.  The intent is to avoid unnecessary 
collection of information and to ensure that only lawful and fair means are used to collect 
information.  In the jus�tice context, the legal analys�is� s�hould ans�wer the following ques�tions�:

• Are there legal provisions specifying what information can or cannot be collected by the 
entity/project bas�ed on its� role and s�cope?

• Are there laws� that prohibit the gathering of certain types� of information—for example, 
information that relates to the exercise of free speech, free association, or religious 
freedom—or prohibit gathering of information that involves� racial or a s�imilar bas�is� of 
dis�crimination?

• Are there laws that specify a standard for the gathering of information, such as the 
requirements� for obtaining a warrant for s�earch and s�eizure?

• Are there laws� that s�pecify limits� on what methods� can be us�ed to collect information?

• Are there laws controlling what information can be obtained from third-party, nonpublic 
information s�ources�?  What about concerning the means� the third party us�ed to gather 
the information?

• What are the requirements�, if any, for uniquely identifying an individual who s�eeks� to add 
information to the entity/project’s� databas�e; that is�, what are the means� of authenticating 
us�ers�?

23  Organis�ation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), Fair Information Principles� (FIPs�)—Bas�ic Principles� include Purpos�e 
Specification Principle, Collection Limitation Principle, Data Quality Principle, Us�e Limitation Principle, Security Safeguards� Principle, Opennes�s� 
Principle, Individual Participation Principle, and Accountability Principle.
24  FIPs� Collection Limitation Principle: There s�hould be limits� to the collection of pers�onal data, and any s�uch data s�hould be obtained by lawful 
and fair means and, where appropriate, with the knowledge or consent of the data subject.
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8.3.1.2 Information Quality Relative to Collection and Maintenance of 
Information
In order to be relevant and us�eful, the information collected mus�t be of high quality.  The 
FIPs� Data Quality Principle25 s�tates� that the PII gathered s�hould be relevant to the purpos�e 
for which it was gathered, and it should be accurate, complete, meaningful, and current.  
This not only protects individuals, it is necessary for the proper and effective operation of 
the entity and minimizes� was�te and mis�us�e of entity res�ources�.  Refer to Appendix C.1, SLT 
Policy Development Template, Section G, Information Quality As�s�urance, for recommended 
policy provisions designed to address these issues.  For more guidance on information 
quality, refer to the Global Information Quality Program Guide, available at www.it.ojp.gov 
/IQ_Res�ources�.

8.3.1.3 Sharing and Dissemination of Information—Public Access
One of the main purposes of gathering information is to share it with others in the justice 
system so that the system better accomplishes its mission of ensuring justice and protecting 
public s�afety.  However, there mus�t be limits� on the s�haring of information—with whom and 
under what circums�tances� it may be s�hared.  The FIPs� Us�e Limitation Principle26 asserts 
that the information gathered should be shared or used only for the purpose for which 
it was� gathered.  This� is� the key to protecting individual privacy.  Relevant s�haring and 
dis�s�emination ques�tions� for the legal analys�is� include:

1. Are there legal provis�ions� regarding s�haring of information? With whom can information 
be s�hared or not s�hared?

2. What do the s�tate cons�titution, s�tatutes�, and cas�e law interpreting the provis�ions� s�ay 
about opennes�s� of entity records� and the extent of public acces�s� to the information?

3. Is� there a law enforcement exception to this� public acces�s�?  If s�o, how broad is� it?  To 
what clas�s�es� of information does� the exception apply?

4. What exceptions� exis�t for s�pecific types� of information (for example, arres�ts�, 
dis�pos�itions�, or convictions�)?

5. What legal exceptions� are there regarding s�pecific us�es� of information?  Are there legal 
provisions with regard to providing information for background checks, preemployment 
checks�, or other noncriminal jus�tice us�es�?  Has� certain information been received that 
is� s�ubject to res�trictions� concerning further dis�s�emination?

6. Are the public acces�s� rules� for court records� more open than for other entities�?  When 
do thes�e rules� begin to apply?  When is� information from other jus�tice s�ys�tem entities� 
introduced into the court record in a cas�e?

7. Are there provisions allowing selling of information to information brokers or third 
parties�?  Are there s�pecific categories� or types� of information for which s�uch bulk 
trans�fer of information is� permitted or prohibited?  Can downs�tream or third-party us�e of 
the information given to information brokers� be controlled?

8. What are the requirements� for uniquely identifying an individual who s�eeks� acces�s� to 
the information maintained by the entity; that is, what are the means of authenticating 
us�ers�?  What are the means� of keeping a his�torical record of the pers�ons� or entities� 
with which information has� been s�hared?

25  FIPs� Data Quality Principle: Pers�onal data s�hould be relevant to the purpos�es� for which they are to be us�ed and, to the extent neces�s�ary for 
those purposes, should be accurate, complete, and kept up to date.
26  FIPs� Us�e Limitation Principle: Pers�onal data s�hould not be dis�clos�ed, made available, or otherwis�e be us�ed for purpos�es� other than thos�e 
s�pecified in accordance with [the Purpos�e Specification Principle] except (a) with the cons�ent of the data s�ubject or (b) by the authority of law.

http://www.it.ojp.gov/IQ_Resources
http://www.it.ojp.gov/IQ_Resources
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8.3.1.4 Provisions Relevant to Individuals’ Access to Information About 
Themselves 
The FIPs� Individual Participation Principle27 focuses on individuals and their access to 
information about thems�elves�.  It requires� that individuals� be able to determine whether 
there is� information about thems�elves�, to find out what that information is�, and to be able to 
challenge its� quality.  Relevant s�haring and dis�s�emination ques�tions� regarding information 
about an individual for the legal analys�is� include:

1. Are there applicable legal requirements regarding notice to individuals of the existence 
of information about thems�elves� in entity records�?  If individuals� make inquiries�, mus�t 
they be told about information gathered about them?

2. Are there applicable legal requirements� regarding individuals�’ acces�s� to information 
about thems�elves� in the entity records�?  If confirmation or acces�s� is� denied, mus�t the 
individual be informed as� to the bas�is� for the denial?

3. Are there applicable legal requirements� regarding individuals�’ right to challenge 
information about thems�elves� as� to its� accuracy, completenes�s�, or context?

4. Is� there a right of privacy in the s�tate or tribal cons�titution?  How have the courts� 
interpreted this� in the jus�tice context?

5. Is� there a law es�tablis�hing a caus�e of action for invas�ion of privacy, or is� there a 
cons�titutional provis�ion that is� s�elf-executing?  Under what circums�tances� might it apply 
in the jus�tice context?  Does� the entity or project have immunity as� a governmental 
entity?

6. Relative to tribal entities�, is� there a right to privacy in the tribal cons�titution, organic 
documents�, tribal cus�tomary law, or tribal ordinances�?  If yes�, what are the pos�s�ible 
privacy conflicts�?  What are the remedies� for violating tribal privacy laws� and/or 
regulations�?  Has� the tribal court interpreted the Indian Civil Rights� Act to include or 
res�pect a right to privacy defined by tribal cus�tom or law?  Has� the tribe es�tablis�hed a 
proces�s� to implement any rights� to privacy?

8.3.1.5 Information and Record Retention and Destruction
One as�pect of information quality is� currency—a continuing bus�ines�s� need for the 
information.  The entity should have a business records retention policy based on need.  
There may be local, state, or federal records acts that dictate management of records 
and their dis�pos�ition.  Records� retention and dis�pos�ition policies� s�upport efficient us�e of 
public resources by avoiding costs of maintaining and sorting through stale or irrelevant 
information.  Relevant records� retention and dis�pos�ition ques�tions� for the legal analys�is� 
include:

1. Are there applicable legal provis�ions� regarding records� retention and dis�pos�ition?  Mus�t 
information be kept for a certain period of time or destroyed or transferred after a certain 
period?

2. What are dis�pos�ition requirements�? Des�truction? Trans�fer?  Expungement?

3. Should anyone’s� permis�s�ion be obtained prior to dis�pos�ition of the records�?

4. Should anyone be notified before dis�pos�ition occurs�? 
 

27  As� s�tated in the FIPs� Individual Participation Principle, an individual s�hould have the right:
(a) To obtain from a data controller, or otherwis�e, confirmation of whether or not the data controller has� data relating to him. 
(b) To have communicated to him, data relating to him within a reasonable time; at a charge, if any, that is not excessive; in a reasonable 

manner; and in a form that is readily intelligible to him. 
(c) To be given reasons if a request made under subparagraphs (a) and (b) is denied, and to be able to challenge such denial. 
(d) To challenge data relating to him and, if the challenge is� s�ucces�s�ful, to have the data eras�ed, rectified, completed, or amended.
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8.3.1.6 Entity or Project Transparency
Part of the integrity and legitimacy of the entity and the project is� derived from the opennes�s� 
about the exis�tence and nature of the project.  The FIPs� Opennes�s� Principle28 requires 
that entities provide notice about how they collect, maintain, and disseminate information.  
In addition, ongoing public expectation has� fos�tered an entity bes�t practice of pos�ting the 
entity’s� privacy policy on a publicly available Web s�ite and including, within the policy or 
online, contact information for questions.  Further, involving members of the community in 
the privacy policy effort at the outset or as part of a public review or vetting period supports 
the entity’s� mis�s�ion of trans�parency.  An example of community involvement is� the Building 
Communities� of Trus�t Initiative, dis�cus�s�ed further in Section 10.3.1.

Relevant ques�tions� for the legal analys�is� regarding entity or project trans�parency include:

1. Are there legal requirements� that policies� or other documentation of the entity’s� project 
be made available to the public?  If not, cons�ider public expectation and the commonly 
accepted practice of providing the privacy policy online.

2. Are the provisions of open-meeting laws applicable to the entity or the governing 
board of the project?  Are there exceptions� in the laws� for s�pecific meetings� or types� of 
deliberative proces�s�es�? 

8.3.1.7 Accountability and Enforcement
A good privacy policy is� only as� good as� its� implementation.  The FIPs� Accountability 
Principle29 requires an entity to have the means to oversee and enforce its policies regarding 
the collection, us�e, and s�haring of information.  Relevant ques�tions� for the legal analys�is� 
regarding accountability include:

1. Are there legal requirements regarding audits of the information collected and 
maintained by the entity?

2. What governmental liability or immunity might the entity or project have regarding:

• Improper collection of information.

• Improper dis�clos�ure of information.

• Maintaining information the entity knew or should have known to be incorrect.

• Not dis�pos�ing of records�, as� and when required.

3. Are there legal provisions for sanctions, penalties, or other remedies for unauthorized 
releas�e or us�e of information?

4. What s�anctions�, penalties�, or remedies�, if any, are s�pecified for failure of the entity to 
comply with open-meeting laws�?

5. Are there legal requirements� that entity pers�onnel or us�ers� receive minimal training?  Do 
the requirements identify training subjects, such as records management, privacy, civil 
rights�, civil liberties�, and information quality?

8.3.2 Specific Laws to Examine
The following is� a lis�t of s�pecific laws� that may apply to the local juris�diction or s�tate entity and will s�erve 
as� a checklis�t for the policy development effort.  Not all of thes�e may apply to this� project, whereas� 
others� not lis�ted may s�ignificantly affect the project.  The intent of providing the lis�t is� to help the project 

28  FIPs� Opennes�s� Principle: There s�hould be a general policy of opennes�s� about developments�, practices�, and policies� with res�pect to pers�onal 
data.  Means should be readily available for establishing the existence and nature of personal data and the main purposes of their use, as well as the 
identity and usual residence of the data controller.  
29  FIPs� Accountability Principle:  A data controller s�hould be accountable for complying with meas�ures� that give effect to the principles� s�tated 
above.
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team avoid mis�s�ing any important laws�.  Review this� lis�t with the project team and legal advis�ors� to 
determine which laws needs to be examined more closely, given the project.  For synopses of primary 
federal laws an agency should review and, when appropriate, cite within the privacy policy, refer to 
Appendix C.3 Federal Laws� Relevant to Seeking, Retaining, and Dis�s�eminating Jus�tice Information.

1. Federal laws and regulations:

(Refer to Section 8.6, Res�ources�, and Appendix C.3 for cited references�.)

• Code of Federal Regulations� (CFR) Title 28 (28 CFR)—Judicial Adminis�tration, Chapter 1—U.S. 
Department of Jus�tice, Parts� 20, 22, 23, and 46.

• Computer Matching and Privacy Act of 1988, 5 U.S.C. § 552a(a), United States� Code, Title 5,  
Part I, Chapter 5, Subchapter II, § 552a(a); s�ee als�o Office of Management and Budget, 
Memorandum M-01-05, “Guidance on Interagency Sharing of Pers�onal Data—Protecting Pers�onal 
Privacy,” December 20, 2000.

• Criminal His�tory Records� Exchanged for Noncriminal Jus�tice Purpos�es�, 42 U.S.C. § 14611,  
United States� Code, Title 42, Chapter 140, Subchapter II, § 14611.

• Dis�pos�al of Cons�umer Report Information and Records�, 16 CFR Part 682, Code of Federal 
Regulations�, Title 16, Chapter I, Part 682.

• Driver’s� Privacy Protection Act of 1994.
• Electronic Communications� Privacy Act of 1986.
• Fair Credit Reporting Act of 1970.
• Federal Records� Act, 44 U.S.C. § 3301, United States� Code, Title 44, Chapter 33, § 3301.
• Federal Trade Commission Act of 1914.
• Freedom of Information Act of 1974.
• Health Ins�urance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) of 1996.
• Indian Civil Rights� Act of 1968, 25 U.S.C. § 1301, United States� Code, Title 25, Chapter 15, 

Subchapter I, § 1301.
• National As�s�ociation of State Chief Information Officers�’ (NASCIO) Compendium of Federal Laws�, 

pp. 84–86.
• National Child Protection Act of 1993, Public Law 103-209 (December 20, 1993), 107 Stat. 2490.
• National Crime Prevention and Privacy Compact, 42 U.S.C. § 14616, United States� Code, Title 

42, Chapter 140, Subchapter II, § 14616.
• National Security Act, Public Law 235, Section 606, in accordance with Executive Order 13549, 

Clas�s�ified National Security Information Program for State, Local, Tribal, and Private Sector 
Entities�, Augus�t 18, 2010.

• Privacy Act of 1974.
• Privacy of Cons�umer Financial Information, 16 CFR Part 313, Code of Federal Regulations�, Title 

16, Chapter I, Part 313.
• Privacy Protection Act of 1980.
• Protection of Sens�itive Agency Information, Office of Management and Budget (OMB) 

Memorandum M-06-16 (June 2006).
• Right to Financial Privacy Act of 1978.
• Safeguarding Agains�t and Res�ponding to the Breach of Pers�onally Identifiable Information, OMB 

Memorandum M-07-16 (May 2007).
• Safeguarding Cus�tomer Information, 16 CFR Part 314, Code of Federal Regulations�, Title 16, 

Chapter I, Part 314.
• Sarbanes�-Oxley Act of 2002, 15 U.S.C. § 7201, United States� Code, Title 15, Chapter 98, § 7201.
• Telecommunications Act of 1996.
• Title III of the Omnibus� Crime Control and Safe Streets� Act of 1968.
• USA PATRIOT Act of 2001.
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2. State statutes and regulations involving:
• Background, preemployment, or other noncriminal justice record checks.
• Categories of case dispositions with special interpretations or purging requirements (for example, 

diversion, adjournment in lieu of disposition, convictions converted to dismissals if a program is 
successfully completed).

• Children.
• Children in custody or visitation cases.
• Commercial dis�clos�ure of PII, es�pecially unintentionally or s�tolen.
• Communication intercepts (telephone, e-mail, etc.).
• Confidentiality of information about individuals� involved in s�pecific programs� or res�earch projects�.
• Credit reporting.
• Criminal intelligence system law.
• Criminal justice information system law.
• Denial of licens�ing or benefits�.
• Domes�tic violence—s�pous�al or partner abus�e and elder abus�e.  This� includes� the Addres�s� 

Confidentiality Program and its� requirements�.
• Drivers�—Department of Motor Vehicles� (DMV) information.
• Education.
• Employee/pers�onnel information.
• Expungement, s�ealing of arres�ts�, dis�pos�itions�, and convictions�.
• False reports to law enforcement.
• Financial information.
• Gang-related laws.
• Gun control laws�—checking before purchas�e.
• Harassment, civil protective orders, stay-away orders.
• Identity theft.
• Jurors�—pros�pective jurors�, trial jurors�, or grand jurors�.
• Juvenile delinquency.
• Juvenile dependency.
• Law enforcement civilian review boards.
• Mandatory reporting laws�—doctors�, teachers�, couns�elors�, etc.
• Medical—diagnos�is� and treatment.
• Mental health—evaluations�, diagnos�is�, and treatment.
• PIA requirements�.
• Privacy laws�. (Refer to Section 8.6, Res�ources�, for the Robert Ellis� Smith compilation, Compilation 

of State and Federal Privacy Laws.)
• Problem-s�olving court provis�ions�.
• Public hous�ing.
• Racial and ethnic profiling.
• Rape s�hield law.
• Rehabilitation of individuals� with convictions�, including res�toration of civil rights�.
• SEARCH, The National Cons�ortium for Jus�tice Information and Statis�tics�, Compendium of State 

Laws�: Compendium of State Privacy and Security Legislation: Overview 2002, Criminal History 
Record Information (i.e., criminal his�tory repos�itory law).  Refer to Section 8.6, Res�ources�, for 
cited references.

• Sex offender registries.
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• Subs�tance abus�e—diagnos�is�, evaluations�, and treatment.
• Victims� of crime; crime victims�’ bill of rights�.
• Voters�.
• Witnes�s�es�.

3. Local and tribal laws, resolutions, and ordinances involving:
• Code of Federal Regulations� (CFR) that apply to Indian country.
• Contracts� regulations� and provis�ions� (for example, P.L. 93-638).
• Criminal history repositories.
• Criminal intelligence systems.
• Criminal justice information systems.
• Federal s�tatutes� applicable to Indian country.
• Law enforcement review boards.
• Open-meeting laws.
• PIA requirements�.
• Public records� or freedom of information law.
• State statutes and regulations.
• Tribal codes.
• Tribes may have code provisions or may be subject to federal statutes or regulations that address 

all of the topics listed above in Category 2. 

8.4 Identifying Critical Issues and Policy Gaps
As the legal research is completed, the project team will understand the policy choices that have already been 
made for the jurisdiction and the entities responsible for making those policy choices.  For example, the legal 
res�earch s�hould identify the juris�diction’s� law or policies� that are enacting requirements� mandated and thos�e that 
are not mandated by federal law.  The legal res�earch s�hould identify thos�e gaps� in the juris�diction’s� law or policies� 
that still need to be addressed.  Once the team understands the policy choices and determines whether an 
exis�ting policy choice s�hould be revis�ited, it will know whether to addres�s� its� findings� to the s�tate legis�lature (if the 
decis�ion is� embodied in s�tate s�tatute) or to the s�pecific adminis�trative entity.  When current laws� and regulations� do 
not addres�s� an is�s�ue, the team s�hould deliberate bas�ed upon the is�s�ue’s� s�imilarity to other res�olved is�s�ues�.  

8.4.1 Identifying Team Members’ Privacy Concerns
While the legal analys�is� and FIPs� will provide a framework and identify is�s�ues� for the development of the 
privacy policy, the project team s�hould als�o determine the team members�’ views� of privacy is�s�ues�.  The 
team members will likely deal with information-access issues on a regular basis.  They should be aware 
of the privacy issues that have caused them concern or caused concern for members of the public with 
whom they interact.  The team’s� dis�cus�s�ions� of identified concerns� s�hould provide s�ome clarification 
for policy issues that need to be addressed and help to identify the vision and scope of the policy.  
Team members represent their own views and those of their constituencies.  Active articulation of their 
perspectives is essential in crafting a solid privacy policy.

8.4.2 Using Legal Research as a Guide
In drafting the privacy policy, it is� important to remember to review and articulate prior legal and policy 
work.  The local juris�diction probably has� already enacted a s�ignificant amount of privacy laws� that reflect 
the juris�diction’s� policy choices�.  In developing the privacy policy, it is� important to build from exis�ting 
laws and policies by compiling them into one comprehensive document and restating them in a brief and 
clear statement of policy. 
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8.5 Legal Citations Within the Privacy Policy
The res�ults� of the legal analys�is� s�hould be a lis�t of s�pecific legal citations� that s�hould be included either in the body 
of the privacy policy or as an appendix to the policy and cross-referenced throughout the policy provisions where 
appropriate.  It is� important to include thes�e citations� in the privacy policy for the following purpos�es�:

• To assure those within the entity, those who participate and share or access information with the entity, and the 
public that the agency is in compliance with legal authority.

• To support and solidify entity privacy provisions and procedures.  For example, the privacy policy may identify 
the different categories� of information that are exempt from dis�clos�ure (refer to Appendix C.1, SLT Policy 
Development Template, Section J, Sharing and Dissemination, item 9).  Legal citations will be included in the 
privacy policy to defend the entity’s� pos�ition for certain policy provis�ions�.

• In s�upport of information s�ys�tem trans�parency (refer to Appendix C.1, SLT Policy Development Template,  
N. Accountability and Enforcement, N.1. Information Sys�tem Trans�parency).  Since the privacy policy will be 
made available to the public, anyone reading the policy should quickly be able to ascertain not only how the 
entity handles� and protects� PII but als�o the legal authority under which the entity has� s�haped its� policies�.

8.6 Resources
• Code of Federal Regulations� (CFR), Title 28 (28 CFR)—Judicial Adminis�tration, Chapter 1—U.S. Department 

of Jus�tice:

• Part 20—Criminal Justice Information Systems, www.it.ojp.gov/documents�/28CFR_Part_20.PDF.

• Part 22—Confidentiality of Identifiable Research and Statistical Information, www.it.ojp.gov 
/documents�/28CFR_Part_22.PDF.

• Part 23—Criminal Intelligence Systems Operating Policies, www.it.ojp.gov/documents�/28CFR_Part_23.PDF.

• Part 46—Protection of Human Subjects, www.it.ojp.gov/documents�/28CFR_Part_46.PDF.

• Computer Matching and Privacy Protection Act of 1988, Public Law 100-503; 5 U.S.C. § 552a. Records� 
Maintained on Individuals�, www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/html/uscode05/usc_sec_05_00000552---a000-.html.

• Driver’s� Privacy Protection Act of 1994, Public Law 103-322; 18 U.S.C. § 2721.  Prohibition on Releas�e and 
Us�e of Certain Pers�onal Information From State Motor Vehicle Records�, www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/html 
/uscode18/usc_sec_18_00002721----000-.html.

• Electronic Communications� Privacy Act of 1986, Public Law 99-508; 18 U.S.C. Chapter 121—Stored Wire and 
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Section 9—Writing the Privacy Policy

9.1 Vision and Scope for the Policy
In preparation for drafting the privacy policy, it is� as�s�umed that 
the project team has� identified potential is�s�ues� (through the 
completion of a Privacy Impact As�s�es�s�ment—refer to Section 4.7), 
information exchanges� have been identified to which the privacy 
policy will apply (refer to Section 7), and the legal analysis has 
been completed (refer to Section 8).  As a result, applicable law 
and policies� have been identified.  Now the team is� ready to draft 
the privacy policy.  Defining the vis�ion and s�cope of the policy is� 
an essential beginning point for the development of the elements 
of the privacy policy.  The team must determine to whom the policy applies, outline the scope of its authority, 
and define what the policy will cover.  A recommended policy outline is� provided in Section 9.2, Policy Outline, 
illustrating the policy topics and concepts that should be covered.  These are described in more detail in Section 
9.4, Core Policy Concepts�.  Further, a policy template with s�ample language is� available in Appendix C.1, SLT 
Policy Development Template.

It is� important to note that there will be more than one audience for the privacy policy.  This� will include not 
only practitioners who will use the policy to make day-to-day decisions on how to handle a particular piece of 
information but also members of the public and, potentially, privacy advocate community representatives.

It is� acknowledged that although many entities� will be addres�s�ing s�imilar policy is�s�ues�, each will likely have unique 
issues that are relevant to their particular agency.  Begin by identifying what the privacy policy will accomplish.  
For example, the user of this guide could be from a single entity that wishes to develop its own policy or from a 
participant in a multientity information s�haring s�ys�tem.  While many of the principles� remain the s�ame, there may 
be particular needs of the local or tribal entity or jurisdiction that do not need to be dealt with by any other entity.  
For example, tribal groups often have to deal with the overlapping or shared criminal jurisdictions among tribal, 
state, and federal entities. As a result, tribal policies may have unique features that are not applicable to other 
groups.

The team should draft a policy that is clear in its vision and scope and is readable and understandable by all 
audiences�, in order to ens�ure its� us�e and to ins�till confidence and public trus�t.  
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9.2 Policy Outline
The firs�t s�tep in the drafting proces�s� is� to develop a policy outline.  Such an outline s�hould provide guidance on 
additional research and decision making.  A recommended policy outline is shown below and discussed in more 
detail in Section 9.4. 

• Purpos�e Statement

• Policy Applicability and Legal Compliance

• Governance and Oversight

• Definitions�

• Information (what information the entity handles�)

• Acquiring and Receiving Information

• Information Quality As�s�urance

• Collation and Analysis (if applicable)

• Merging Records�

• Sharing and Dissemination

• Redres�s�

• Disclosure

• Corrections

• Appeals

• Complaints

• Security Safeguards

• Information Retention and Des�truction

• Accountability and Enforcement

• Information Sys�tem Trans�parency

• Accountability

• Enforcement

• Training

While there is� no s�ingle outline that works� bes�t for everyone, there are s�ome elements� that s�hould be included 
in every privacy policy outline.  A purpose statement should discuss the importance of privacy in the integrated 
justice environment and explain what the policy is trying to accomplish.  The policy should also include a statement 
that defines� the policy’s� applicability and s�hould addres�s� the collection, acces�s�, us�e, dis�clos�ure, expungement, 
dis�pos�ition, retention, and quality of jus�tice information.  The document s�hould provide the s�pecific legal 
requirements and policy decisions concerning the handling of particular types of justice information.  Section 8, 
Performing the Legal Analys�is�, identifies� federal laws� that apply to information s�haring and outlines� a proces�s� 
for analyzing local, tribal, and federal laws and regulations.  An accountability section should clarify who has the 
responsibility for implementing and monitoring compliance and should include a discussion of possible sanctions 
for violation of the policy.  Finally, the policy should include an explanation of the process for reviewing and 
amending the policy on a regular basis.
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9.3 Writing the Policy
Once the outline has� been drafted, the neces�s�ary policy decis�ions� have been identified and dis�cus�s�ed, and 
recommendations have been made regarding the resolution of privacy issues, the project team can begin writing 
the policy.  As mentioned earlier, the policy author(s) should keep in mind the audiences for which it is drafting.  
Since persons of varying backgrounds, including justice practitioners and members of the general public, may 
read the policy, it is� important for it to be written s�uccinctly and be unders�tandable.  In addition, the rationale for 
the policy choices should be clearly documented.  For example, use commentary and, when appropriate, legal 
citations� to s�upport the formal policy language.  Including the rationale will provide additional authority for the 
policy and will provide some guidance for analogous new issues that arise after the policy is adopted.

Even though the project team has� already done mos�t of its� work in dis�cus�s�ing and making recommendations� 
regarding particular policy is�s�ues�, its� work is� not complete. The team needs� to be involved in the final drafting 
proces�s�.  The choice of the language to us�e in the final document mus�t clearly articulate the intent of the policy.  
Team members will be a valuable resource in ensuring that the language accurately conveys the message 
intended. 

9.3.1 Making the Policy Choices—Filling in the Gaps
In drafting the actual policy, it is� important to cons�ider the following:  The local juris�diction probably 
has� already enacted a s�ignificant amount of privacy laws� that, while s�cattered throughout the s�tatutes�, 
nevertheles�s� reflect the juris�diction’s� policy choices�.  In developing the policy, it is� important to build from 
existing laws and policies, compile them into one comprehensive policy, and restate or reference them 
in a brief and clear s�tatement of policy. When gaps� in exis�ting laws� are identified or when integration 
reveals new issues that are not addressed in existing laws, the team should explore those issues and 
recommend a policy decision that will enhance the goals and purposes of the existing policy choices.

9.4 Core Policy Concepts
This section is provided to assist writers of the policy to understand each of the core policy concepts that should 
be addres�s�ed in the written provis�ions� of a privacy policy, as� recommended in Section 9.2, Policy Outline, and 
contained in the policy template des�cribed in Section 9.5.1 and located in Appendix C.1. of this� guide.  Each core 
concept is� identified by its� s�ection reference within the SLT Policy Development Template.

Section A. Purpose Statement

This section illustrates the importance of privacy in the integrated justice environment by explaining 
what the policy intends� to accomplis�h—“What is� the purpos�e of the privacy policy its�elf?”  The purpos�e 
statement will embody both societal values and expectations for the agency itself.  

The following is� an example of a policy purpos�e s�tatement: 

“The purpose of this privacy policy is to promote agency conduct that complies with applicable federal, 
state, local, and tribal laws, regulations, and policies and assists all parties in:

• Ensuring individual privacy, civil rights, civil liberties, and other protected interests.
• Maintaining appropriate levels of operational transparency while increasing public safety and 

national security.
• Protecting the integrity of the criminal investigatory, criminal intelligence, and justice system 

processes and information.
• Encouraging individuals or community groups to trust and cooperate with the justice system.
• Promoting governmental legitimacy and accountability.
• Making the most effective use of public resources allocated to public safety agencies.”

Section B. Policy Applicability and Legal Compliance

This section articulates, clearly, who the policy is applicable to and what laws, statutes, and 
regulations apply to their conduct. 

• Who Is� Subject to the Policy?
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It is� important to identify in the policy who mus�t comply with the policy, s�uch as�, agency pers�onnel, 
authorized users, contractors, participating agencies and, under certain circumstances, 
information sharing recipients.  

• When Is� the Policy Applicable?
A privacy policy is� relevant for all s�tages� of the flow of information (refer to Appendix B, Criminal 
Justice System Flowchart, for an illustration), including the collection, receipt, maintenance, use, 
disclosure, and destruction.  

• Legal Compliance
There are three distinct aspects of legal compliance that a privacy policy should address.  The 
policy s�hould:

1. Articulate the primary legal authority for the agency’s� collection, receipt, maintenance, us�e, 
dis�clos�ure, and des�truction of information (refer to Section 8, Performing the Legal Analys�is�).

2. Identify the legal pres�criptions� protecting privacy.

3. Ens�ure the compliance of the agency’s� practices� and internal operating policies� with the 
authorities cited above.  

Section C. Governance and Oversight

Governance embraces a number of tasks that generally fall into several roles of continuing 
res�pons�ibility:  overs�ight of the agency, updates� to the policy, implementation, and enforcement.  The 
policy should identify the individual roles or positions within the entity who are charged with these 
tasks and the parameters of their responsibilities.  The policy should also express the importance of 
continuing community involvement. 

Section D. Definitions

In this� s�ection, the team s�hould identify key words� or phras�es� that are regularly us�ed in the policy 
and for which the team wants to specify a particular meaning.  This may include terms that are not 
commonly known or have multiple meanings� or are terms� of art (context-s�pecific meaning).  Examples� 
might include:

• Pers�onally identifiable information.
• Access.
• Accurate information.
• Criminal history record information.
• Conviction or disposition information.

For examples� of recommended definitions�, refer to Appendix C.2, Glos�s�ary of Terms� and Definitions�.

Section E. Information

When drafting the policy, it is� important to include provis�ions� that s�tate:

• What information may be s�ought, retained, s�hared, or dis�clos�ed by the entity.  This� s�hould include 
the types or categories of information to which the policy applies because there may be different 
policy provisions for different types of information.  For example, criminal intelligence information 
may have different provisions than those of criminal history information, investigatory information, 
or suspicious activity reports.

• Whether the entity categorizes� information bas�ed upon its� nature and purpos�e, us�ability, and 
quality.  

• Whether limitations� are as�s�igned to each type of information reflecting credentialed, role-bas�ed 
levels� of acces�s� to the information and the information’s� s�ens�itivity of dis�clos�ure.

• Whether the entity requires� certain bas�ic des�criptive information (metadata) to be entered and 
associated with each record that will be accessed, used, and disclosed.  

• What information may not be s�ought, retained, s�hared, or dis�clos�ed by the entity;  for example, 
information about individuals or organizations solely on the basis of their religious, political, or 
social views or activities; their participation in a particular noncriminal organization or lawful event; 
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or their race, ethnicity, citizenship, place of origin, age, disability, gender, or sexual orientation. 
This is an essential core privacy policy provision.

Section F. Acquiring and Receiving Information

The policy should state the policies and procedures for acquiring and receiving information as they 
addres�s� privacy protections�.  The provis�ions� s�hould s�pecify:

• The applicable state and federal constitution provisions and statutes that govern the techniques 
and methods the entity may employ when seeking or receiving information.

• Particular cons�iderations� regarding information-gathering and inves�tigative techniques�, s�uch as� a 
restriction to the least invasive means. 

• The extent to which they apply to recipients of information as well as the suppliers.
• The mechanism by which the agency will ensure compliance with applicable laws by external 

entities that access or share information with the entity.

Section G. Information Quality Assurance

As� dis�cus�s�ed in Section 4.3.2, Privacy and Information Quality, the quality of information is� relevant to 
the concept of privacy; as� s�uch, agencies� s�hould addres�s� IQ within their privacy policy.  IQ provis�ions� 
s�hould s�pecify:

• The agency’s� protocols� and procedures� for ens�uring the quality of the information it collects�, 
maintains, and disseminates.

• Whether agency information carries� indicators� of its� quality that are evident to the us�er (for 
example, accurate, complete, current, verifiable, and reliable labels�) and that are updated as� 
appropriate.

• The agency’s� mechanis�ms� for periodic review for ens�uring continuing quality and for inves�tigating 
and handling errors� and deficiencies�, including thos�e dis�covered through internal proces�s�es� and 
through external sources.

• The agency’s� notification procedures� for informing recipients� and als�o originating s�ources� of errors� 
and corrections.

Section H. Collation and Analysis

To the extent that collation and analys�is� generate new information for the agency’s� us�e, which may 
also be shared or disseminated, it is important that the results of collation and analysis adhere to 
applicable laws� protecting privacy, as� well as� s�tandards� for IQ.  To that end, the policy s�hould s�pecify:

• That analysis is conducted by authorized individuals and is within the scope of the permissible 
agency activities.

• What information is� analyzed.  
• The agency’s� underlying purpos�e for performing analys�es�. 

Section I. Merging Records

One of the common challenges� to IQ in the criminal jus�tice context is� the phenomenon of duplicate 
records and the need to ensure that records are merged only when they relate to the same person.  
When records� cannot be matched for the purpos�es� of merging becaus�e ins�ufficient criteria are met, an 
agency may have a procedure for linking or associating together records that may relate to the same 
individual.  The policy provis�ions� s�hould s�pecify:

• That merging is conducted by authorized individuals and that standards and procedures for 
mergers have been established by the agency.

• The matching criteria the agency uses to merge multiple records allegedly about the same 
individual, including a description of the number or type of criteria that must be met before a match 
is made. 

• The procedure and criteria for associating records if the matching criteria are not met.
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Section J. Sharing and Dissemination

Addressing information sharing within the agency is equally as important as addressing information 
sharing outside of the agency.  The policy should clarify conditions for whether information should be 
shared and, if so, the conditions and procedures for access and disclosure.  The policy provisions on 
s�haring and dis�clos�ure s�hould s�pecify:

• Whether records� are pres�umptively acces�s�ible (as� where a s�tatute declares� that records� 
generated by public agencies are open to the public), depending on the various laws and 
regulations� applicable to the agency.  If they are pres�umptively acces�s�ible, the policy mus�t 
des�cribe clearly the limitations� on acces�s� and cite s�pecific legal authority for each s�tated bas�is� of 
denial.  If they are pres�umptively not public (for example, a s�tatute providing juvenile court records� 
are closed), the policy must describe clearly the conditions under which information may or may 
not be disclosed. 

• Whether the levels� of acces�s� and permis�s�ions� the agency as�s�igns� to each authorized us�er 
correlate highly with their identified roles�. 

• The conditions and credentials by which access to and disclosure of agency records are provided 
to those within the agency; those in other governmental agencies; those responsible for public 
protection, public s�afety, or public health; and thos�e pers�ons� authorized by law for s�pecific 
purposes.  

• The policy in place that ensures third-party dissemination is made only in accordance with 
permissions of the originating agency.  

• The acceptable practice relative to the confirming or denial of the exis�tence or nonexis�tence of a 
record.

Section K. Redress

Redres�s� can be defined as� “to s�et right, remedy, or rectify.”  Although, his�torically, the right to petition 
for a redress of a grievance referred only to Congress and the courts, later the due process clause in 
the Fourteenth Amendment (incorporation doctrine) expanded that right to include all state and federal 
courts and legislature, plus the executive branches of the state and federal governments. The right to 
petition also includes the right to sue the government and the right of individuals, groups and, possibly, 
corporations� to lobby the government.  Redres�s� addres�s�es� public agency res�pons�ibilities� with regard 
to disclosure and correction of information and the handling of complaints.  

Redres�s� relative to an individual about whom information has� been gathered is� a policy concept that 
covers procedures for disclosure, corrections, appeals, and complaints.   

Section L. Security Safeguards

As� dis�cus�s�ed in Section 4.4.2, Privacy and Security, PII needs� to be protected with reas�onable 
s�afeguards� agains�t ris�k of los�s� or unauthorized acces�s�, modification, us�e, des�truction, or dis�clos�ure.  
Provis�ions� s�hould s�pecify the range of adminis�trative, technical, and phys�ical bus�ines�s� practices� and 
mechanis�ms� that aim to pres�erve privacy and confidentiality and the res�trictions� on information acces�s� 
to authorized us�ers� for authorized purpos�es�.  The policy s�hould s�tate:

• Who is� res�pons�ible for the es�tablis�hment and enforcement of s�ecurity procedures�.
• How the center will protect the information from unauthorized acces�s�, modification, theft, or 

sabotage resulting from natural or human-caused disasters or intrusions.
• That information will be stored in a secure format and a secure environment. 
• The credentials of agency personnel whose position and job duties require access.
• Whether audit trails� of reques�t and dis�s�eminated information are kept and that the log identifies� 

the user initiating the query.
• The procedures� for data breach notification.
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Section M. Information Retention and Destruction

Every entity s�hould have an es�tablis�hed policy on how long to retain different types� of information in 
order to ensure effective records management and compliance with applicable laws and regulations, 
to ensure that the information is reviewed on a scheduled basis for validation, and to institute methods 
for purging or des�truction.  The policy s�hould clearly s�pecify the entity’s�:

• Review s�chedule.
• Retention and des�truction policies�.
• Methods to remove or destroy information.
• Procedure if approval is� needed prior to removal or des�truction.
• Policy on whether the s�ource of the information is� notified prior to removal or des�truction.
• Proces�s� for keeping records� of dates� when information is� to be removed if not validated prior to 

the end of its period and whether there is an autogenerated system prompt that a record is due for 
review.

Section N. Accountability and Enforcement

This� policy concept compris�es� three areas�:  information s�ys�tem trans�parency, accountability, and 
enforcement.  An agency should be transparent with regard to its information collection practices, 
including making the agency privacy policy available to the public, to ensure the public trust 
by promoting accountability and information for citizens about what justice entities are doing.   
Accountability can be defined as� the obligation of pers�ons� or entities� to bear cons�equences� or be 
answerable for the responsibilities conferred on them.  Accountability may be dictated or implied 
by law, regulation, or agreement.  Enforcement pres�cribes� the agency’s� procedures� for evaluating 
compliance and for the authority to enact sanctions or consequences for noncompliance.  

The provis�ions� that fall within thes�e policy concepts� s�hould s�pecify:

• Whether the agency will be open with the public in regard to information (and intelligence) 
collection practices.

• Whether the privacy policy is� available to the public.
• The point of contact for handling inquiries or complaints.
• Whether electronic acces�s� (including the identity of the us�er initiating the query) is� maintained in 

an audit log.
• The procedures and practices the agency follows to enable evaluation of user compliance, 
• The agency’s� mechanis�m for pers�onnel to report errors� and violations�. 
• The frequency of audits (annually and randomly) and who conducts them. 
• How often the agency reviews and updates the provisions of the privacy policy.
• Procedures� for enforcement if a us�er is� found to be in noncompliance with the provis�ions� of this� 

policy. 
• The agency’s� rights� with regard to res�tricting qualifications� and number of pers�onnel having 

access and ability to suspend or withhold service and access to participating agencies or 
participating agency personnel who violate the privacy policy.

Section O. Training

Training is essential to effective implementation of any policy.  The agency should determine who 
should be required to participate in training (all agency personnel, personnel providing information 
technology services to the agency, staff in other public agencies or private contractors providing 
services to the agency, or users who are not employed by the agency) and state this requirement 
in the privacy policy.  Additionally, the policy s�hould briefly des�cribe what is� covered by the training 
program (for example, the purpose of the policy, substance and intent of the provisions of the 
policy, impact of infractions, and possible penalties for violations).  Training individuals who are 
to be held accountable for the provisions of the privacy policy is a critical agency responsibility to 
ensure protections are in place.  For more information on training, refer to Section 10.4, Training 
Recommendations�.
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9.5 Templates to Assist With Drafting the Privacy Policy
The following resource is provided to assist the project team with drafting the privacy policy.

9.5.1 Privacy, Civil Rights, and Civil Liberties Policy Development Template for State, Local, 
and Tribal Justice Entities (SLT Policy Development Template)

 This template, contained in Appendix C.1, is provided to assist entity personnel in developing a privacy 
policy related to the information the entity collects, receives, maintains, archives, accesses, and 
dis�clos�es� to entity pers�onnel; governmental agencies�; fus�ion centers�; Information Sharing Environment 
(ISE)30 participants, on behalf of fusion centers; and other participating criminal justice and public 
safety agencies, as well as to private contractors and the general public. The provisions suggested are 
intended to be incorporated into the entity’s� general operational policies� and day-to-day operations� and 
to provide explicit and detailed privacy protection guidance to entity personnel and other authorized 
s�ource and us�er agencies�. Each s�ection is� a fundamental component of a comprehens�ive policy that 
includes� bas�eline provis�ions� on information collection, IQ, collation and analys�is�, merging records�, 
information access and disclosure, redress, security safeguards, retention and destruction, accountability 
and enforcement, and training.  For synopses of primary federal laws an agency should review for 
including in the privacy policy, refer to Appendix C.3 Federal Laws� Relevant to Seeking, Retaining, and 
Dis�s�eminating Jus�tice Information. 

9.6 Perform a Policy Evaluation
Once a draft policy is developed, SLT agency practitioners should evaluate whether the policy adequately 
addres�s�es� current privacy s�tandards� and protection recommendations� before the policy is� finalized and adopted.  

9.6.1 Policy Review Checklist
GPIQWG as�s�is�ts� the practitioner by providing a mechanis�m for policy evaluation, the Privacy, Civil 
Rights, and Civil Liberties Policy Development Template for State, Local, and Tribal Justice Entities:  
Policy Review Checklist (or Policy Review Checklist), contained in Appendix D.  The checklist is a 
companion piece to the SLT Policy Development Template and s�erves� both as� a s�elf-as�s�es�s�ment tool 
to assist privacy policy authors, project teams, and agency administrators in evaluating whether the 
provisions contained within their draft policy have met the core concepts recommended in the template, 
as well as a useful resource for the annual policy review. The checklist is structured according to policy 
categories and section references that correlate checklist components with those in the template.

9.7 Vetting the Privacy Policy
A concise executive summary of three pages or less is a valuable tool for vetting, for review by citizens and 
executives�, and for us�e at the time of publication (refer to Section 10.2, Publication).

The draft privacy policy s�hould be broadly dis�s�eminated for comment before it is� finalized.  During the team’s� 
deliberations, the project team leader should encourage the team members to consult with their constituencies 
and keep them apprised of the progress of the privacy policy development.  The team members should also be 
encouraged to s�hare the draft policy with their cons�tituents�.  While s�ignificant input s�hould come from the team 
members who represent large groups, such as police chiefs or sheriffs, additional input should be sought, before 
the policy is� finalized, from others� who were not involved on the team.  With this� input, additional pers�ons� will have 
been given an opportunity to comment or express concerns about the policy.

How and when others are consulted should be agreed upon by the project team.  During the drafting process, 
it may be appropriate to bring s�pecific is�s�ues� that need to be res�olved to the attention of cons�tituencies� for their 
input.  As an initial draft is prepared, it may be appropriate to allow small groups or selected individuals to review 
portions of the draft.  However, the team must be careful not to circulate drafts too early or circulate too many 
versions of the draft in order to avoid confusion or distribution of incomplete information.   

30  In accordance with Section 1016 of the Intelligence Reform and Terroris�m Prevention Act of 2004 (IRTPA), as� amended, the ISE is� a 
conceptual framework composed of the policies, procedures, and technologies linking the resources (people, systems, databases, and information) of 
state, local, and tribal (SLT) entities; federal entities; and the private sector to facilitate terrorism-related information sharing, access, and collaboration.
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9.8 Process for Revisions and Amendments
Provis�ions� s�hould be included in the policy for the regular and s�ys�tematic review of the privacy policy to keep it 
current and relevant.  The privacy policy should be reviewed in light of new laws (statutory or regulatory), court 
decisions, changes in technology, changes in the purpose and use of the information systems, and changes in 
public expectations. 

9.9 Resources
• American Bar As�s�ociation (ABA), American Jury Project, Principles for Juries and Jury Trials, Principle 7—

Courts Should Protect Juror Privacy Insofar as Consistent With the Requirements of Justice and the Public 
Interest, 2005, www.abanet.org/juryprojectstandards/principles.pdf.

• National Center for State Courts� (NCSC), Public Acces�s� to Court Records�, www.ncsc.org/Topics/Access-and 
-Fairnes�s�/Privacy-Public-Acces�s�-to-Court-Records�/Res�ource-Guide.as�px.   
 
State policies are constantly evolving.  This is one resource for the latest developments in state-level policies 
and practices related to court records and associated issues. 

• Steketee, M. W., and A. Carls�on, Developing CCJ/COSCA Guidelines for Public Access to Court Records: A 
National Project to Assist State Courts.   Williams�burg, VA: National Center for State Courts�.  Final report to the 
State Jus�tice Ins�titute (SJI-01-N-054 and SJI-02-N-007), October 18, 2002, http://www.it.ojp.gov 
/docdownloader.as�px?ddid=1534 and revised report, October 15, 2005, http://www.it.ojp.gov/docdownloader 
.as�px?ddid=1535.
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Section 10—Implementing the Privacy Policy

10.1 Formal Adoption of the Policy
At s�ome point, an appropriate governing body s�hould formally adopt the entity’s� privacy 
policy.  The firs�t s�tep for adoption s�hould be approval by the project team its�elf.  If the 
project team is working under the auspices of some other governing board, approval 
should be sought from the governing board as well.  The governing body may have 
existing protocols for considering and adopting policies that may require that the draft 
be published for comment for a certain period of time or require public hearings before 
the governing body.  As discussed earlier, the privacy policy may not necessarily 
contain any new concepts.  For the most part, it will include a compilation of laws and 
rules that regulate information sharing in the justice system synthesized to address the 
particular concerns of privacy.  The privacy policy puts existing laws and regulations into 
context and may recommend areas requiring policy attention (laws, policies, practices).  
Depending on the nature of those parts of the policy, the project team may need to seek 
approval from the legislature. 

10.2 Publication
The adopted privacy policy should be readily available to justice decision makers,31 practitioners, and the general 
public.  The policy should be available to all executives of entities involved in the development and implementation 
of proces�s�es�; to local, tribal, and s�tate elected or appointed officials�; and the media.  The electronic vers�ion s�hould 
be available in a format s�uitable for downloading from Web s�ites�, internal and public, of all entities� participating in 
the justice information sharing system.  The policy should also be incorporated into training curriculum for entity 
staff and users.

10.3 Outreach
If the team has� done a thorough job of involving s�takeholders� and conducting a trans�parent development and 
implementation process, outreach to the larger community should be relatively easy.  Since all individuals and 
entities, including potential opponents, were involved in the process, these representatives can act as emissaries 
to their colleagues and constituencies.  The people who have been involved in developing the policy will have an 
established rapport and credibility with their peers and can relate the rationale behind the policy.

31  Global Jus�tice Information Sharing Initiative (Global) Privacy and Information Quality Working Group (GPIQWG), Executive Summary for 
Justice Decision Makers:  Privacy, Civil Rights, and Civil Liberties Program Development, Appendix A.1, within this guide.  
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Even with an extens�ive network of involved individuals�, the project team leader, as� a repres�entative of the project 
champion or s�pons�or, s�hould conduct more formal outreach.  This� type of outreach can include:

• Pres�s� releas�es� and briefings�.

• Briefings� for elected or appointed local, s�tate, and tribal officials�, es�pecially members� of the governing body, 
whether it is a county commission or the state legislature.

• Community hearings.

• Es�tablis�hment of a volunteer s�peakers�’ bureau to provide pres�entations� on reques�t to civic organizations� or 
other groups.

For Indian tribes� and communities�, outreach and community education are es�s�ential becaus�e tribal as�s�umptions� 
about privacy are different from state or federal assumptions.  Outreach should begin with presentations to the 
tribal governing body (i.e., tribal councils and judges) and justice system staffs.  Outreach should include articles in 
tribal newspapers to inform tribal citizens.

The purpose of the outreach strategy is to inform the public about the thoughtful, intentional process used to 
develop the policy and to promote public confidence in the jus�tice entity and in the s�afety and integrity of the PII 
contained in justice systems.

10.3.1 Guidance for Building Communities of Trust32

Guidance for Building Communities of Trust (BCOT), developed by Robert Was�s�erman in collaboration 
with the Office of Community Oriented Policing Services� (COPS), U.S. Department of Jus�tice, and 
the U.S. Department of Homeland Security, focuses on developing relationships of trust among law 
enforcement, fusion centers, and the communities they serve, particularly immigrant and minority 
communities, so that the challenges of crime control and prevention of terrorism can be addressed. 
Lessons learned have been documented from a series of roundtable discussions held across the country 
among state and major urban area fusion centers, local law enforcement, and community advocates. 
The resulting guidance provides advice and recommendations on how to initiate and sustain trusting 
relationships that support meaningful sharing of information, responsiveness to community concerns 
and priorities, and the reporting of suspicious activities. The importance for communities and law 
enforcement to build and maintain trusting relationships to prevent acts of crime and terrorism is the 
overarching theme of this document.

10.4 Training Recommendations
Training is� es�s�ential to effective implementation of any privacy policy.  Each team s�hould determine and 
recommend an approach to training based on the particular organizational structures, existing training programs, 
and available resources.  At a minimum, a subgroup of the team should be assigned to begin development of 
training recommendations at the inception of the project team.  

Before completion of the privacy policy, the initial training recommendations may provide outlines rather than 
s�ubs�tantive content for training to allow for s�pecific proces�s� needs�.  The legal analys�is� will be completed before the 
formal policy is written so that work on training materials for understanding the legal environment can begin.

Taking into consideration the size of the justice entity, available resources, existing training programs, and 
the nature of the training to be undertaken, the following areas� s�hould be addres�s�ed in the team’s� training 
recommendations.

10.4.1 Trainees
Determine what personnel should be required to participate in training regarding the implementation of 
and adherence to the privacy policy.  At a minimum, cons�ider trainees� from the following groups�:  s�enior 
management, information technology staff, new employees, current employees who perform processes 

32  Robert Was�s�erman, Guidance for Building Communities of Trust, Office of Community Oriented Policing Services�, U.S. Department of Jus�tice, 
and the U.S. Department of Homeland Security, www.cops�.us�doj.gov/files�/RIC/Publications�/e071021293_BuildingCommTrus�t.pdf.

http://www.cops.usdoj.gov/files/RIC/Publications/e071021293_BuildingCommTrust.pdf
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that are impacted by this policy, and those individuals who use the information in their day-to-day jobs.  
Others to consider include participating agency personnel, personnel providing information technology 
s�ervices� to the entity, s�taffing in other public entities� or private contractors� providing s�ervices� to the entity, 
etc.

10.4.2 Content  
Determine what should be covered by the training program.  Training, at minimum, should address two 
broad areas�: 

1. The purpos�e of the policy, the s�ubs�tance of the policy and its� importance to the entity’s� mis�s�ion and 
responsibility, impact of infractions, and possible penalties for violations.

2. How to implement the policy in the day-to-day work of the user, whether a paper or systems user.  
Additional topics� may include:

• Substance and intent of the provisions of the policy relating to collection, use, analysis, retention, 
destruction, sharing, and disclosure of information retained by the entity.

• Originating and participating entity responsibilities and obligations under applicable law and policy.
• The impact of improper activities associated with infractions within or through the entity.
• Mechanisms for reporting violations of entity privacy protection policies and procedures.
• The nature and possible penalties for policy violations, including possible transfer, dismissal, 

criminal liability, and immunity, if any.

10.4.3 Method
Different approaches to training include lecture courses, distance learning, computer-based training, 
train-the-trainer cours�es�, line officer briefings�, and cours�e modules� added to exis�ting training programs�.  
Refer to Section 10.4.5.1, Privacy Training Res�ources�, for a lis�ting of es�tablis�hed privacy training 
resources recommended to assist the entity in this effort.

10.4.4 Frequency
There is no question that along with the initial training plan, there should be periodic training updates, 
refresher materials, and training provided.  The critical element is that the project team recommendation 
contemplates periodic retraining and updates for all users who are affected by the privacy policy.

10.4.5 Additional Resources and Training Tools
Consider whether additional resources might assist users as they begin to implement the privacy policy.  
For example, should the project team develop a checklist of steps to follow for certain job functions that 
could be at the des�ktop?  Would a Web s�ite with frequently as�ked ques�tions� (FAQs�) or a Help Des�k be 
helpful?

Also consider incorporating existing privacy, civil rights, and civil liberties-focused publications and 
res�ources� into the entity’s� training efforts�.

10.4.5.1 Privacy Training Resources
The following are primers and training resources that may be useful when introducing 
privacy policy concepts for training sessions. 

•	 Executive Summary for Justice Decision Makers:  Privacy, Civil Rights, and Civil 
Liberties Program Development 

This executive summary is an awareness resource for justice executives, as well as 
an informational tool to us�e for training. The eas�y-to-read flyer is� des�igned to engender 
awareness about the topic, make the case for privacy policy development, and 
underscore the importance of promoting privacy protections within justice agencies. 
Included is� information on bas�ic privacy concepts�; the inters�ection between privacy, 
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security, and information quality; privacy risks; and steps to establish privacy protections 
through a privacy program cycle. This paper applies settled privacy principles to justice 
information s�haring s�ys�tems� and makes� recommendations� on bes�t practices�.  Refer to 
Appendix A.1, within this guide, to view this executive summary or download it online at 
www.it.ojp.gov/privacy.

•	 7 Steps to a Privacy, Civil Rights, and Civil Liberties Policy

Designed for both justice executives and agency personnel, this document raises 
awareness and educates readers on the seven basic steps involved in the preparation 
for development of a privacy, civil rights, and civil liberties policy (as recommended in 
this Privacy Guide). Each s�tep des�cribes� the practical tas�ks� as�s�ociated with preparing 
for, drafting, and implementing a privacy policy. Also featured is an overview of the 
core concepts (or chapters) that an agency should address in the written provisions of 
a privacy policy (as� recommended in the Template).  Refer to Appendix A.2, within this� 
guide, to view this document or download it online at www.it.ojp.gov/privacy.

•	 The Importance of Privacy, Civil Rights, and Civil Liberties Protections in 
American Law Enforcement and Public Safety 

A training video, titled The Importance of Privacy, Civil Rights, and Civil Liberties 
Protections in American Law Enforcement and Public Safety, was� developed by Global’s� 
Intelligence Working Group (GIWG) Privacy and Training Committees�.  This� eight-minute 
video is� a training tool des�igned to educate viewers�, particularly line officers� during roll 
call, on the privacy and civil liberties issues they may confront in their everyday work 
and the liabilities associated with the failure to adhere to sound policy and practice.  

Though officers� receive privacy training as� part of their academy training, it is� important 
to regularly reinforce the importance of upholding these protections.  This short 
overview will review and proactively emphas�ize the role line officers� have in the ongoing 
protection of citizens�’ and community members�’ privacy, civil rights�, civil liberties�, and 
other as�s�ociated rights� in the cours�e of officers�’ daily activities� and calls� for s�ervice.  This� 
video can be viewed online at www.ncirc.gov/privacylineofficer/.

•	 Suspicious	Activity	Reporting	Line	Officer	Training	CD

This� SAR CD was� developed through a joint effort of BJA, DOJ, and the International 
As�s�ociation of Chiefs� of Police (IACP) to educate law enforcement line officers� not 
only on what kinds of suspicious behaviors are associated with pre-incident terrorism 
activities and how to document and report suspicious activity but also on how to 
ens�ure the protection of privacy, civil rights�, and civil liberties� when documenting SAR 
information.  The CD als�o provides� information about the Nationwide Sus�picious� Activity 
Reporting (SAR) Initiative (NSI) requirement that NSI s�ites� have privacy policies� in place 
prior to NSI participation.  This� CD can be viewed online at http://ns�i.ncirc.gov/SARLOT/.

•	 Criminal Intelligence Systems Operating Policies (28 CFR Part 23) Online Training

Criminal intelligence plays a vital role in the safety and security of our country.  The 
Code of Federal Regulations�, Title 28, Part 23 – Criminal Intelligence Sys�tems� Operating 
Policies� (or 28 CFR Part 23) was� is�s�ued in 1980 to ens�ure the privacy and cons�titutional 
rights of individuals during the collection and exchange of criminal intelligence 
information, and it has since been an important part of the intelligence landscape.

28 CFR Part 23 is� a guideline for law enforcement agencies� that operate federally 
funded multijurisdictional criminal intelligence systems.  To facilitate greater 
unders�tanding of 28 CFR Part 23, the Bureau of Jus�tice As�s�is�tance, Office of Jus�tice 
Programs�, U.S. Department of Jus�tice, developed the Criminal Intelligence Sys�tems� 
Operating Policies� (28 CFR Part 23) online training, which focus�es� on the requirements� 
of 28 CFR Part 23 and includes� topics� s�uch as� compliance, privacy, inquiry, and 
dissemination requirements; storage requirements; and review-and-purge requirements.  

http://www.it.ojp.gov/privacy
http://www.it.ojp.gov/privacy
http://www.ncirc.gov/privacylineofficer/
http://nsi.ncirc.gov/SARLOT/
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The online training is available at www.ncirc.gov or www.iir.com/Justice_Training/28cfr 
/default.aspx.

•	 Criminal Intelligence Sharing:  Protecting Privacy, Civil Rights, and Civil Liberties

This training is designed to present effective information sharing tools, examine the 
principles� of 28 CFR Part 23, and addres�s� the importance of privacy, civil rights�, and 
civil liberties� in the context of information s�haring.  Its� purpos�e is� to enhance information 
sharing by clarifying the various rules and regulations to ensure that agencies are 
more confident as� they collect and s�hare information, particularly criminal intelligence 
information.  In addition, technical as�s�is�tance can be provided through on-s�ite s�ys�tem 
reviews, policy reviews, and other specialized problem resolution.  Training and 
technical assistance for this project are provided through funding from BJA, DOJ.  For 
more information on this training, visit www.iir.com/Justice_Training/privacy101/default 
.aspx.

•	 DHS/DOJ Privacy and Civil Liberties Web Portal

Through a joint effort among DHS, DOJ, and BJA, this� collaborative Web portal, 
accessible at www.it.ojp.gov/PrivacyLiberty, provides access to a wide range of 
res�ources� and training materials� available in the Information Sharing Environment that 
address privacy and civil liberties protections, including many of the Global products 
described in this guide.  Although originally intended for fusion center use, these 
resources can easily be adapted by law enforcement, criminal justice, public safety, and 
homeland security communities nationwide.

10.4.6 Acknowledgment
For accountability purposes, there should be some active acknowledgment that the privacy policy and 
training on the policy were received within the entity, such as a signed statement of policy receipt, 
review, and agreement to comply with the policy.

10.4.7 How Will You Measure Your Success?
When developing the training plan, include performance meas�urement as� the final piece of the plan.  
Consider that the measurement of training success may be rolled into the overall method of measuring 
the success of the policy.  As long as the project team considers what the training is supposed to 
accomplis�h, articulates� s�uch, and follows� a chos�en approach to ens�ure that it has� s�ucceeded, the team’s� 
training goal will be met.  

10.5 Privacy Officer
The tasks of continued implementation, monitoring, and compliance should be the responsibility of a trained 
Privacy Officer—whether a full-time Privacy Officer pos�ition or the occupant of a different pos�ition who is� as�s�uming 
thes�e res�pons�ibilities�.  Ideally, s�omeone experienced in privacy, civil rights�, and civil liberties� is�s�ues� s�hould 
be appointed and trained, s�uch as� through the Privacy Training Res�ources� cited in Section 10.4.5.1, to be the 
agency’s� Privacy Officer prior to (or during) the development of the privacy policy and will s�erve on the policy 
development team.  This individual may or may not be the same person designated as the project champion 
or project team leader.  Once the policy has been drafted, this individual will maintain primary oversight and 
managerial responsibility for ensuring continued policy implementation, training, monitoring, and compliance.  
Traditional Privacy Officer res�pons�ibilities� include:

• Routine review of the entity’s� information privacy procedures� to ens�ure that they are comprehens�ive and up to 
date.

• When additional or revis�ed procedures� may be called for, work with relevant entity offices� in the cons�ideration, 
adoption, and implementation of such procedures.

• Review exis�ting departmental and component-level privacy policies� and procedures� to ens�ure the entity’s� full 
compliance with local, state, and federal laws, regulations, and policies relating to information privacy.

http://www.ncirc.gov
http://www.iir.com/Justice_Training/28cfr/default.aspx
http://www.iir.com/Justice_Training/28cfr/default.aspx
http://www.iir.com/Justice_Training/privacy101/default.aspx
http://www.iir.com/Justice_Training/privacy101/default.aspx
http://www.it.ojp.gov/PrivacyLiberty
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• Oversee the implementation of privacy protections in personnel procedures and information system processes.

• If applicable to the entity’s� function, review and approve all analytical products� for appropriate privacy, civil 
rights, and civil liberties protections prior to dissemination or sharing by the entity.

• Handle reported errors and violations of the provisions of the privacy policy.

• Ens�ure that enforcement procedures� and s�anctions� (which s�hould be outlined in the privacy policy) are 
adequate and enforced.

• Receive and res�pond to inquiries� and complaints� about privacy, civil rights�, and civil liberties� protections� in the 
information system(s) maintained or accessed by the entity.

• Manage the evaluation of user compliance (for example, through the use of system audits).

• Serve as� a point of contact for handling individuals�’ reques�ts� for corrections� involving information the entity has� 
dis�clos�ed and can change becaus�e it originated the information.  The Privacy Officer will inform individuals� of 
the procedure for requesting and considering requested corrections, including appeal rights.

10.6 Monitoring Policy Implementation
A scheme or plan for evaluation and continued monitoring of the implementation of the policy should be in place 
before the policy is� implemented.  It is� far eas�ier to gain a commitment to ongoing evaluation and monitoring when 
the investment of the team is high, at the inception of the project, than as an afterthought after the policy is fully 
developed and on the verge of implementation.

The evaluation s�hould as�k s�uch ques�tions� as�:  

• Does� the privacy policy, as� implemented, res�pond to the purpos�es� and goals� defined in the beginning?

• Is� the policy res�pons�ive to the legal demands� identified at the outs�et?

• Does� the policy have to be updated in res�pons�e to events� occurring s�ince the inception of the project?

• Is� any of the jus�tice data that is� s�hared inaccurate, and what can be done to minimize that occurrence?  

10.6.1  Privacy, Civil Rights, and Civil Liberties Compliance Verification for the Intelligence 
Enterprise
For justice agencies with an intelligence function, the Privacy, Civil Rights, and Civil Liberties Compliance 
Verification for the Intelligence Enterprise document assists intelligence enterprises in complying with 
all applicable privacy, civil rights, and civil liberties protection laws, regulations, and policies.  As a 
next step for agencies that have completed and implemented a privacy policy, the checklist evaluates 
agency compliance with the policies and procedures the agency has established in their privacy policy 
and helps to uncover any gaps that may need to be addressed in policies, technology, or procedures.  
The checklis�t provides� a s�ugges�ted methodology for conducting the review of an agency’s� intelligence 
enterpris�e and identifies� the high-liability areas� of concern that s�hould be included when performing the 
review.  

10.7 Ensuring Compliance
As part of policy implementation, ensuring that personnel and authorized users are complying with the policies 
established in the privacy policy is important.  The entity needs to adopt and follow procedures and practices by 
which it can ensure and evaluate the compliance of users with system requirements and with the provisions of the 
policy and applicable law.  This will include logging access to these systems and periodic auditing, so as to not 
establish a pattern of the audits.  Audit logs of queries made to the system should identify the user initiating the 
query, and an audit trail of accessed, requested, or disseminated information should be maintained.
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10.8 Enforcement
It is� important to identify who is� res�pons�ible for enforcement of the privacy policy.  Traditionally, this� is� a role of the 
Privacy Officer.  The entity s�hould es�tablis�h and clearly document the entity’s� procedures� for addres�s�ing violations� 
of the provis�ions� of the privacy policy regarding the collection, us�e, retention, des�truction, s�haring, clas�s�ification, or 
dis�clos�ure of PII.  An entity may:

• Suspend or discontinue access to information by the user.

• Suspend, demote, transfer, or terminate the person, as permitted by applicable personnel policies.

• Apply administrative actions or sanctions as provided by entity rules and regulations or as provided in entity 
personnel policies.

• If the us�er is� from an external entity, reques�t that the relevant entity, organization, contractor, or s�ervice provider 
employing the us�er initiate proceedings� to dis�cipline the us�er or enforce the policy’s� provis�ions�.

• Refer the matter to appropriate authorities� for criminal pros�ecution, as� neces�s�ary, to effectuate the purpos�es� of 
the policy.

• Res�trict the qualifications� and number of pers�onnel having acces�s� to entity information and s�us�pend or withhold 
s�ervice and deny acces�s� to any participating entity or participating entity pers�onnel violating the entity’s� privacy 
policy.

10.9 Resources
• American Society for Training & Development (ASTD), formed in 1944,  

www.astd.org/ASTD/aboutus/about_inside.htm.    
 
ASTD is� the world’s� larges�t as�s�ociation dedicated to workplace learning and performance profes�s�ionals�.

• Criminal Intelligence Systems Operating Policies (28 CFR Part 23) Online Training, Bureau of Justice 
As�s�is�tance, Office of Jus�tice Programs�, U.S. Department of Jus�tice, www.ncirc.gov or www.iir.com/Justice 
_Training/28cfr/default.aspx.

• Criminal Intelligence Sharing:  Protecting Privacy, Civil Rights, and Civil Liberties, Bureau of Justice Assistance, 
Office of Jus�tice Programs�, U.S. Department of Jus�tice, www.iir.com/Justice_Training/privacy101/default.aspx.

• DHS/DOJ Privacy and Civil Liberties� Web Portal, U.S. Department of Homeland Security and U.S. Department 
of Justice, www.it.ojp.gov/PrivacyLiberty.

• Global’s� Implementing Privacy Policy in Justice Information Sharing:  A Technical Framework, www.it.ojp.gov 
/privacy.

• Global’s� Privacy, Civil Rights, and Civil Liberties Compliance Verification for the Intelligence Enterprise, www 
.ncirc.gov/documents�/public/s�upplementaries�/privacy_verification.pdf.

• Global’s� Suspicious Activity Reporting Line Officer Training CD, http://ns�i.ncirc.gov/SARLOT/.

• Global’s� The Importance of Privacy, Civil Rights, and Civil Liberties Protections in American Law Enforcement 
and Public Safety video, www.ncirc.gov/privacylineofficer/.

• McNamara, Carter, Authenticity Cons�ulting, LLC, Employee Training and Development: Reasons and Benefits, 
Free Management Library, The Management As�s�is�tance Program for Nonprofits�, 1999, 
www.managementhelp.org/trng_dev/basics/reasons.htm.

• Training magazine, www.trainingmag.com.

Training magazine is a 41-year-old professional development magazine that advocates training and workforce 
development as a business tool.  The magazine delves into management issues, such as leadership and 

http://www.ncirc.gov
http://www.iir.com/Justice_Training/28cfr/default.aspx
http://www.iir.com/Justice_Training/28cfr/default.aspx
http://www.iir.com/Justice_Training/privacy101/default.aspx
http://www.it.ojp.gov/PrivacyLiberty
http://www.it.ojp.gov/privacy
http://www.it.ojp.gov/privacy
http://www.ncirc.gov/documents/public/supplementaries/privacy_verification.pdf
http://www.ncirc.gov/documents/public/supplementaries/privacy_verification.pdf
http://nsi.ncirc.gov/SARLOT/
http://www.ncirc.gov/privacylineofficer/
http://www.managementhelp.org/trng_dev/basics/reasons.htm
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s�ucces�s�ion planning; human res�ources� (HR) is�s�ues�, s�uch as� recruitment and retention; and training is�s�ues�, 
such as learning theory, on-the-job skills assessments, and alignment of core workforce competencies to 
enhance the bottom-line impact of training and development programs�.  Written for training, human res�ources�, 
and business management professionals in all industries, Training combines a primarily paid circulation with a 
s�mall percentage of qualified, controlled recipients� to deliver the s�tronges�t circulation in the market. 

• The following GPIQWG privacy primers� are contained within the appendices� of this� guide and are als�o 
available online at www.it.ojp.gov/privacy.

• Executive Summary for Justice Decision Makers:  Privacy, Civil Rights, and Civil Liberties Program 
Development, Appendix A.1 of this guide.

• 7 Steps to a Privacy, Civil Rights, and Civil Liberties Policy, Appendix A.2 of this guide.

http://www.it.ojp.gov/privacy
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Appendix A—Privacy Primers

Using the following two executive primers, entity administrators are made aware of the importance of having privacy 
policies within their entity and are provided with a high-level overview of the steps an entity should follow to develop a 
privacy policy.

These primers may also be downloaded online at www.it.ojp.gov/privacy.  To request printed copies, send requests to 
GLOBAL@iir.com.

A.1 Executive Summary for Justice Decision Makers:  Privacy, Civil Rights, and Civil 
Liberties Program Development 
This executive summary is an awareness resource for justice executives, as well as an informational tool to use 
for training. The eas�y-to-read flyer is� des�igned to engender awarenes�s� about the topic, make the cas�e for privacy 
policy development, and underscore the importance of promoting privacy protections within justice agencies. 
Included is� information on bas�ic privacy concepts�; the inters�ection between privacy, s�ecurity, and information 
quality; privacy risks; and steps to establish privacy protections through a privacy program cycle. This paper 
applies settled privacy principles to justice information sharing systems and makes recommendations on best 
practices.

A.2 7 Steps to a Privacy, Civil Rights, and Civil Liberties Policy 
Designed for both justice executives and agency personnel, this document raises awareness and educates 
readers on the seven basic steps involved in the preparation for development of a privacy, civil rights, and civil 
liberties� policy (as� recommended in this� Privacy Guide). Each s�tep des�cribes� the practical tas�ks� as�s�ociated with 
preparing for, drafting, and implementing a privacy policy. Also featured is an overview of the core concepts (or 
chapters) that an agency should address in the written provisions of a privacy policy (as recommended in the SLT 
Development Template).

www.it.ojp.gov/privacy
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Appendix B—Criminal Justice 
System Flowchart

Criminal Justice System Flowchart 
Bureau of Justice Statistics, U.S. Department of Justice 

This chart and a discussion of the events in the criminal justice system are available online at http://bjs�.ojp.us�doj.gov 
/content/justsys.cfm.

http://bjs.ojp.usdoj.gov/content/justsys.cfm
http://bjs.ojp.usdoj.gov/content/justsys.cfm
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Appendix C— 
Privacy Policy Drafting Tools

Us�e the following tools� when drafting the jus�tice entity’s� privacy policy:  

C.1 Privacy, Civil Rights, and Civil Liberties Policy Development Template for State, 
Local, and Tribal Justice Entities (SLT Policy Development Template)

  The SLT Policy Development Template may als�o be downloaded online at www.it.ojp.gov/privacy.  To request 
printed copies, send requests to GLOBAL@iir.com.  

C.2 Glossary of Terms and Definitions

C.3 Federal Laws Relevant to Seeking, Retaining, and Disseminating Justice Information

www.it.ojp.gov/privacy
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C.1 Privacy, Civil Rights, and Civil Liberties Policy Development Template for State, Local, 
and Tribal Justice Entities

Introduction

Exis�ting federal and s�tate cons�titutional provis�ions�, s�tatutes�, rules�, and regulations� forbid certain conduct and 
prescribe what and how information can be collected, used, maintained (including storage, review, and validation/
purge), and s�hared.  However, there may be gaps� in thes�e provis�ions�—areas� in which entities� and individuals� can 
exercis�e dis�cretion in deciding how to proceed.  Entities� are encouraged to adopt policies� and practices� bas�ed 
on the exercise of this discretion in a manner that leads to more comprehensive protection of privacy, civil rights, 
and civil liberties.  This template is provided to assist entity personnel in developing a privacy policy related to 
the information the entity collects, receives, maintains, archives, accesses, and discloses to entity personnel; 
governmental agencies�; fus�ion centers�; Information Sharing Environment (ISE) participants�, on behalf of fus�ion 
centers; and other participating criminal justice and public safety agencies, as well as to private contractors and 
the general public. The provis�ions� s�ugges�ted in this� template are intended to be incorporated into the entity’s� 
general operational policies and day-to-day operations and to provide explicit and detailed privacy protection 
guidance to entity pers�onnel and other authorized s�ource and us�er agencies�. Each s�ection is� a fundamental 
component of a comprehensive policy that includes baseline provisions on information collection, information 
quality (IQ), collation and analys�is�, merging of records�, information acces�s� and dis�clos�ure, redres�s�, s�ecurity 
safeguards, retention and destruction, accountability and enforcement, and training. 

A. How to Use This Template

This� template is� des�igned with privacy policy concepts� grouped into related s�ections�.  Each s�ection contains� 
pertinent policy provision questions shown in bold type, followed by useful policy sample language. Sections 
containing “informational only” Information Sharing Environment (ISE) components� are boxed, and 
s�ections� containing s�us�picious� activity reporting (SAR) components� are s�haded.  

Frequently, entities already have established privacy-related policies and practices contained in broader 
policy documents (e.g., concept of operations, standard operating procedures, and employee handbooks). 
In accordance with template Sections� N, Accountability and Enforcement, and N.1, Information Sys�tem 
Transparency, entities are strongly encouraged to make their privacy policies available to the public, even if 
the other existing policies are not made available publicly.  As such, consolidating existing policies into one 
privacy policy is� highly recommended.  Entities� are cautioned, however, agains�t s�imply providing a cros�s�-
reference to other policies in effect.  Cross-referencing, without including the applicable policy language, 
should be done only if those policies are also available to the public; otherwise, entities should restate the 
applicable language in their privacy policies. 

B. Template	Modifications—Customizing	Your	Policy

It is� important to note that this� privacy policy template is� not intended to be us�ed as is, without modification. 
Each s�ection repres�ents� the foundational components� of an effective privacy policy but does� not cover 
all concepts� particular to your entity, its� unique proces�s�es� and procedures�, or the s�pecific cons�titutional 
provisions, laws, ordinances, or regulations applicable within your state. Further, certain concepts or 
questions may not be applicable.  The template represents a starting point for your entity to establish 
minimum bas�eline privacy protections�. Entities� are encouraged to complete as� many of the template 
questions as are applicable and to enhance sections to include items such as references to applicable 
statutes, rules, standards, or policies and to provide additional sections for provisions that are not addressed. 

C. References to the Information Sharing Environment (ISE) and Fusion Centers

This template was originally designed as a tool to assist fusion centers in the development of their privacy, 
civil rights�, and civil liberties� protection policies�.  As� s�uch, Information Sharing Environment (ISE) concepts�, 
as they relate to fusion centers or other state, local, and tribal (SLT) entities receiving terrorism-related 
information directly from or providing information directly to federal entities, were integrated throughout each 
s�ection.  ISE concepts� were retained “for informational purposes only” to educate readers on how the 
information an entity collects� may be held to requirements� at leas�t as� comprehens�ive as� the ISE Privacy 
Guidelines in the future (for example, if entity information is shared with or distributed through a fusion 
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center).  To dis�tinguis�h ISE components� from broader SLT-related policy concepts�, ISE components� are 
boxed.  For more information on the ISE, refer to 1. and 2., below.

1. The Information Sharing Environment (ISE)

In accordance with Section 1016 of the Intelligence Reform and Terroris�m Prevention Act of 2004 
(IRTPA), as� amended, the ISE is� a conceptual framework compos�ed of the policies�, procedures�, and 
technologies linking the resources (people, systems, databases, and information) of state, local, and 
tribal (SLT) agencies; federal agencies; and the private sector to facilitate terrorism-related information 
s�haring, acces�s�, and collaboration. Cons�is�tent with Pres�idential Guideline 5, the U.S. Attorney General, 
the U.S. Department of Jus�tice (DOJ), and the Director of National Intelligence (DNI)—in coordination 
with the Program Manager for the ISE (PM-ISE) and the heads� of federal departments� and agencies� that 
pos�s�es�s� or us�e intelligence or other terroris�m-related information—developed privacy guidelines� for the 
ISE, titled Guidelines to Ensure That the Information Privacy and Other Legal Rights of Americans Are 
Protected in the Development and Use of the Information Sharing Environment (ISE Privacy Guidelines�). 
The ISE Privacy Guidelines� des�cribe the means� by which federal departments� and agencies� 
participating in the ISE will protect privacy in the development and operation of the ISE.

2. The ISE and Fusion Centers

According to the ISE Privacy Guidelines�, “Protected information [s�ee Appendix C.2, Glos�s�ary of Terms� 
and Definitions�, within the Privacy, Civil Rights, and Civil Liberties Policy Development Guide for State, 
Local, and Tribal Justice Entities] s�hould be s�hared through the ISE only if it is� terroris�m information, 
homeland security information, or law enforcement information” related to terrorism (terrorism-related 
information).  Fusion centers serve as the primary points of contact within states or regions for further 
dis�s�emination of terroris�m-related information cons�is�tent with DOJ’s� Fusion Center Guidelines and 
applicable SLT laws� and regulations�. As� the ISE develops�, entities� and pos�s�ibly other SLT agencies� 
receiving or s�haring terroris�m-related information will be required to parallel the ISE Privacy Guidelines� 
in their privacy policies to be eligible to access and use federal entity terrorism-related information. The 
ISE Privacy Guidelines� s�tipulate “that s�uch non-federal entities� develop and implement appropriate 
policies and procedures that provide protections [for terrorism-related information] that are at least as 
comprehensive as those contained in these Guidelines.” 

D. Resource List

This template incorporates the guidelines and requirements contained within the following documents and 
online res�ources�:

• U.S. Department of Jus�tice’s� (DOJ’s�) Privacy, Civil Rights, and Civil Liberties Policy Development Guide 
for State, Local, and Tribal Justice Entities, Global Jus�tice Information Sharing Initiative’s� (Global) Privacy 
and Information Quality Working Group, http://it.ojp.gov/Privacy.

• DOJ’s� Fusion Center Guidelines:  Law Enforcement Intelligence, Public Safety, and the Private Sector, 
Global Intelligence Working Group, http://it.ojp.gov/topic.js�p?topic_id=209.

• DOJ’s� National Criminal Intelligence Sharing Plan, Global Intelligence Working Group, http://it.ojp.gov 
/topic.js�p?topic_id=93.

• DOJ’s� Findings and Recommendations of the Suspicious Activity Report (SAR) Support and 
Implementation Project, Global Intelligence Working Group.

• DOJ’s� Global Intelligence Working Group Privacy Committee, Tips� and Leads� Is�s�ue Paper

• Organis�ation for Economic Co-operation and Development’s� (OECD) Fair Information Principles�, http://
it.ojp.gov/documents�/OECD_FIPs�.pdf.

• Code of Federal Regulations� (CFR), Title 28 (28 CFR)—Judicial Adminis�tration, Chapter 1—U.S. 
Department of Jus�tice, Part 23—Criminal Intelligence Systems Operating Policies, http://it.ojp.gov 
/documents�/28CFR_Part_23.pdf.

http://it.ojp.gov/documents/Privacy_Guide_Final.pdf
http://it.ojp.gov/topic.jsp?topic_id=209
http://it.ojp.gov/topic.jsp?topic_id=93
http://it.ojp.gov/topic.jsp?topic_id=93
http://it.ojp.gov/documents/OECD_FIPs.pdf
http://it.ojp.gov/documents/OECD_FIPs.pdf
http://it.ojp.gov/documents/28CFR_Part_23.pdf
http://it.ojp.gov/documents/28CFR_Part_23.pdf
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• Office of the Program Manager, Information Sharing Environment (ISE), Guidelines to Ensure That the 
Information Privacy and Other Legal Rights of Americans Are Protected in the Development and Use of 
the Information Sharing Environment (ISE Privacy Guidelines�), www.is�e.gov/s�ites�/default/files� 
/PrivacyGuidelines�20061204.pdf.

• Office of the Program Manager, ISE, An Introduction to the ISE Privacy Guidelines, www.ise.gov/sites 
/default/files�/ISEPrivacyGuidelines�Introduction_0.pdf.

• Office of the Program Manager, ISE, Guideline 2—Develop a Common Framework for the Sharing 
of Information Between and Among Executive Departments and Entities and State, Local, and Tribal 
Governments, Law Enforcement Entities, and the Private Sector, www.is�e.gov/s�ites�/default/files� 
/guideline%202%20-%20common%20s�haring%20framework.pdf.

• Office of the Program Manager, ISE, Information Sharing Environment (ISE) Functional Standard (FS) 
Suspicious Activity Reporting (SAR), Version 1.5, www.is�e.gov/s�ites�/default/files�/ISE-FS-200_ISE-SAR 
_Functional_Standard_V1_5_Is�s�ued_2009.pdf.

• Office of the Program Manager, ISE, ISE-SAR Privacy, Civil Rights, and Civil Liberties Protection Policy 
Template.

• Office of the Program Manager, ISE, Nationwide Sus�picious� Activity Reporting (SAR) Initiative (NSI), www 
.ise.gov/nationwide-sar-initiative.

Entity pers�onnel may als�o cons�ider reviewing the following res�ources�:

• Office of the Program Manager, ISE, ISE Privacy Guidelines Implementation Manual, www.ise.gov/ise 
-privacy-guidelines-implementation-manual and www.is�e.gov/s�ites�/default/files�/PrivacyImpGuide_0.pdf.

• Federal Bureau of Inves�tigation (FBI), Criminal Jus�tice Information Services� (CJIS) Divis�ion, Privacy 
Impact Assessment of the Law Enforcement National Data Exchange (N-DEx), www.fbi.gov/about-us 
/cjis/n-dex/piandex.

http://www.ise.gov/sites/default/files/PrivacyGuidelines20061204.pdf
http://www.ise.gov/sites/default/files/PrivacyGuidelines20061204.pdf
http://www.ise.gov/sites/default/files/ISEPrivacyGuidelinesIntroduction_0.pdf
http://www.ise.gov/sites/default/files/ISEPrivacyGuidelinesIntroduction_0.pdf
http://www.ise.gov/sites/default/files/guideline 2 - common sharing framework.pdf
http://www.ise.gov/sites/default/files/guideline 2 - common sharing framework.pdf
http://www.ise.gov/sites/default/files/ISE-FS-200_ISE-SAR_Functional_Standard_V1_5_Issued_2009.pdf
http://www.ise.gov/sites/default/files/ISE-FS-200_ISE-SAR_Functional_Standard_V1_5_Issued_2009.pdf
http://www.ise.gov/nationwide-sar-initiative
http://www.ise.gov/nationwide-sar-initiative
http://www.ise.gov/ise-privacy-guidelines-implementation-manual
http://www.ise.gov/ise-privacy-guidelines-implementation-manual
http://www.ise.gov/sites/default/files/PrivacyImpGuide_0.pdf
http://www.fbi.gov/about-us/cjis/n-dex/piandex
http://www.fbi.gov/about-us/cjis/n-dex/piandex
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Policy Development Template
A. Purpose Statement

1. What is the purpose of establishing a privacy, civil rights, and civil liberties protection policy 
(i.e., what does the entity hope to accomplish in adopting this policy)?  Provide a succinct, 
comprehensive statement of purpose.

Example 1: 

The mission of the [name of entity] is to collect, evaluate, analyze, and disseminate information and 
intelligence data (records) regarding criminal and terrorist activity in the [region or state] while following 
appropriate privacy s�afeguards� as� outlined in the principles� of the Organis�ation for Economic Co-
operation and Development’s� (OECD) Fair Information Principles� to ens�ure that the information privacy 
and other legal rights� of individuals� and organizations� are protected (s�ee definitions� of “Fair Information 
Principles�” and “Protected Information” in [ins�ert policy definitions� s�ection (s�ee Appendix C.2, Glos�s�ary 
of Terms� and Definitions�, within the Privacy, Civil Rights, and Civil Liberties Policy Development Guide 
for State, Local, and Tribal Justice Entities [Privacy Guide])]). 

Example 2:

The purpose of this privacy, civil rights, and civil liberties protection policy is to promote [name of 
entity] and user conduct that complies with applicable federal, state, local, and tribal law [cite to policy 
definitions� s�ection (s�ee Appendix C.2, Glos�s�ary of Terms� and Definitions�, within the Privacy Guide)]  
and as�s�is�ts� the entity and its� us�ers� in: 

• Increas�ing public s�afety and improving national s�ecurity.

• Minimizing the threat and ris�k of injury to s�pecific individuals�.

• Minimizing the threat and ris�k of phys�ical or financial injury to law enforcement and others� 
responsible for public protection, safety, or health.

• Minimizing the threat and risk of damage to real or personal property.

• Protecting individual privacy, civil rights�, civil liberties�, and other protected interes�ts�.

• Protecting the integrity of the criminal inves�tigatory, criminal intelligence, and jus�tice s�ys�tem 
processes and information.

• Minimizing reluctance of individuals or groups to use or cooperate with the justice system.

• Supporting the role of the justice system in society.

• Promoting governmental legitimacy and accountability.

• Not unduly burdening the ongoing bus�ines�s� of the jus�tice s�ys�tem.

• Making the most effective use of public resources allocated to public safety entities.

B. Policy Applicability and Legal Compliance

1. Who is subject to the privacy policy?

Identify who must comply with the policy; for example, entity personnel, participating agencies, 
and private contractors.

All [name of entity] personnel, participating agency personnel, personnel providing information 
technology services to the entity, private contractors, and other authorized users will comply with 
the entity’s� privacy policy. This� policy applies� to information the entity gathers� or collects�, receives�, 
maintains, stores, accesses, discloses, or disseminates to entity personnel, governmental agencies 
(including Information Sharing Environment [ISE] participating agencies�), and participating jus�tice and 
public safety agencies, as well as to private contractors, private agencies, and the general public.
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2. How is the entity’s policy made available to personnel, participating entities, and individual users 
(in print, online, etc.), and are acknowledgment of receipt and agreement to comply with this 
policy required in writing?

The [name of entity] will provide a printed or electronic copy of this policy to all entity and nonentity 
personnel who provide services and to participating agencies and individual users and will require both a 
written acknowledgement of receipt of this policy and a written agreement to comply with this policy and 
the applicable provisions it contains.

3. Does the entity require personnel and participating information-originating and user agencies 
to be in compliance with all applicable constitutional and statutory laws protecting privacy, civil 
rights, and civil liberties in the gathering and collection, use, analysis, retention, destruction, 
sharing, disclosure, and dissemination of information? 

Cite the primary laws with which personnel and participating users must comply.  This might 
include the U.S. Constitution and state constitutions; open records or sunshine laws; data 
breach	notification	laws;	other	laws,	regulations,	orders,	opinions,	or	policies	impacting	or	
protecting privacy, civil rights, or civil liberties; local ordinances; and applicable federal laws 
and regulations, such as 28 CFR Part 23.  (For synopses of primary federal laws an agency 
should review for including in the privacy policy, refer to Appendix C.3 Federal Laws Relevant to 
Seeking, Retaining, and Disseminating Justice Information of the Privacy Guide.)

All [name of entity] personnel, participating agency personnel, personnel providing information 
technology services to the entity, private contractors, agencies from which entity information originates, 
and other authorized users will comply with applicable laws protecting privacy, civil rights, and civil 
liberties, including, but not limited to [provide a list of applicable state and federal privacy, civil rights, and 
civil liberties laws]. 

4. Does the entity have internal operating policies that are in compliance with all applicable 
constitutional provisions and laws protecting privacy, civil rights, and civil liberties in the 
gathering and collection, use, analysis, retention, destruction, sharing, disclosure, and 
dissemination of information?  

Cite the primary laws with which internal operating policies must be in compliance. 

The [name of entity] has adopted internal operating policies that are in compliance with applicable laws 
protecting privacy, civil rights, and civil liberties, including, but not limited to [provide a list of applicable 
state and federal privacy, civil rights, and civil liberties laws]. 

C. Governance and Oversight

1. Who has primary responsibility for the entity’s overall operation, including the entity’s justice 
information systems, information collection and retention procedures, coordination of personnel, 
and enforcement of this policy?  Which individual will ultimately be held accountable for the 
operation of the system and for any problems or errors?

Primary res�pons�ibility for the operation of the [name of entity]; its� jus�tice s�ys�tems�, operations�, and 
coordination of pers�onnel; the receiving, s�eeking, retention, evaluation, IQ, analys�is�, des�truction, 
sharing, disclosure, or dissemination of information; and the enforcement of this policy is assigned to the 
[position/title] of the entity.

2. Does the entity have a privacy oversight committee or team that will develop the privacy policy 
and/or that will routinely review and update the policy?

The [name of entity] is guided by a designated privacy oversight committee that liaises with the 
community to ensure that privacy and civil rights are protected as provided in this policy and by the 
entity’s� information-gathering and collection, retention, and dis�s�emination proces�s�es� and procedures�. 
The committee will annually review and update the policy in response to changes in law and 
implementation experience, including the results of audits and inspections. 
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3. Is	there	a	designated	and	trained	Privacy	Officer	who	will	handle	reported	errors	and	violations	
and oversee the implementation of privacy protections and ensure that the entity adheres to the 
provisions of the ISE Privacy Guidelines and other requirement for participation in the ISE?  

[Provide	the	title	of	the	individual	who	will	serve	as	the	Privacy	Officer,	whether	a	full-time	
Privacy	Officer	position	or	the	occupant	of	a	different	position,	such	as	the	Assistant	Director	or	
entity counsel.]

The [name of entity]’s� privacy committee is� guided by a trained Privacy Officer [who is� the (pos�ition) 
of the entity and] who is� appointed by the Director of the entity. The Privacy Officer receives� reports� 
regarding alleged errors and violations of the provisions of this policy, receives and coordinates 
complaint res�olution under the entity’s� redres�s� policy, and s�erves� as� the liais�on for the Information 
Sharing Environment, ens�uring that privacy protections� are implemented through efforts� s�uch as� training, 
business process changes, and system designs that incorporate privacy-enhancing technologies.  The 
Privacy Officer can be contacted at the following addres�s�: [ins�ert mailing addres�s� or e-mail addres�s�].

4. Who is responsible for ensuring that enforcement procedures and sanctions for noncompliance 
with the privacy policy are adequate and enforced?  

The [name of entity]’s� Privacy Officer ens�ures� that enforcement procedures� and s�anctions� outlined in 
[ins�ert s�ection number of policy (s�ee Section N.3, Enforcement, of this� template)] are adequate and 
enforced.

D.	 Definitions

1. What key words or phrases are regularly used in the policy for which the entity wants to specify 
particular meanings? 

This may include terms that are not commonly known or have multiple meanings that may need 
to	be	clarified	to	indicate	which	one	applies	to	the	privacy	policy.		There	may	be	legal	definitions	
for terms in the statutes governing the operation of the justice information system. For examples 
of	definitions	of	key	terms	commonly	used	throughout	this	template,	refer	to	Appendix	C.2,	
Glossary	of	Terms	and	Definitions,	within	the	Privacy	Guide. 

For examples� of primary terms� and definitions� us�ed in this� policy, refer to [ins�ert s�ection or appendix 
citation].

E. Information

1. Identify what information may be sought, retained, shared, disclosed, or disseminated by the 
entity. 

There may be different policy provisions for different types of information, such as tips and 
leads, SARs and ISE-SARs, criminal intelligence information, and fact-based information 
databases,	such	as	criminal	history	records,	case	management	information,	deconfliction,	wants	
and	warrants,	drivers’	records,	identification,	and	commercial	databases.	

Best Practice:  It is suggested that entity policies include information that details the different 
types of information databases/records that the entity maintains or accesses and uses.

The [name of entity] will s�eek or retain information that:

• Is� bas�ed on a pos�s�ible threat to public s�afety or the enforcement of the criminal law, or

• Is� bas�ed on reas�onable s�us�picion that an identifiable individual or organization has� committed a 
criminal offense or is involved in or planning criminal (including terrorist) conduct or activity that 
presents a threat to any individual, the community, or the nation and that the information is relevant to 
the criminal (including terrorist) conduct or activity, or

• Is� relevant to the inves�tigation and pros�ecution of s�us�pected criminal (including terroris�t) incidents�; 
the resulting justice system response; the enforcement of sanctions, orders, or sentences; or the 
prevention of crime, or
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• Is� us�eful in crime analys�is� or in the adminis�tration of criminal jus�tice and public s�afety (including 
topical searches), and

• The s�ource of the information is� reliable and verifiable or limitations� on the quality of the information 
are identified, and

• The information was collected in a fair and lawful manner, with the knowledge and consent of the 
individual, if appropriate.

The entity may retain protected information that is based on a level of suspicion that is less than 
“reas�onable s�us�picion,” s�uch as� tips� and leads� or s�us�picious� activity report (SAR) information, s�ubject to 
the policies� and procedures� s�pecified in this� policy.

2. Identify what information may not be sought, retained, shared, or disclosed by the entity.  

This may include federal or state constitutional prohibitions or prohibitions in federal, state, 
local, or tribal laws.

The [name of entity] will not seek or retain and information-originating entities will agree not to submit 
information about individuals or organizations solely on the basis of their religious, political, or social 
views or activities; their participation in a particular noncriminal organization or lawful event; or their race, 
ethnicity, citizenship, place of origin, age, disability, gender, or sexual orientation.

3. Does your entity apply labels to information (or ensure that the originating entity has applied 
labels) that indicate to the authorized user that:
•	 The	information	is	protected	information	as	defined	in	the	ISE	Privacy	Guidelines	or	as	

defined	to	include	personal	information	on	any	individual	regardless	of	citizenship	or	U.S.	
residency	status?	(Note:		This	definition	may	depend	on	state	laws	applicable	to	the	collection	
and	sharing	of	the	information.		See	the	definitions	of	“protected	information”	and	“personal	
information”	in	Appendix	C.2,	Glossary	of	Terms	and	Definitions,	within	the	Privacy	Guide.)		
To what extent are organizations protected by the policy?

•	 The	information	is	subject	to	specific	information	privacy	or	other	similar	restrictions	on	
access, use, or disclosure, and, if so, what is the nature of such restrictions? There may be 
laws that restrict who can access information, how information can be used, and the retention 
or disclosure of certain types of information; for example, the identity of a sexual assault 
victim.

The [name of entity] applies labels to entity-originated information (or ensures that the originating entity 
has� applied labels�) to indicate to the acces�s�ing authorized us�er that:

• The information is “protected information,” to include “personal data” on any individual (see Terms 
and Definitions�, within this� policy) and, to the extent expres�s�ly provided in this� policy, includes� 
organizational entities.

• The information is subject to [local, state, or federal] laws restricting access, use, or disclosure.

4. Does your entity categorize information (or ensure that the originating entity has categorized 
information) based on its nature (for example, tips and leads, suspicious activity reports, 
criminal history, intelligence information, case records, conditions of supervision, case 
progress), usability, and quality?   

The purpose of categorizing information is to assist users in:  

•	 Determining the quality and accuracy of the information.

•	 Making the most effective use of the information.

•	 Knowing whether and with whom the information can be appropriately shared.

The [name of entity] personnel will, upon receipt of information, assess the information to determine or 
review its� nature, us�ability, and quality. Pers�onnel will as�s�ign categories� to the information (or ens�ure that 
the originating entity has� as�s�igned categories� to the information) to reflect the as�s�es�s�ment, s�uch as�:
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• Whether the information cons�is�ts� of tips� and leads� data, s�us�picious� activity reports�, criminal his�tory, 
intelligence information, case records, conditions of supervision, case progress, or other information 
category.

• The nature of the source as it affects veracity (for example, anonymous tip, trained interviewer or 
investigator, public record, private sector).

• The reliability of the source (for example, reliable, usually reliable, unreliable, unknown).

• The validity of the content (for example, confirmed, probable, doubtful, cannot be judged).

5. When information is gathered or collected and retained by the entity, is it labeled (by record, data 
set, or system of records), and are limitations assigned to identify who is allowed to see (access) 
and use the information (for example, credentialed, role-based levels of access)?

At the time a decision is made by the [name of entity] to retain information, it will be labeled (by record, 
data set, or system of records), to the maximum extent feasible, pursuant to applicable limitations on 
acces�s� and s�ens�itivity of dis�clos�ure to:

• Protect confidential s�ources� and police undercover techniques� and methods�.

• Not interfere with or compromis�e pending criminal inves�tigations�.

• Protect an individual’s� right of privacy or his� or her civil rights� and civil liberties�.

• Provide legally required protections� bas�ed on the individual’s� s�tatus� as� a child, s�exual abus�e victim, 
resident of a substance abuse treatment program, resident of a mental health treatment program, or 
resident of a domestic abuse shelter.

6. What conditions prompt the labels assigned in Section E.5 to be reevaluated?

The labels� as�s�igned to exis�ting information under [ins�ert s�ection number of policy (s�ee Section E.5 
above)] will be reevaluated whenever:

• New information is� added that has� an impact on acces�s� limitations� or the s�ens�itivity of dis�clos�ure of 
the information. 

• There is a change in the use of the information affecting access or disclosure limitations; for example, 
the information becomes part of court proceedings for which there are different public access laws.

7. If your entity receives or collects tips and leads and/or suspicious activity report (SAR) 
information (information received or collected based on a level of suspicion that may be less 
than “reasonable suspicion”), does your entity maintain and adhere to policies and procedures 
for:
•	 Receipt	and	collection	(information	acquisition)—How	the	information	is	originally	gathered,	

collected, observed, or submitted?

•	 Assessment	of	credibility	and	value	(organizational	processing)—The	series	of	manual	and	
automated steps and decision points followed by the entity to evaluate the SAR information?

•	 Storage	(integration	and	consolidation)—The	point	at	which	SAR	information	is	placed	into	
a SAR database, using a standard submission format, for purposes of permitting access by 
authorized personnel and entities?

•	 Access	and	dissemination	(data	retrieval	and	dissemination)—The	process	of	making	the	
information available to other entities and obtaining feedback on investigative outcomes?

•	 Retention and security of the information?

Note: Some entities, based on state law or policy, use the “reasonable suspicion” standard as 
the threshold for sharing any information and intelligence containing personal information. If 
that is the case, the policy should so indicate.
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The [name of entity] personnel are required to adhere to the following practices and procedures for the 
receipt, collection, assessment, storage, access, dissemination, retention, and security of tips and leads 
and s�us�picious� activity report (SAR) information. Center pers�onnel will:

• Prior to allowing acces�s� to or dis�s�emination of the information, ens�ure that attempts� to validate or 
refute the information have taken place and that the information has been assessed for sensitivity 
and confidence by s�ubjecting it to an evaluation or s�creening proces�s� to determine its� credibility and 
value and categorize the information as unsubstantiated or uncorroborated if attempts to validate or 
determine the reliability of the information have been unsuccessful.  The entity will use a standard 
reporting format and data collection codes� for SAR information.

• Store the information using the same storage method used for data which rises to the level of 
reasonable suspicion and which includes an audit and inspection process, supporting documentation, 
and labeling of the data to delineate it from other information.

• Allow access to or disseminate the information using the same (or a more restrictive) access or 
dissemination standard that is used for data that rises to the level of reasonable suspicion (for 
example, “need-to-know” and “right-to-know” acces�s� or dis�s�emination for pers�onally identifiable 
information [PII]).

• Regularly provide acces�s� to or dis�s�eminate the information in res�pons�e to an interentity inquiry for law 
enforcement, homeland security, or public safety and analytical purposes or provide an assessment 
of the information to any entity, individual, or the public when credible information indicates potential 
imminent danger to life or property.

• Retain information for [ins�ert retention period] in order to work an unvalidated tip, lead, or SAR 
information to determine its credibility and value or assign a “disposition” label (for example, 
undetermined or unres�olved, cleared or unfounded, verified, or under active inves�tigation) s�o that 
a subsequently authorized user knows the status and purpose for the retention and will retain the 
information based on the retention period associated with the disposition label.

• Adhere to and follow the entity’s� phys�ical, adminis�trative, and technical s�ecurity meas�ures� to ens�ure 
the protection and s�ecurity of tips�, leads�, and SAR information. Tips�, leads�, and SAR information will 
be secured in a system that is the same as or similar to the system that secures data that rises to the 
level of reasonable suspicion.

8. Does your entity incorporate the gathering, processing, reporting, analyzing, and sharing of 
terrorism-related suspicious activities and incidents (SAR process) into existing processes and 
systems used to manage other crime-related information and criminal intelligence?

The [name of entity] incorporates the gathering, processing, reporting, analyzing, and sharing of 
terroris�m-related s�us�picious� activities� and incidents� (SAR proces�s�) into exis�ting proces�s�es� and s�ys�tems� 
used to manage other crime-related information and criminal intelligence, thus leveraging existing 
policies and protocols utilized to protect the information, as well as information privacy, civil rights, and 
civil liberties.

9. For	purposes	of	sharing	terrorism-related	information	through	the	ISE,	has	your	entity	identified	
its data holdings that contain protected information (information about U.S. citizens or lawful 
permanent residents [constitutional minimum] or all individuals) to be shared through the ISE?  
[ISE information refers to terrorism-related information, which includes terrorism information, 
homeland security information, and law enforcement information related to terrorism.]  Further, 
has	your	entity	put	in	place	notice	mechanisms,	such	as	metadata	or	data	field	labels,	for	
enabling ISE-authorized users to determine the nature of the protected information that the entity 
is making available in the ISE, such that participants can handle the information in accordance 
with applicable legal requirements?

Refer	to	Appendix	C.2,	Glossary	of	Terms	and	Definitions,	within	the	Privacy	Guide	for	a	
definition	of	metadata.

The [name of entity] will identify and review protected information that may be accessed from or 
dis�s�eminated by the entity prior to s�haring that information through the Information Sharing Environment. 
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Further, the entity will provide notice mechanis�ms�, including but not limited to metadata or data field 
labels�, that will enable ISE-authorized us�ers� to determine the nature of the protected information and 
how to handle the information in accordance with applicable legal requirements.

Note:  The latter question needs to be addressed when an entity opts not to provide notice 
mechanisms for all personal information such that users are able to determine the nature of the 
information and handle it in accordance with applicable legal requirements.

10. Does your entity require certain basic descriptive information (metadata tags or labels) to be 
entered and associated with each record, data set, or system of records containing personally 
identifiable	information	that	will	be	accessed,	used,	and	disclosed,	including	terrorism-related	
information shared through the ISE? 

Basic information may include, where relevant and appropriate:

•	 The name of the originating entity, department, component, and subcomponent (when 
applicable).

•	 If applicable, the name of the entity’s justice information system from which the information is 
disseminated.

•	 The date the information was collected (submitted) and, when feasible, the date its accuracy 
was	last	verified.

•	 The title and contact information for the person to whom questions regarding the information, 
including its accuracy, should be directed.

The [name of entity] requires certain basic descriptive information (metadata tags or labels) to be 
entered and electronically associated with data (or content) for which there are special laws, rules, or 
policies regarding access, use, and disclosure, including terrorism-related information shared through 
the ISE.  The types� of information include:  

• The name of the originating entity, department or entity, component, and subcomponent.  

• The name of the entity’s� jus�tice information s�ys�tem from which the information is� dis�s�eminated.  

• The date the information was� collected and, when feas�ible, the date its� accuracy was� las�t verified.  

• The title and contact information for the person to whom questions regarding the information should 
be directed.  

11. Does	your	entity	attach	(or	ensure	that	the	originating	agency	has	attached)	specific	labels	and	
descriptive information (metadata) to the information it collects and retains that clearly indicate 
legal	restrictions	on	sharing	of	information	based	on	information	sensitivity	or	classification?

The [name of entity] will attach (or ens�ure that the originating agency has� attached) s�pecific labels� and 
descriptive metadata to information that will be used, accessed, or disseminated to clearly indicate any 
legal res�trictions� on information s�haring bas�ed on information s�ens�itivity or clas�s�ification.

12. Does your entity maintain a record of the source of the information sought and collected?

The [name of entity] will keep a record of the source of all information sought and collected by the entity.

F. Acquiring and Receiving Information

1. Are there applicable state and federal constitutional provisions and statutes that govern 
or specify the techniques and methods the entity may employ when seeking and receiving 
information? 

Identify and list laws and provisions in the policy. Refer to Appendix C.3 of the Privacy Guide 
for synopses of primary federal laws relevant to seeking, retaining, or disseminating justice 
information.
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Information-gathering (acquis�ition) and acces�s� and inves�tigative techniques� us�ed by the [name of entity] 
and information-originating entities will remain in compliance with and will adhere to applicable laws and 
guidance, including, but not limited to:

• 28 CFR Part 23 regarding criminal intelligence information.

• The OECD Fair Information Principles� (under certain circums�tances�, there may be exceptions� to 
the Fair Information Principles�, bas�ed, for example, on authorities� paralleling thos�e provided in the 
federal Privacy Act; s�tate, local, and tribal law; or entity policy).

• Criminal intelligence guidelines� es�tablis�hed under the U.S. Department of Jus�tice’s� (DOJ) National 
Criminal Intelligence Sharing Plan (NCISP).

• Constitutional provisions; statute, Section [insert number]; and administrative rules, as well as 
regulations and policies that apply to multijurisdictional intelligence and information databases.

2. Does your entity’s SAR process provide for human review and vetting to ensure that information 
is both legally gathered and, where applicable, determined to have a potential terrorism nexus?  
Are	law	enforcement	officers	and	appropriate	entity	and	participating	entity	staff	trained	to	
recognize those behaviors and incidents that are indicative of criminal activity related to 
terrorism?

The [name of entity]’s� SAR proces�s� provides� for human review and vetting to ens�ure that information 
is both legally gathered and, when applicable, determined to have a potential terrorism nexus.  Law 
enforcement officers� and appropriate entity and participating entity s�taff will be trained to recognize 
those behaviors and incidents that are indicative of criminal activity related to terrorism.  

3. Does your entity’s SAR process include safeguards to ensure, to the greatest degree possible, 
that only information regarding individuals involved in activities that have been determined to 
be consistent with criminal activities associated with terrorism will be documented and shared 
through the ISE?

The [name of entity]’s� SAR proces�s� includes� s�afeguards� to ens�ure, to the greates�t degree pos�s�ible, 
that only information regarding individuals and/or organizations involved in activities that have been 
determined to be consistent with criminal activities associated with terrorism will be documented and 
s�hared through the ISE.  Thes�e s�afeguards� are intended to ens�ure that information which could violate 
civil rights (race, religion, national origin, ethnicity, etc.) and civil liberties (speech, assembly, religious 
exercise, etc.) will not be intentionally or inadvertently gathered, documented, processed, and shared.

4. Does the entity (if operational, conducting investigations) adhere to a policy regarding the 
investigative techniques the entity will follow when acquiring information (for example, an 
intrusion-level statement)?

Information-gathering and inves�tigative techniques� us�ed by the [name of entity] will and thos�e us�ed by 
originating agencies should be the least intrusive means necessary in the particular circumstances to 
gather information the entity is authorized to seek or retain.

5. Do agencies that access your entity’s information and/or share information with your entity 
ensure that they will adhere to applicable laws and policies?

External agencies� that acces�s� the [name of entity]’s� information or s�hare information with the entity will 
provide an assurance (i.e., within interagency agreements, MOUs, etc.) that they comply with laws and 
rules governing those individual entities, including applicable federal and state laws. 

6. If the entity contracts with commercial databases, how does the entity ensure that the 
commercial database company is in legal compliance in its information-gathering techniques?

The [name of entity] will contract only with commercial database companies that provide an assurance 
that their methods� for gathering PII comply with applicable local, s�tate, tribal, territorial, and federal laws�, 
statutes, and regulations and that these methods are not based on misleading information-gathering  
practices.
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7. What are the types of information sources (nongovernmental, commercial, or private agencies 
or institutions or classes of individuals) from which the entity will not receive, seek, accept, or 
retain information?

The [name of entity] will not directly or indirectly receive, s�eek, accept, or retain information from:

• An individual who or nongovernmental agency that may or may not receive a fee or benefit for 
providing the information, except as expressly authorized by law or entity policy.

• An individual who or information provider that is legally prohibited from obtaining or disclosing the 
information.

G. Information Quality Assurance

1. Does your entity have established protocols and procedures (manual and electronic) to ensure 
the	quality	(for	example,	accurate,	complete,	current,	verifiable,	and	reliable)	of	the	information	it	
collects, maintains, and disseminates? 

The [name of entity] will make every reasonable effort to ensure that information sought or retained is 
derived from dependable and trustworthy sources; accurate; current; complete, including the relevant 
context in which it was sought or received and other related information; and merged with other 
information about the same individual or organization only when the applicable standard [refer to  
Section I, Merging Records�, or appropriate policy s�ection] has� been met. 

2. Does your entity apply labels (or ensure that the originating agency has applied labels) to the 
information	regarding	its	level	of	quality	(for	example,	accurate,	complete,	current,	verifiable,	and	
reliable)? 

At the time of retention in the system, the information will be labeled regarding its level of quality 
(accuracy, completenes�s�, currency, and confidence [verifiability and reliability]). 

3. Does	your	entity	research	alleged	or	suspected	errors	and	deficiencies	(or	refer	them	to	the	
originating	agency)?	How	does	your	entity	respond	to	confirmed	errors	or	deficiencies?

The [name of entity] inves�tigates�, in a timely manner, alleged errors� and deficiencies� (or refers� them to 
the originating agency) and corrects, deletes, or refrains from using protected information found to be 
erroneous� or deficient.

4. Does your entity reevaluate (or ensure that the originating agency reevaluates) the labeling of 
information	when	new	information	is	gathered	that	has	an	impact	on	the	confidence	(source	
reliability and content validity) in the information previously obtained?

The labeling of retained information will be reevaluated by the [name of entity] or the originating agency 
when new information is� gathered that has� an impact on confidence (s�ource reliability and content 
validity) in previously retained information.

5. When	the	entity	reviews	the	quality	of	the	information	it	originates	and	identifies	data	that	may	
be inaccurate or incomplete, includes incorrectly merged information, is out of date, cannot 
be	verified,	has	a	questionable	source,	or	lacks	adequate	context	such	that	the	rights	of	the	
individual may be affected, what is the entity’s procedure for correction or destruction?

The [name of entity] will conduct periodic data quality reviews of information it originates and make every 
reasonable effort to ensure that the information will be corrected, deleted from the system, or not used 
when the entity identifies� information that is� erroneous�, mis�leading, obs�olete, or otherwis�e unreliable; the 
entity did not have authority to gather the information or to provide the information to another agency; or 
the entity us�ed prohibited means� to gather the information (except when the entity’s� information s�ource 
did not act as the agent of the entity in gathering the information).

6. When the entity reviews the quality of the information it has received from an originating 
agency	and	identifies	data	that	may	be	inaccurate	or	incomplete,	includes	incorrectly	merged	
information,	is	out	of	date,	cannot	be	verified,	has	a	questionable	source,	or	lacks	adequate	
context such that the rights of the individual may be affected, does the entity notify the 
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originating	agency	or	the	originating	agency’s	Privacy	Officer?	What	method	is	used	to	notify	the	
agency	(written,	telephone,	or	electronic	notification)?

Originating agencies external to the [name of entity] are responsible for reviewing the quality and 
accuracy of the data provided to the entity.  The entity will review the quality of information it has 
received from an originating agency and advise the appropriate contact person in the originating agency, 
in writing or electronically, if its data is alleged, suspected, or found to be inaccurate, incomplete, out of 
date, or unverifiable.

7. When the entity reviews the quality of the information it has provided to an external agency and 
identifies	data	that	may	be	inaccurate	or	incomplete,	includes	incorrectly	merged	information,	is	
out	of	date,	cannot	be	verified,	has	a	questionable	source,	or	lacks	adequate	context	such	that	
the rights of the individual may be affected, does the entity notify the external agency? What 
method	is	used	to	notify	the	agency	(written,	telephone,	or	electronic	notification)?

The [name of entity] will us�e written or electronic notification to inform recipient agencies� when 
information previously provided to the recipient agency is deleted or changed by the entity because 
the information is determined to be erroneous, includes incorrectly merged information, is out of date, 
cannot be verified, or lacks� adequate context s�uch that the rights� of the individual may be affected.

H. Collation and Analysis

1. Who is authorized (position/title, credentials, clearance level[s], etc.) to analyze information 
acquired or accessed by the entity?

Information acquired or received by the [name of entity] or acces�s�ed from other s�ources� will be analyzed 
only by qualified individuals� who have s�ucces�s�fully completed a background check and appropriate 
security clearance, if applicable, and have been selected, approved, and trained accordingly.

2. What information is analyzed?

Information s�ubject to collation and analys�is� is� information as� defined and identified in [Refer to Section 
E, Information, or appropriate policy s�ection].

3. For what purpose(s) is the information analyzed? 

Best Practice:	Does	the	entity’s	Privacy	Officer	or	privacy	oversight	committee	review	(and	
approve) all analytical products prior to dissemination or sharing by the entity?

Information acquired or received by the [name of entity] or acces�s�ed from other s�ources� is� analyzed 
according to priorities� and needs� and will be analyzed only to:

• Further crime prevention (including terrorism), law enforcement, public safety, force deployment, or 
prosecution objectives and priorities established by the entity.

• Provide tactical and/or s�trategic intelligence on the exis�tence, identification, and capability of 
individuals and organizations suspected of having engaged in or engaging in criminal (including 
terrorist) activities.

Best Practice Sample Language:  The [name of entity] requires that all analytical products be reviewed 
[and approved] by the Privacy Officer [or privacy overs�ight committee] to ens�ure that they provide 
appropriate privacy, civil rights, and civil liberties protections prior to dissemination or sharing by the 
entity.

I. Merging Records

1. Who is authorized (position/title, credentials, clearance level[s], etc.) to merge records?

Information will be merged only by qualified individuals� who have s�ucces�s�fully completed a background 
check and appropriate security clearance, if applicable, and have been selected, approved, and trained 
accordingly.
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2. What matching criteria does your entity require when attempting to merge information from 
multiple records allegedly about the same individual?  In other words, when two records are 
compared	for	possible	merger,	are	there	certain	attributes	(name,	fingerprint-based	corrections	
number, date of birth, etc.) that must match, or is there a minimum number of attributes (for 
example,	two	out	of	five)	that	must	match	to	link	the	two	records	as	relating	to	the	same	person?		

Example 1:

Records� about an individual or organization from two or more s�ources� will not be merged by the [name 
of entity] unles�s� there is� s�ufficient identifying information to clearly es�tablis�h that the information is� about 
the s�ame individual or organization. The s�et of identifiers� s�ufficient to allow merging will cons�is�t of all 
available attributes that can contribute to a higher accuracy of match.

Example 2:

The s�et of identifying information s�ufficient to allow merging by the [name of entity] will utilize reas�onable 
steps to identify the subject and may include the name (full or partial) and, in most cases, one or more 
of the following: date of birth; law enforcement or corrections� s�ys�tem identification number; individual 
identifiers�, s�uch as� fingerprints�, photographs�, phys�ical des�cription, height, weight, eye and hair color, 
race, ethnicity, tattoos�, or s�cars�; s�ocial s�ecurity number; driver’s� licens�e number; or other biometrics�, 
s�uch as� DNA, retinal s�can, or facial recognition. The identifiers� or characteris�tics� that, when combined, 
could clearly establish that the information from multiple records is about the same organization may 
include the name, federal or s�tate tax ID number, office addres�s�, and telephone number.  

3. If	the	criteria	specified	in	Section	I.2	are	not	met,	does	the	entity	have	a	procedure	for	associating	
records?

If the matching requirements� are not fully met but there is� reas�on to believe the records� are about the 
same individual, the information may be associated by the [name of entity] if accompanied by a clear 
statement that it has not been adequately established that the information relates to the same individual 
or organization.

J. Sharing and Dissemination

1. What types of user actions and permissions are controlled by the entity’s access limitations?  

Note:  User actions and permissions are often used to identify entities and individuals with 
a need and right to know particular information or intelligence, access case management 
information,	access	non-personally	identifiable	information	(PII)	only,	or	identify	who	is	
authorized to submit or modify particular records or record sets, to have read-only access or to 
be authorized to add/modify/delete records, or to be authorized to grant privileges.

Best Practice:  It is suggested that entities specify their method for identifying user actions and 
permissions in their privacy policies.

Credentialed, role-bas�ed acces�s� criteria will be us�ed by the [name of entity], as� appropriate, to control:

• The information to which a particular group or class of users can have access based on the group or 
class.

• The information a class of users can add, change, delete, or print.

• To whom, individually, the information can be disclosed and under what circumstances.

2. For suspicious activity report information, does your entity use a standard reporting format 
and commonly accepted data collection codes, and does the entity’s SAR information sharing 
process comply with the ISE Functional Standard for suspicious activity reporting?  

Refer to Section D, Resource List, within the Introduction to this template for a listing of SAR 
information resources, such as DOJ’s Findings and Recommendations of the Suspicious Activity 
Report (SAR) Support and Implementation Project	and	Office	of	the	Program	Manager,	ISE,	
Information Sharing Environment (ISE) Functional Standard (FS) Suspicious Activity Reporting 
(SAR), Version 1.5.
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The [name of entity] adheres� to the current vers�ion of the ISE-SAR Functional Standard for its� 
s�us�picious� activity reporting (SAR) proces�s�, including the us�e of a s�tandard reporting format and 
commonly accepted data collection codes� and a s�haring proces�s� that complies� with the ISE-SAR 
Functional Standard for suspicious activity potentially related to terrorism.

3. Describe the conditions and credentials by which access to and disclosure of records retained 
by the entity will be provided within the entity or in other governmental agencies. Is an audit trail 
kept of access to and disclosure of information retained by the entity (e.g., dissemination logs, 
algorithms)?  

Refer to N.2, Accountability, for more information on audit logs.

Access to or disclosure of records retained by the [name of entity] will be provided only to persons 
within the entity or in other governmental agencies who are authorized to have access and only for 
legitimate law enforcement, public protection, public prosecution, public health, or justice purposes and 
only for the performance of official duties� in accordance with law and procedures� applicable to the entity 
for which the pers�on is� working. An audit trail s�ufficient to allow the identification of each individual who 
accessed information retained by the entity and the nature of the information accessed will be kept by 
the entity. 

4. Are participating agencies that access information from your entity required to obtain approval 
from the originator of the information prior to further dissemination or to follow the disclosure 
law applicable to the originating agency?

Agencies external to the [name of entity] may not disseminate information accessed or disseminated 
from the entity without approval from the entity or other originator of the information.  

5. Describe the conditions under which access to and disclosure of records retained by the entity 
will be provided to those responsible for public protection, public safety, or public health. 
Is an audit trail kept of access to and disclosure of information retained by the entity (e.g., 
dissemination logs, algorithms)? 

Refer to N.2, Accountability, for more information on audit logs.

Records� retained by the [name of entity] may be acces�s�ed by or dis�s�eminated to those responsible 
for public protection, public safety, or public health only for public protection, public safety, or 
public health purpos�es� and only in the performance of official duties� in accordance with applicable laws� 
and procedures�. An audit trail s�ufficient to allow the identification of each individual who acces�s�ed or 
received information retained by the entity and the nature of the information accessed will be kept by the 
entity. 

6. Under what circumstances and what legal authority [cite] will access to and disclosure of a 
record be provided to a member of the public in response to an information request, and are 
these circumstances described in your entity’s redress policy? Is an audit trail kept of disclosure 
of information retained by the entity without the audit trail constituting an impermissible 
collection of information of a member of the public (e.g., dissemination logs, algorithms)?  Refer 
to N.2, Accountability, for more information on audit logs.

Note:  This issue does not apply to circumstances in which an entity chooses to provide 
nonsensitive information to the public or to provide sensitive information in accordance with 
entity policy in response to an emergency situation.

Information gathered or collected and records� retained by the [name of entity] may be acces�s�ed or 
disclosed to a member of the public only if the information is� defined by law [cite applicable law] to be 
a public record or otherwis�e appropriate for releas�e to further the entity’s� mis�s�ion and is� not exempt from 
disclosure by law. Such information may be disclosed only in accordance with the law and procedures 
applicable to the entity for this� type of information. An audit trail s�ufficient to allow the identification of 
each individual member of the public who accessed or received information retained by the entity and 
the nature of the information accessed will be kept by the entity but may be disclosed only in connection 
to a challenge to the legitimacy of the disclosure itself but not for investigatory or other criminal justice 
purposes. 
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7. If	release	of	information	can	be	made	only	under	specific	conditions	(for	specific	purposes	or	
to	specific	persons),	are	those	conditions	described?		Is	an	audit	trail	kept	showing	how	those	
conditions were met?  

Refer to N.2, Accountability, for more information on audit logs.

Information gathered or collected and records� retained by the [name of entity] may be acces�s�ed 
or disseminated for	specific	purposes upon request by persons authorized by law to have such 
acces�s� and only for thos�e us�es� and purpos�es� s�pecified in the law.  An audit trail s�ufficient to allow the 
identification of each individual who reques�ted, acces�s�ed, or received information retained by the entity; 
the nature of the information reques�ted, acces�s�ed, or received; and the s�pecific purpos�e will be kept for 
a minimum of [specify the retention period for your jurisdiction for this type of request] by the entity.

8. Under what circumstances and to whom will the entity not disclose records and information?

Information gathered or collected and records� retained by the [name of entity] will not be:

• Sold, published, exchanged, or disclosed for commercial purposes.

• Disclosed or published without prior notice to the originating entity that such information is subject to 
disclosure or publication, unless disclosure is agreed to as part of the normal operations of the entity.

• Disseminated to persons not authorized to access or use the information.

9. What are the categories of records that will ordinarily not be provided to the public pursuant 
to applicable legal authority [the policy must cite applicable legal authority for each state 
category]?

There are several categories of records that will ordinarily not be provided to the public:

• Records� required to be kept confidential by law are exempted from dis�clos�ure requirements� under 
[cite public records act and applicable section].

• Information that meets� the definition of “clas�s�ified information” as� that term is� defined in the National 
Security Act, Public Law 235, Section 606, and in accordance with Executive Order 13549, Clas�s�ified 
National Security Information Program for State, Local, Tribal, and Private Sector Entities�, Augus�t 18, 
2010.

• Inves�tigatory records� of law enforcement entities� that are exempted from dis�clos�ure requirements� 
under [cite public records act and applicable section]. However, certain law enforcement records must 
be made available for inspection and copying under [cite public records act and applicable section].

• A record or part of a record the public disclosure of which would have a reasonable likelihood of 
threatening public safety by exposing a vulnerability to terrorist attack is exempted from disclosure 
requirements under [cite public records act and applicable section]. This includes a record 
assembled, prepared, or maintained to prevent, mitigate, or respond to an act of terrorism under [cite 
public records act and applicable section] or an act of agricultural terrorism under [cite public records 
act and applicable section], vulnerability assessments, risk planning documents, needs assessments, 
and threat assessments.

• Protected federal, s�tate, local, or tribal records�, which may include records� originated and controlled 
by another entity that cannot, under [cite applicable law], be shared without permission.

• A violation of an authorized nondisclosure agreement under [cite applicable law].

10. State	the	entity’s	policy	on	confirming	the	existence	or	nonexistence	of	information	to	persons	
or agencies that are not eligible to receive the information.

The [name of entity] s�hall not confirm the exis�tence or nonexis�tence of information to any pers�on or 
agency that would not be eligible to receive the information unless otherwise required by law.
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K. Redress

K.1 Disclosure

1. If required by state statute, what are the conditions under which the entity will disclose 
information to an individual about whom information has been gathered? Is a record kept of all 
requests and of what information is disclosed to an individual? 

Note:  If the state public (open) records act provides procedures for disclosure, corrections, 
appeals, and handling of complaints when information is not subject to disclosure, these 
procedures should be summarized in the policy in lieu of using the sample language provided.

Upon s�atis�factory verification (fingerprints�, driver’s� licens�e, or other s�pecified identifying documentation) 
of his� or her identity and s�ubject to the conditions� s�pecified in 2., below, an individual is� entitled to know 
the existence of and to review the information about him or her that has been gathered and retained by 
the [name of entity].  The individual may obtain a copy of the information for the purpose of challenging 
the accuracy or completenes�s� of the information (correction). The entity’s� res�pons�e to the reques�t 
for information will be made within a reasonable time and in a form that is readily intelligible to the 
individual. A record will be kept of all requests and of what information is disclosed to an individual.

2. What are the conditions under which the entity will not disclose information to an individual 
about whom information has been gathered? Does the entity refer the individual to the agency 
originating the information?

The existence, content, and source of the information will not be made available by the [name of entity] 
to an individual when [the policy mus�t cite applicable legal authority for each s�tated bas�is� for denial]:

• Disclosure would interfere with, compromise, or delay an ongoing investigation or prosecution.

• Disclosure would endanger the health or safety of an individual, organization, or community.

• The information is� in a criminal intelligence information s�ys�tem s�ubject to 28 CFR Part 23 (s�ee  
28 CFR § 23.20(e)).

• The information relates to [title, regulation, or code, etc.].

• The information source does not reside with the entity.

• The entity did not originate and does not have a right to disclose the information.

• Other authorized basis for denial.

If the information does� not originate with the entity, the reques�tor will be referred to the originating 
agency, if appropriate or required, or the entity will notify the source agency of the request and its 
determination that disclosure by the entity or referral of the requestor to the source agency was 
neither required nor appropriate under applicable law.  

K.2 Corrections

1. What is the entity’s procedure for handling individuals’ requests for correction involving 
information the entity has disclosed and can change because it originated the information? Is a 
record kept of requests for corrections?

If an individual reques�ts� correction of information originating with the [name of entity] that has 
been dis�clos�ed, the entity’s� Privacy Officer or des�ignee will inform the individual of the procedure for 
requesting and considering requested corrections, including appeal rights if requests are denied in whole 
or in part.  A record will be kept of all requests for corrections and the resulting action, if any.

K.3 Appeals

1. If requests for disclosure or corrections are denied, what is the entity’s procedure for appeal?

The individual who has requested disclosure or to whom information has been disclosed will be given 
reasons if disclosure or requests for corrections are denied by the [name of entity] or the originating 
agency. The individual will also be informed of the procedure for appeal when the entity or originating 
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agency has cited an exemption for the type of information requested or has declined to correct 
challenged information to the satisfaction of the individual to whom the information relates.

K.4 Complaints

1. For terrorism-related protected information that may be accessed or shared through the ISE, 
what is the entity’s process for handling individuals’ complaints and objections with regard to 
information received, maintained, disclosed, or disseminated by the entity?  Is the entity’s ISE 
Privacy	Officer	or	designee	or	other	individual	responsible	for	handling	complaints?	Is	a	record	
kept of complaints and requests for corrections? 

Best Practice:  Entities are encouraged to make the complaint procedure applicable to all 
information and intelligence held by the entity that is exempt from disclosure and correction 
procedures, in which case it would not be necessary to address Section K.4, 2 (see Note for 
Section K.4, 2).

If an individual has� a complaint with regard to the accuracy or completenes�s� of terroris�m-related 
protected information that: 
(a)  Is� exempt from dis�clos�ure,
(b)  Has� been or may be s�hared through the ISE,

(1)  Is� held by the [name of entity] and
(2)  Allegedly has resulted in demonstrable harm to the complainant, 

The entity will inform the individual of the procedure for submitting (if needed) and resolving such 
complaints�.  Complaints� will be received by the entity’s� Privacy Officer or [ins�ert title of des�ignee or 
other individual] at the following addres�s�:  [ins�ert mailing addres�s�, e-mail addres�s�, and/or link to page 
if complaints� can be s�ubmitted electronically]. The Privacy Officer or [ins�ert title of des�ignee or other 
individual] will acknowledge the complaint and s�tate that it will be reviewed but will not confirm the 
exis�tence or nonexis�tence of the information to the complainant unles�s� otherwis�e required by law.  If 
the information did not originate with the entity, the Privacy Officer or [ins�ert title of des�ignee or other 
individual] will notify the originating entity in writing or electronically within 10 days and, upon request, 
as�s�is�t s�uch entity to correct any identified data/record deficiencies�, purge the information, or verify 
that the record is accurate.  All information held by the entity that is the subject of a complaint will be 
reviewed within 30 days� and confirmed or corrected/purged if determined to be inaccurate or incomplete, 
including incorrectly merged information, or to be out of date.  If there is� no res�olution within 30 days�, the 
entity will not share the information until such time as the complaint has been resolved. A record will be 
kept by the entity of all complaints and the resulting action taken in response to the complaint.

2. How	does	the	entity	determine	which	complaints	involve	information	that	is	specifically	
protected information shared through the ISE? 

Note:  This question needs to be addressed when an entity does not have a procedure applicable 
to all protected information under Section K.4, 1.

To delineate protected information s�hared through the ISE from other data, the [name of entity] 
maintains records of entities sharing terrorism-related information and employs system mechanisms to 
identify the originating entity when the information is shared.

L. Security Safeguards

1. Does	your	entity	have	a	designated	security	officer?	Is	training	provided	for	the	security	officer?	

If the role is a component of another position, identify the title of the position upholding security 
officer	responsibilities.

The [name of entity]’s� [ins�ert pos�ition title] is� des�ignated and trained to s�erve as� the entity’s� s�ecurity 
officer. 

2. What are your entity’s physical, procedural, and technical safeguards for ensuring the security of 
entity data? 
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Describe	how	the	entity	will	protect	the	information	from	unauthorized	access,	modification,	
theft, or sabotage (whether internal or external) resulting from natural or human-caused 
disasters or intrusions with, for example, procedures, practices, system protocols, use of 
software, information technology tools, and physical security measures.

Best Practice:  Reference generally accepted industry or other applicable standard(s) for security 
with which the entity complies.

The [name of entity] will operate in a secure facility protected from external intrusion. The entity will 
utilize s�ecure internal and external s�afeguards� agains�t network intrus�ions�.  Acces�s� to the entity’s� 
databases from outside the facility will be allowed only over secure networks. 

3. Does your entity utilize a separate repository system for tips, leads, and SAR information?

The [name of entity] will s�ecure tips�, leads�, and SAR information in a s�eparate repos�itory s�ys�tem us�ing 
security procedures and policies that are the same as or similar to those used for a system that secures 
data ris�ing to the level of reas�onable s�us�picion under 28 CFR Part 23.

4. What requirements exist to ensure that the information will be stored in a secure format and a 
secure environment?

The [name of entity] will s�tore information in a manner that ens�ures� it cannot be added to, modified, 
accessed, destroyed, or purged except by personnel authorized to take such actions.

5. What are the required credentials of entity personnel authorized to have access to entity 
information?

Access to [name of entity] information will be granted only to entity personnel whose positions and job 
duties require such access; who have successfully completed a background check and appropriate 
security clearance, if applicable; and who have been selected, approved, and trained accordingly.

6. Does electronic access to entity data identify the user?

Queries� made to the [name of entity]’s� data applications� will be logged into the data s�ys�tem identifying 
the user initiating the query.

7. Is a log kept of accessed and disseminated entity data, and is an audit trail maintained?  Refer to 
N.2, Accountability, for more information on audit logs.

The [name of entity] will utilize watch logs to maintain audit trails of requested and disseminated 
information.

8. Are risk and vulnerability assessments (if maintained) stored separately from publicly available 
data?

To prevent public records disclosure, risk and vulnerability assessments will not be stored with publicly 
available data.

9. What	are	the	entity’s	procedures	for	adhering	to	data	breach	notification	laws	or	policies?	

Best Practice:		Provide	notification	to	originating	agencies	when	personal	information	they	
provided	to	the	entity	has	been	the	subject	of	a	suspected	or	confirmed	data	breach.

Option 1:

[If there is� no applicable s�tate data breach notification law and you choos�e not to follow the Office of 
Management and Budget (OMB) guidance in Option 2.]  The [name of entity] will notify an individual 
about whom personal information was or is reasonably believed to have been breached or obtained 
by an unauthorized pers�on and acces�s� to which threatens� phys�ical, reputational, or financial harm to 
the person. The notice will be made promptly and without unreasonable delay following discovery or 
notification of the acces�s� to the information, cons�is�tent with the legitimate needs� of law enforcement to 
investigate the release or any measures necessary to determine the scope of the release of information 
and, if necessary, to reasonably restore the integrity of any information system affected by this release. 
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Option 2:

[If there is� no applicable s�tate data breach notification law and you choos�e to follow the OMB guidance.]  
The [name of entity] will follow the data breach notification guidance s�et forth in OMB Memorandum 
M-07-16 (May 2007, see http://www.whitehous�e.gov/OMB/memoranda/fy2007/m07-16.pdf).  

Option 3:  

[If there is� an applicable data breach notification law.]  The [name of entity] will follow the data breach 
notification guidance s�et forth in [cite to applicable law].

Best Practice Sample Language:  [To the extent allowed by the (s�tate) data breach notification 
law] The [name of entity] will immediately notify the originating agency from which the entity received 
pers�onal information of a s�us�pected or confirmed breach of s�uch information.

M. Information Retention and Destruction

1. What is your entity’s review schedule for validating or purging information? Specify periodic 
basis and/or reference the applicable law. 

Note:  A retention and destruction policy should be provided for all information and intelligence 
databases/records held by the entity.

All applicable information will be reviewed for record retention (validation or purge) by [name of entity] at 
leas�t every five (5) years�, as� provided by 28 CFR Part 23 [or for a longer or s�horter period as� s�pecified 
by state law or local ordinance].

2. Does your entity have a retention and destruction policy? Reference laws, if applicable.

When information has� no further value or meets� the criteria for removal according to the [name of 
entity]’s� retention and des�truction policy or according to applicable law, it will be purged, des�troyed, and 
deleted or returned to the submitting (originating) entity.

3. What methods are employed by the entity to remove or destroy information?

The [name of entity] will delete information or return it to the originating entity once its retention period 
has expired as provided by this policy or as otherwise agreed upon with the originating entity in a 
participation or membership agreement. 

4. Is approval needed prior to removal or destruction of information?  Specify the law, statute, 
regulation, or policy, if applicable, requiring that permission must be obtained before destroying 
information, or specify that no approval will be required.

Option 1:

The procedure contained in [cite law, statute, regulation, or policy] will be followed by [name of entity] 
for notification of appropriate parties�, including the originating agency, before information is� deleted or 
returned in accordance with this policy or as otherwise agreed upon with the originating agency in a 
participation or membership agreement. 

Option 2:

No approval will be required from the originating agency before information held by the [name of entity] 
is destroyed or returned in accordance with this policy or as otherwise agreed upon with the originating 
agency in a participation or membership agreement.

5. Is	the	source	of	the	information	notified	prior	to	removal	or	destruction?

Notification of propos�ed des�truction or return of records� may or may not be provided to the originating 
agency by the [name of entity], depending on the relevance of the information and any agreement with 
the originating agency. 

6. Is a record kept of dates when information is to be removed (purged) if not validated prior to the 
end	of	its	period?	Is	notification	given	prior	to	removal	(for	example,	an	autogenerated	system	

http://www.whitehouse.gov/OMB/memoranda/fy2007/m07-16.pdf)
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prompt to entity personnel that a record is due for review and validation or purge)?

A record of information to be reviewed for retention will be maintained by the [name of entity], and for 
appropriate system(s), notice will be given to the submitter at least 30 days prior to the required review 
and validation/purge date.  

7. Is	a	confirmation	of	the	deletion	required?

A printed or electronic confirmation of the deletion will be provided to the originating agency when 
required under law or if part of the terms of a preestablished agreement with the agency.

N. Accountability and Enforcement

N.1 Information System Transparency

1. Is your entity’s privacy policy available to the public?

The [name of entity] will be open with the public in regard to information and intelligence collection 
practices�. The entity’s� privacy policy will be provided to the public for review, made available upon 
reques�t, and pos�ted on the entity’s� Web s�ite [or Web page] at [insert Web address].  

2. Does your entity have a point of contact for handling inquiries or complaints?

The [name of entity]’s� [Privacy Officer or other pos�ition title] will be res�pons�ible for receiving and 
responding to inquiries and complaints about privacy, civil rights, and civil liberties protections in the 
information s�ys�tem(s�) maintained or acces�s�ed by the entity.  The [Privacy Officer or other pos�ition title] 
can be contacted at [insert mailing address or e-mail address].

N.2 Accountability

1. Does electronic access (portal) to the entity’s data identify the user?  Is the identity of the user 
retained in the audit log?

The audit log of queries made to the [name of entity] will identify the user initiating the query.

2. Is a log kept of accessed and disseminated entity-held data, and is an audit trail maintained? 

The [name of entity] will maintain an audit trail of accessed, requested, or disseminated information. An 
audit trail will be kept for a minimum of [specify the retention period for your jurisdiction/entity for this 
type of reques�t] of reques�ts� for acces�s� to information for s�pecific purpos�es� and of what information is� 
disseminated to each person in response to the request.

3. What procedures and practices does your entity follow to enable evaluation of user compliance 
with system requirements, the entity’s privacy policy, and applicable law?

The [name of entity] will adopt and follow procedures and practices by which it can ensure and evaluate 
the compliance of users with system requirements and with the provisions of this policy and applicable 
law.  This will include logging access to these systems and periodic auditing of these systems, so as to 
not establish a pattern of the audits.  These audits will be mandated at least [quarterly, semiannually, or 
annually], and a record of the audits� will be maintained by the [Privacy Officer or title of des�ignee] of the 
entity. 

4. Does your entity have a mechanism for personnel to report errors and violations suspected or 
confirmed	of	entity	policies	related	to	protected	information?

The [name of entity]’s� pers�onnel or other authorized us�ers� s�hall report errors� and s�us�pected or 
confirmed violations� of entity policies� relating to protected information to the entity’s� Privacy Officer.  
[Cross-reference to policy (see Section C.3 of this template).]

5. Are audits completed by an independent third party or a designated representative of the entity? 
Are the audits conducted both annually and randomly?

The [name of entity] will annually conduct an audit and inspection of the information and intelligence 
contained in its� information s�ys�tem(s�). The audit will be conducted by the entity’s� [des�ignate audit 
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committee, office, or pos�ition] (or) [a des�ignated independent panel]. This� [committee/office/pos�ition] (or) 
[independent panel] has the option of conducting a random audit, without announcement, at any time 
and without prior notice to staff of the entity.  The audit will be conducted in such a manner as to protect 
the confidentiality, s�ens�itivity, and privacy of the entity’s� information and intelligence s�ys�tem(s�). 

6. How often do you review and update the provisions contained within this privacy policy (for 
example, annually)?

The [name of entity]’s� privacy committee, guided by the appointed and trained Privacy Officer, will 
review and update the provisions protecting privacy, civil rights, and civil liberties contained in this policy 
annually and will make appropriate changes in response to changes in applicable law, technology, the 
purpose and use of the information systems, and public expectations. 

N.3 Enforcement

1. What are your procedures for enforcement if entity personnel, a participating agency, or an 
authorized user is suspected of being or has been found to be in noncompliance with the 
provisions of this policy?

If entity pers�onnel, a participating agency, or an authorized us�er is� found to be in noncompliance with 
the provisions of this policy regarding the gathering, collection, use, retention, destruction, sharing, 
clas�s�ification, or dis�clos�ure of information, the [title of entity Director] of the [name of entity] will:

• Suspend or discontinue access to information by the entity personnel, the participating agency, or the 
authorized user.

• Suspend, demote, transfer, or terminate entity personnel, as permitted by applicable personnel 
policies.

• Apply administrative actions or sanctions as provided by [state entity or agency] rules and regulations 
or as provided in entity/agency personnel policies.

• If the authorized us�er is� from an agency external to the entity, reques�t that the us�er’s� employer initiate 
dis�ciplinary proceedings� to enforce the policy’s� provis�ions�.

• Refer the matter to appropriate authorities� for criminal pros�ecution, as� neces�s�ary, to effectuate the 
purposes of the policy.

2. What	is	the	entity’s	policy	with	regard	to	the	qualifications	and	number	of	participating	agency	
personnel authorized to access entity information and intelligence, and what additional 
sanctions are available for violations of the entity’s privacy policy?

The [name of entity] res�erves� the right to res�trict the qualifications� and number of pers�onnel having 
access to entity information and to suspend or withhold service and deny access to any participating 
agency or participating agency pers�onnel violating the entity’s� privacy policy. 

O.  Training

1. What personnel does your entity require to participate in training programs regarding 
implementation of and adherence to this privacy policy?

The [name of entity] will require the following individuals to participate in training programs regarding 
implementation of and adherence to the privacy, civil rights�, and civil liberties� policy:

• All assigned personnel of the entity.

• Pers�onnel providing information technology s�ervices� to the entity.

• Staff in other public agencies or private contractors providing services to the entity.

• Users who are not employed by the entity or a contractor.
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2. Do you provide training to personnel authorized to share protected information through the ISE?

The [name of entity] will provide s�pecial training regarding the entity’s� requirements� and policies� for 
collection, use, and disclosure of protected information to personnel authorized to share protected 
information through the Information Sharing Environment.

3. What is covered by your training program (for example, purpose of the policy, substance 
and intent of the provisions of the policy, impact of infractions, and possible penalties for 
violations)?

The [name of entity]’s� privacy policy training program will cover:

• Purpos�es� of the privacy, civil rights�, and civil liberties� protection policy.

• Substance and intent of the provisions of the policy relating to collection, use, analysis, retention, 
destruction, sharing, and disclosure of information retained by the entity.

• Originating and participating agency responsibilities and obligations under applicable law and policy.

• How to implement the policy in the day-to-day work of the user, whether a paper or systems user.

• The potential impact of violations� of the entity’s� privacy policy.

• Mechanisms for reporting violations of entity privacy protection policies and procedures.

• The nature and possible penalties for policy violations, including possible transfer, dismissal, criminal 
liability, and immunity, if any.
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C.2 Glossary of Terms and Definitions
The following is� a lis�t of primary terms� and definitions� us�ed throughout this� guide and within Appendix C.1, Privacy, 
Civil Rights, and Civil Liberties Policy Development Template for State, Local, and Tribal Justice Entities. These 
terms� are als�o us�eful in drafting the definitions� s�ection of the entity’s� privacy policy.

Access—Data access is being able to get to (usually having permission to use) particular data on a computer.  
Web acces�s� means� having a connection to the World Wide Web through an acces�s� provider or an online s�ervice 
provider.  Data acces�s� is� us�ually s�pecified as� read-only and read/write acces�s�. 

With regard to the ISE, acces�s� refers� to the bus�ines�s� rules�, means�, and proces�s�es� by and through which ISE 
participants obtain terrorism-related information, to include homeland security information, terrorism information, 
and law enforcement information acquired in the firs�t ins�tance by another ISE participant.

Access	Control—The mechanis�ms� for limiting acces�s� to certain information bas�ed on a us�er’s� identity and 
members�hip in various� predefined groups�. Acces�s� control can be mandatory, dis�cretionary, or role-bas�ed.

Acquisition—The means� by which an ISE participant obtains� information through the exercis�e of its� authorities�; 
for example, through human intelligence collection or from a foreign partner.  For the purpos�es� of this� definition, 
acquis�ition does� not refer to the obtaining of information widely available to other ISE participants� through, for 
example, news� reports� or to the obtaining of information s�hared with them by another ISE participant who originally 
acquired the information.

Agency—A participating agency that acces�s�es�, contributes�, and/or s�hares� information in the [name of entity]’s� 
justice information system.

Audit	Trail—A generic term for recording (logging) a s�equence of activities�. In computer and network contexts�, an 
audit trail tracks the sequence of activities on a system, such as user log-ins and log-outs. More expansive audit 
trail mechanis�ms� would record each us�er’s� activity in detail—what commands� were is�s�ued to the s�ys�tem, what 
records� and files� were acces�s�ed or modified, etc.

Audit trails are a fundamental part of computer security, used to trace (albeit usually retrospectively) unauthorized 
users and uses. They can also be used to assist with information recovery in the event of a system failure.

Authentication—The process of validating the credentials of a person, computer process, or device. 
Authentication requires that the person, process, or device making the request provide a credential that proves 
it is� what or who it s�ays� it is�. Common forms� of credentials� are digital certificates�, digital s�ignatures�, s�mart cards�, 
biometrics data, and a combination of user names and passwords. See Biometrics.

Authorization—The process of granting a person, computer process, or device with access to certain information, 
services, or functionality. Authorization is derived from the identity of the person, computer process, or device 
reques�ting acces�s� that is� verified through authentication. See Authentication.

Biometrics—Biometrics� methods� can be divided into two categories�: phys�iological and behavioral. 
Implementations� of the former include face, eye (retina or iris�), finger (fingertip, thumb, finger length or pattern), 
palm (print or topography), and hand geometry. The latter includes voiceprints and handwritten signatures.

Center—Refers� to the [name of entity] and all participating s�tate entities� of the [name of entity].

Civil	Liberties—According to the U.S. Department of Jus�tice’s� Global Jus�tice Information Sharing Initiative, 
the term “civil liberties” refers to fundamental individual rights such as freedom of speech, press, or religion; 
due process of law; and other limitations on the power of the government to restrain or dictate the actions of 
individuals�.  They are the freedoms� that are guaranteed by the Bill of Rights�—the firs�t ten amendments�—to the 
Constitution of the United States.  Civil liberties offer protection to individuals from improper government action 
and arbitrary governmental interference. 

Civil	Rights—The term “civil rights” refers to those rights and privileges of citizenship and equal protection that 
the state is constitutionally bound to guarantee all citizens regardless of race, religion, sex, or other characteristics 
unrelated to the worth of the individual.  Protection of civil rights� impos�es� an affirmative obligation upon 
government to promote equal protection under the law.  These civil rights to personal liberty are guaranteed to all 
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United States citizens by the Thirteenth and Fourteenth Amendments and by acts of Congress.  Generally, the 
term “civil rights�” involves� pos�itive (or affirmative) government action to protect agains�t infringement, while the term 
“civil liberties” involves restrictions on government.33

Computer	Security—The protection of information assets through the use of technology, processes, and training.

Confidentiality—Clos�ely related to privacy but is� not identical. It refers� to the obligations� of individuals� and 
institutions to use information under their control appropriately once it has been disclosed to them. One observes 
rules� of confidentiality out of res�pect for and to protect and pres�erve the privacy of others�. See Privacy.

Credentials—Information that includes� identification and proof of identification that are us�ed to gain acces�s� to 
local and network res�ources�. Examples� of credentials� are us�er names�, pas�s�words�, s�mart cards�, and certificates�.

Criminal	Intelligence	Information—Information deemed relevant to the identification of and the criminal activity 
engaged in by an individual who or organization that is reasonably suspected of involvement in criminal activity. 
Criminal intelligence records� are maintained in a criminal intelligence s�ys�tem per 28 CFR Part 23. 

Data—Inert s�ymbols�, s�igns�, des�criptions�, or meas�ures�; elements� of information.

Data	Breach—The unintentional release of secure information to an untrusted environment.  This may include 
incidents� s�uch as� theft or los�s� of digital media—including computer tapes�, hard drives�, or laptop computers� 
containing s�uch media—upon which s�uch information is� s�tored unencrypted; pos�ting s�uch information on the 
World Wide Web or on a computer otherwis�e acces�s�ible from the Internet without proper information s�ecurity 
precautions; transfer of such information to a system that is not completely open but is not appropriately or 
formally accredited for security at the approved level, such as unencrypted e-mail; or transfer of such information 
to the information systems of a possibly hostile entity or environment where it may be exposed to more intensive 
decryption techniques.

Data	Protection—Encompas�s�es� the range of legal, regulatory, and ins�titutional mechanis�ms� that guide the 
collection, use, protection, and disclosure of information.

Disclosure—The release, transfer, provision of access to, sharing, publication, or divulging of personal 
information in any manner—electronic, verbal, or in writing—to an individual, entity, or organization outs�ide the 
entity that collected it. Disclosure is an aspect of privacy focusing on information which may be available only to 
certain people for certain purposes but which is not available to everyone.

Electronically	Maintained—Information s�tored by a computer or on any electronic medium from which the 
information may be retrieved by a computer, such as electronic memory chips, magnetic tape, magnetic disk, or 
compact disc optical media.

Electronically	Transmitted—Information exchanged with a computer us�ing electronic media, s�uch as� the 
movement of information from one location to another by magnetic or optical media, or transmission over the 
Internet, intranet, extranet, leas�ed lines�, dial-up lines�, private networks�, telephone voice res�pons�e, or faxback 
s�ys�tems�. It does� not include faxes�, telephone calls�, video teleconferencing, or mes�s�ages� left on voicemail. 

Entity—The [name of entity] that is the subject and owner of the privacy policy.

Fair	Information	Principles—The Fair Information Principles� (FIPs�) are contained within the Organis�ation for 
Economic Co-operation and Development’s� (OECD) Guidelines on the Protection of Privacy and Transborder 
Flows of Personal Data. These were developed around commercial transactions and the transborder exchange of 
information; however, they do provide a straightforward description of underlying privacy and information exchange 
principles and provide a simple framework for the legal analysis that needs to be done with regard to privacy in 
integrated justice systems. Some of the individual principles may not apply in all instances of an integrated justice 
system.

33  Civil Rights� and Civil Liberties� Protections� Guidance (September 2008).  The definition of civil rights� is� a modified vers�ion of the definition 
contained in the National Criminal Intelligence Sharing Plan (NCISP), at pp. 5–6.
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The eight FIPs� are:
• Collection Limitation Principle
• Data Quality Principle
• Purpos�e Specification Principle
• Us�e Limitation Principle
• Security Safeguards� Principle
• Opennes�s� Principle
• Individual Participation Principle
• Accountability Principle

Firewall—A security solution that segregates one portion of a network from another portion, allowing only 
authorized network traffic to pas�s� through according to traffic-filtering rules�.

General	Information	or	Data—Information that may include records�, documents�, or files� pertaining to law 
enforcement operations, such as computer-aided dispatch (CAD) data, incident data, and management 
information. This may be information that is maintained in a records management system, a CAD system, etc., 
for s�tatis�tical/retrieval purpos�es�. Information may be either res�olved or unres�olved. The record is� maintained per 
statute, rule, or policy.

Homeland	Security	Information—As� defined in Section 892(f)(1) of the Homeland Security Act of 2002 and 
codified at 6 U.S.C. § 482(f)(1), homeland s�ecurity information means� any information pos�s�es�s�ed by a federal, 
state, or local entity that (a) relates to a threat of terrorist activity; (b) relates to the ability to prevent, interdict, or 
dis�rupt terroris�t activity; (c) would improve the identification or inves�tigation of a s�us�pected terroris�t or terroris�t 
organization; or (d) would improve the response to a terrorist act. 

Identification—A proces�s� whereby a real-world entity is� recognized and its� identity es�tablis�hed. Identity is� 
operationalized in the abstract world of information systems as a set of information about an entity that uniquely 
differentiates� it from other s�imilar entities�. The s�et of information may be as� s�mall as� a s�ingle code, s�pecifically 
des�igned as� an identifier, or a collection of data, s�uch as� a given and family name, date of birth, and addres�s�. An 
organization’s� identification proces�s� cons�is�ts� of the acquis�ition of the relevant identifying information.

Individual	Responsibility—Because a privacy notice is not self-implementing, an individual within an 
organization’s� s�tructure mus�t als�o be as�s�igned res�pons�ibility for enacting and implementing the notice.

Information—Includes� any data about people, organizations�, events�, incidents�, or objects�, regardles�s� of the 
medium in which it exis�ts�. Information received by law enforcement entities� can be categorized into four general 
areas�:  general data, including inves�tigative information; tips� and leads� data; s�us�picious� activity reports�; and 
criminal intelligence information.

Information	Quality	(IQ)—Refers� to various� as�pects� of the information; the accuracy and validity of the actual 
values of the data, data structure, and database/data repository design. Traditionally, the basic elements of 
IQ have been identified as� accuracy, completenes�s�, currency, reliability, and context/meaning. Today, IQ is� 
being more fully described in multidimensional models, expanding conventional views of the topic to include 
considerations of accessibility, security, and privacy.

Information	Sharing	Environment	(ISE)	Suspicious	Activity	Report	(SAR)	(ISE-SAR)—A SAR that has� been 
determined, purs�uant to a two-s�tep proces�s� es�tablis�hed in the ISE-SAR Functional Standard, to have a potential 
terrorism nexus (i.e., to be reasonably indicative of criminal activity associated with terrorism).

Intelligence-Led	Policing	(ILP)—A process for enhancing law enforcement entity effectiveness toward reducing 
crimes�, protecting community as�s�ets�, and preparing for res�pons�es�.  ILP provides� law enforcement entities� with an 
organizational framework to gather and use multisource information and intelligence to make timely and targeted 
strategic, operational, and tactical decisions.
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Invasion	of	Privacy—Intrus�ion on one’s� s�olitude or into one’s� private affairs�, public dis�clos�ure of embarras�s�ing 
private information, publicity that puts� one in a fals�e light to the public, or appropriation of one’s� name or picture for 
pers�onal or commercial advantage. See als�o Right to Privacy.

Law—As used by this policy, law includes any local, state, or federal constitution, statute, ordinance, regulation, 
executive order, policy, or court rule, decis�ion, or order as� cons�trued by appropriate local, s�tate, or federal officials� 
or entities. 

Law	Enforcement	Information—For purpos�es� of the ISE, law enforcement information means� any information 
obtained by or of interes�t to a law enforcement entity or official that is� both (a) related to terroris�m or the s�ecurity 
of our homeland and (b) relevant to a law enforcement mission, including but not limited to information pertaining 
to an actual or potential criminal, civil, or administrative investigation or a foreign intelligence, counterintelligence, 
or counterterrorism investigation; assessment of or response to criminal threats and vulnerabilities; the existence, 
organization, capabilities, plans, intentions, vulnerabilities, means, methods, or activities of individuals or groups 
involved or suspected of involvement in criminal or unlawful conduct or assisting or associated with criminal or 
unlawful conduct; the exis�tence, identification, detection, prevention, interdiction, or dis�ruption of or res�pons�e to 
criminal acts� and violations� of the law; identification, apprehens�ion, pros�ecution, releas�e, detention, adjudication, 
supervision, or rehabilitation of accused persons or criminal offenders; and victim/witness assistance.  

Lawful	Permanent	Resident—A foreign national who has been granted the privilege of permanently living and 
working in the United States.

Least	Privilege	Administration—A recommended security practice in which every user is provided with only the 
minimum privileges needed to accomplish the tasks he or she is authorized to perform.

Logs—A necessary part of an adequate security system because they are needed to ensure that data is properly 
tracked and that only authorized individuals are getting access to the data. See also Audit Trail.

Maintenance	of	Information—Applies to all forms of information storage. This includes electronic systems 
(for example, databas�es�) and nonelectronic s�torage s�ys�tems� (for example, filing cabinets�). To meet acces�s� 
requirements, an organization is not required to create new systems to maintain information or to maintain 
information beyond a time when it no longer s�erves� an organization’s� purpos�e.

Metadata—In its� s�imples�t form, metadata is� information (data) about information, more s�pecifically information 
about a particular aspect of the collected information.  An item of metadata may describe an individual content 
item or a collection of content items. Metadata is used to facilitate the understanding, use, and management of 
information. The metadata required for this will vary based on the type of information and the context of use.

Need	to	Know—As a result of jurisdictional, organizational, or operational necessities, access to sensitive 
information or intelligence is� neces�s�ary for the conduct of an individual’s� official duties� as� part of an organization 
that has a right to know the information in the performance of a law enforcement, homeland security, or 
counterterrorism activity, such as to further an investigation or meet another law enforcement requirement.

Nonrepudiation—A technique used to ensure that someone performing an action on a computer cannot falsely 
deny that he or s�he performed that action. Nonrepudiation provides� undeniable proof that a us�er took a s�pecific 
action, such as transferring money, authorizing a purchase, or sending a message.

Originating	Entity—The entity or organizational entity that documents information or data, including source 
entities� that document SAR (and, when authorized, ISE-SAR) information that is� collected by an entity.

Participating	Entity—An organizational entity that is authorized to access or receive and use entity information 
and/or intelligence databases and resources for lawful purposes through its authorized individual users.

Permissions—Authorization to perform operations� as�s�ociated with a s�pecific s�hared res�ource, s�uch as� a file, a 
directory, or a printer. Permis�s�ions� mus�t be granted by the s�ys�tem adminis�trator to individual us�er accounts� or 
administrative groups.

Personal	Data—Pers�onal data refers� to any information that relates� to an identifiable individual (or data s�ubject).  
See als�o Pers�onally Identifiable Information.
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Personal	Information—Information that can be us�ed, either alone or in combination with other information, to 
identify individual s�ubjects� s�us�pected of engaging in criminal activity, including terroris�m. See als�o Pers�onally 
Identifiable Information (PII).

Personally	Identifiable	Information	(PII)—PII is� one or more pieces� of information that, when cons�idered alone 
or in the context of how the information is presented or gathered, can contribute to specify (identify) a unique 
individual.  The pieces of information can be personal data, such as biometric characteristics or a unique set 
of numbers� or characters� as�s�igned to a s�pecific individual; behavioral data, s�uch as� locations� or activities�; or 
communications� s�uch as� innermos�t thoughts� and feelings�.  Information is� pers�onally identifiable even if it carries� 
no explicit and immediately apparent indication of the individual to whom it belongs� and even if identification of a 
unique individual is not contemplated at the time the information is collected or in the use to which it is put.  For 
example, pers�onally identifiable information includes� pictures� of a crowd at a public event, even though no one is� 
yet identified and no one may ever be identified, but it does� not include the weather at the event.  The fact that the 
event occurred, if not public information, may als�o be pers�onally identifiable information s�ince, if put together with 
an attendance lis�t, it cons�titutes� pers�onally identifiable information about behavior.

Persons—Executive Order 12333 defines� “United States� pers�ons�” as� United States� citizens�, aliens� known by 
the intelligence entity concerned to be permanent resident aliens, an unincorporated association substantially 
composed of United States citizens or permanent resident aliens, or a corporation incorporated in the United 
States, except for a corporation directed and controlled by a foreign government or governments. For the 
intelligence community and for domestic law enforcement entities, “persons” means United States citizens and 
lawful permanent residents.

Privacy—Refers� to individuals�’ interes�ts� in preventing the inappropriate collection, us�e, and releas�e of pers�onal 
information. Privacy interes�ts� include privacy of pers�onal behavior, privacy of pers�onal communications�, and 
privacy of pers�onal data. Other definitions� of privacy include the capacity to be phys�ically left alone (s�olitude); 
to be free from physical interference, threat, or unwanted touching (assault, battery); or to avoid being seen or 
overheard in particular contexts.

Privacy	Policy—A printed, published statement that articulates the policy position of an organization on how it 
handles the personal information that it gathers and uses in the normal course of business. The policy should 
include information relating to the processes of information collection, analysis, maintenance, dissemination, and 
access. The purpose of the privacy policy is to articulate that the entity will adhere to those legal requirements and 
entity policy determinations that enable gathering and sharing of information to occur in a manner that protects 
personal privacy interests. A well-developed and implemented privacy policy uses justice entity resources wisely 
and effectively; protects the entity, the individual, and the public; and promotes public trust.

Privacy	Protection—A process of maximizing the protection of privacy, civil rights, and civil liberties when 
collecting and sharing information in the process of protecting public safety and public health.

Protected	Information—Protected information includes� pers�onal data about individuals� that is� s�ubject to 
information privacy or other legal protections by law, including the U.S. Constitution and the [insert name of state] 
Cons�titution; applicable federal s�tatutes� and regulations�, s�uch as� civil rights� laws� and 28 CFR Part 12; applicable 
s�tate and tribal cons�titutions�; and applicable s�tate, local, and tribal laws� and ordinances�.  Protection may als�o be 
extended to organizations by center policy or state, local, or tribal law.

Public—Public includes�:

• Any pers�on and any for-profit or nonprofit entity, organization, or as�s�ociation.

• Any governmental entity for which there is� no exis�ting s�pecific law authorizing acces�s� to the entity’s� 
information.

• Media organizations.

• Entities� that s�eek, receive, or dis�s�eminate information for whatever reas�on, regardles�s� of whether it is� 
done with the intent of making a profit and without dis�tinction as� to the nature or intent of thos�e reques�ting 
information from the entity or participating entity.
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Public does� not include:

• Any employees of the entity or participating entity.

• People or entities�, private or governmental, who as�s�is�t the entity in the operation of the jus�tice information 
system.

• Public entities� whos�e authority to acces�s� information gathered and retained by the entity is� s�pecified in law.

Public	Access—Relates� to what information can be s�een by the public; that is�, information whos�e availability is� 
not subject to privacy interests or rights.

Record—Any item, collection, or grouping of information that includes� PII and is� maintained, collected, us�ed, or 
disseminated by or for the collecting entity or organization.

Redress—Laws, policies, and procedures that address public entity responsibilities with regard to access/
disclosure and correction of information and the handling of complaints from persons regarding protected 
information about them which is� under the entity’s� control and which is� exempt from dis�clos�ure and not dis�clos�ed 
to the individual to whom the information pertains.

Repudiation—The ability of a user to deny having performed an action that other parties cannot prove otherwise. 
For example, a us�er who deleted a file can s�ucces�s�fully deny doing s�o if no mechanis�m (s�uch as� audit files�) can 
contradict that claim.

Retention—Refer to Storage.

Right	to	Know—Based on having legal authority or responsibility or pursuant to an authorized agreement, an 
entity or organization is authorized to access sensitive information and intelligence in the performance of a law 
enforcement, homeland security, or counterterrorism activity.

Right	to	Privacy—The right to be left alone, in the absence of some reasonable public interest in gathering, 
retaining, and s�haring information about a pers�on’s� activities�. Invas�ion of the right to privacy can be the bas�is� for a 
laws�uit for damages� agains�t the pers�on or entity violating a pers�on’s� privacy. 

Role-Based	Access—A type of access authorization that uses roles to determine access rights and privileges. A 
role is a symbolic category of users that share the same security privilege.

Security—Refers� to the range of adminis�trative, technical, and phys�ical bus�ines�s� practices� and mechanis�ms� that 
aim to pres�erve privacy and confidentiality by res�tricting information acces�s� to authorized us�ers� for authorized 
purposes. Computer and communications security efforts also have the goal of ensuring the accuracy and timely 
availability of data for the legitimate user set, as well as promoting failure resistance in the electronic systems 
overall.

Source	Entity—Source entity refers� to the entity or organizational entity that originates� SAR (and when 
authorized, ISE-SAR) information.

Storage—In a computer, s�torage is� the place where data is� held in an electromagnetic or optical form for acces�s� 
by a computer proces�s�or. There are two general us�ages�:

Storage is frequently used to mean the devices and data connected to the computer through input/output 
operations�—that is�, hard dis�k and tape s�ys�tems� and other forms� of s�torage that do not include computer memory 
and other in-computer s�torage. This� is� probably the mos�t common meaning in the IT indus�try. 

In a more formal us�age, s�torage has� been divided into (1) primary s�torage, which holds� data in memory 
(s�ometimes� called random acces�s� memory, or RAM) and other “built-in” devices�, s�uch as� the proces�s�or’s� L1 
cache, and (2) secondary storage, which holds data on hard disks, tapes, and other devices requiring input/output 
operations. 

Primary s�torage is� much fas�ter to acces�s� than s�econdary s�torage becaus�e of the proximity of the s�torage to the 
processor or because of the nature of the storage devices. On the other hand, secondary storage can hold much 
more data than primary storage.
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With regard to the ISE, s�torage (or retention) refers� to the s�torage and s�afeguarding of terroris�m-related 
information—including homeland s�ecurity information, terroris�m information, and law enforcement information 
relating to terroris�m or the s�ecurity of our homeland—by both the originator of the information and any recipient of 
the information. 

Suspicious	Activity—Defined in the ISE-SAR Functional Standard (Vers�ion 1.5) as� “obs�erved behavior reas�onably 
indicative of preoperational planning related to terroris�m or other criminal activity.”  Examples� of s�us�picious� activity 
include surveillance, photography of sensitive infrastructure facilities, site breach or physical intrusion, cyberattacks, 
testing of security, etc.

Suspicious	Activity	Report	(SAR)—Official documentation of obs�erved behavior reas�onably indicative of 
preoperational planning related to terroris�m or other criminal activity. Sus�picious� activity report (SAR) information 
offers� a s�tandardized means� for feeding information repos�itories� or data analys�is� tools�. Patterns� identified during 
SAR information analys�is� may be inves�tigated in coordination with the reporting entity and, if applicable, a s�tate or 
regional entity. SAR information is� not intended to be us�ed to track or record ongoing enforcement, intelligence, or 
investigatory activities, nor is it designed to support interentity calls for service.  

Terrorism	Information—Cons�is�tent with Section 1016(a)(4) of the Intelligence Reform and Terroris�m Prevention 
Act of 2004 (IRTPA), all information relating to (a) the exis�tence, organization, capabilities�, plans�, intentions�, 
vulnerabilities�, means� of finance or materials� s�upport, or activities� of foreign or international terrorist groups or 
individuals or of domestic groups or individuals involved in transnational terrorism; (b) threats posed by such 
groups or individuals to the United States, United States persons, or United States interests or to those interests of 
other nations; (c) communications of or by such groups or individuals; or (d) other groups or individuals reasonably 
believed to be assisting or associated with such groups or individuals.

Terrorism-Related	Information—In accordance with the Intelligence Reform and Terroris�m Prevention Act of 2004 
(IRTPA), as� amended by the 9/11 Commis�s�ion Act (Augus�t 3, 2007, P.L. 110-53), the ISE facilitates� the s�haring of 
terroris�m and homeland s�ecurity information, as� defined in IRTPA Section 1016(a)(5) and the Homeland Security Act 
892(f)(1) (6 U.S.C. § 482(f)(1)). See als�o Information Sharing Environment Implementation Plan (November 2006) and 
Pres�idential Guidelines� 2 and 3 (the ISE will facilitate the s�haring of “terroris�m information,” as� defined in the IRTPA, as� 
well as� the following categories� of information to the extent that they do not otherwis�e cons�titute “terroris�m information”: 
(1) homeland s�ecurity information as� defined in Section 892(f)(1) of the Homeland Security Act of 2002 (6 U.S.C. § 
482(f)(1)); and (2) law enforcement information relating to terrorism or the security of our homeland). Such additional 
information may include intelligence information.

Weapons� of Mas�s� Des�truction (WMD) information was� defined and included in the definition of “terroris�m 
information” by P.L. 110-53. 

Tips	and	Leads	Information	or	Data—Generally uncorroborated information or reports generated from inside 
or outside a law enforcement entity that alleges or indicates some form of possible criminal activity. Tips and 
leads� are s�ometimes� referred to as� s�us�picious� incident report (SIR), s�us�picious� activity report (SAR), and/or field 
interview report (FIR) information. However, SAR information s�hould be viewed, at mos�t, as� a s�ubcategory of tip 
or lead data.  Tips and leads information does not include incidents that do not have a criminal offense attached 
or indicated, criminal history records, or CAD data. Tips and leads information should be maintained in a secure 
system, similar to data that rises to the level of reasonable suspicion. 

A tip or lead can come from a variety of s�ources�, including, but not limited to, the public, field interview reports�, 
and anonymous� or confidential s�ources�. This� information may be bas�ed on mere s�us�picion or on a level of 
suspicion that is less than “reasonable suspicion” and, without further information or analysis, it is unknown 
whether the information is accurate or useful. Tips and leads information falls between being of little or no use to 
law enforcement and being extremely valuable depending on the availability of time and resources to determine its 
meaning.

U.S.	Persons—Refer to Pers�ons�.

User—Entity employee or an individual repres�enting a participating entity who is� authorized to acces�s� or receive 
and us�e an entity’s� information and intelligence databas�es� and res�ources� for lawful purpos�es�.
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C.3 Federal Laws Relevant to Seeking, Retaining, and Disseminating Justice Information
The U.S. Constitution is known as the primary authority that applies to federal as well as state, local, and tribal 
(SLT) entities.  State constitutions cannot provide fewer privacy and other civil liberties protections than the U.S. 
Constitution but can (and many do) provide enhanced privacy and other civil liberties protections.  

Civil liberties� protections� are primarily founded in the Bill of Rights�.  They include the bas�ic freedoms�, s�uch as� 
free speech, assembly, and religion; freedom from unreasonable search and seizure; due process; etc.  The 
relationship of these fundamental rights to the protection of privacy, civil rights, and other civil liberties in the 
Information Sharing Environment is� explored in a key is�s�ues� guidance paper titled “Civil Rights� and Civil Liberties� 
Protection,” which is� available on the Program Manager (PM) for the Information Sharing Environment (PM-ISE) 
Web s�ite at www.ise.gov.

Statutory civil rights protections in the U.S. Constitution may, in addition, directly govern state action.  These 
include the Civil Rights� Act of 1964, as� amended; the Rehabilitation Act of 1973; the Equal Educational 
Opportunities� Act of 1974; the Americans� with Dis�abilities� Act; the Fair Hous�ing Act; the Voting Rights� Act of 1965; 
and the Civil Rights� of Ins�titutionalized Pers�ons� Act.  

Federal laws�, Executive Orders�, regulations�, and policies� directly affect entities�’/agencies�’ privacy policies�.  
While SLT entities� may not be generally bound directly by mos�t s�tatutory federal privacy and other civil liberties� 
protection laws in the information collection sharing context, compliance may be required indirectly by funding 
conditions� (e.g., 28 CFR Parts� 20, 22, and 23 or the Health Ins�urance Portability and Accountability Act [HIPAA]); 
operation of the Commerce Claus�e of the U.S. Cons�titution (e.g., Electronic Communications� Privacy Act of 
1986); or a binding agreement between a federal agency and an SLT entity (e.g., a  memorandum of agreement 
or memorandum of unders�tanding).  When relevant or pos�s�ibly relevant, entities�/agencies� are advis�ed to lis�t 
laws, regulations, and policies within their privacy policy, noting those that may potentially affect the sharing of 
information, including s�haring terroris�m-related information in the Information Sharing Environment.  

The development of a privacy, civil rights, and civil liberties policy is primarily designed for agency personnel 
and authorized users to ensure that they are aware of the legal and privacy framework within which they and the 
agency mus�t operate.  If the applicability and requirements� of various� laws�, regulations�, or s�haring agreements� 
are not spelled out or referenced in an entity privacy policy, staff and user accountability is greatly diminished, 
mis�takes� are made, privacy violations� occur, and the public’s� (and other agencies�’) confidence in the ability of the 
entity to protect information and intelligence is� compromis�ed.  When s�taff members� know the rules� through s�ound 
policy and procedure communicated through ongoing training activity, information sharing is enhanced.

Following are synopses of primary federal laws that an agency should review and, when appropriate, cite within 
the policy when developing a privacy policy for a justice information system. The list is arranged in alphabetical 
order by popular name.

1. Brady Handgun Violence Prevention Act, 18 U.S.C. §§ 921, 922, 924, and 925A, United States Code, 
Title 18, Part I, Chapter 44, §§ 921, 922, 924, and 925A—The Brady Act, pas�s�ed in 1993, requires� 
background checks� for purchas�es� of firearms� from federally licens�ed s�ellers�.  Becaus�e the act prohibits� 
pos�s�es�s�ion of firearms� by pers�ons� with certain criminal or immigration his�tories�, the trans�mis�s�ion of 
personal data is an integral part of the regulation.  

2. Computer Matching and Privacy Act of 1988, 5 U.S.C. § 552a(a), United States Code, Title 5, Part I, 
Chapter	5,	Subchapter	II,	§	552a(a);	see	also	Office	of	Management	and	Budget	(OMB),	Memorandum	
M-01-05, “Guidance on Interagency Sharing of Personal Data–Protecting Personal Privacy,” 
December 20, 2000—The Computer Matching and Privacy Act of 1988 (Matching Act) amended the Privacy 
Act of 1974 to require that data-matching activities or programs of federal agencies that are designed to 
es�tablis�h or verify eligibility for federal benefit programs� or for recouping payments� for debts� under covered 
programs protect personal information.  This is accomplished through a computer matching agreement 
and publication of a notice in the Federal Register.  The OMB guidance requires that interagency data 
sharing provide protection, including provisions for notice, consent (as appropriate), redisclosure limitations, 
accuracy, s�ecurity controls�, minimization, accountability, and us�e of Privacy Impact As�s�es�s�ments�.  Although 
not directly a requirement of state, local, and tribal (SLT) agencies, the guidance is a useful source of 
information on the types of protections that should be considered for all interagency data sharing programs.

http://www.ise.gov
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3.	 Confidentiality	of	Alcohol	and	Drug	Abuse	Patient	Records,	42	CFR	Part	2,	Code	of	Federal	
Regulations, Title 42: Public Health, Part 2—42 CFR Part 2 es�tablis�hes� minimum s�tandards� to govern 
the sharing of substance abuse treatment records (patient history information) in programs that are 
federally assisted.  Generally, the sharing of such information is limited to the minimum necessary for the 
allowed purpos�e and requires� cons�ent of the patient except in s�pecific emergency s�ituations�, purs�uant to 
a court order or as� otherwis�e s�pecified. State law s�hould als�o be cons�ulted to determine whether there are 
additional limitations or sharing requirements.

4.	 Confidentiality	of	Identifiable	Research	and	Statistical	Information,	28	CFR	Part	22,	Code	of	Federal	
Regulations, Title 28, Chapter I, Part 22—28 CFR Part 22 is� des�igned to protect the privacy of individuals� 
whose personal information is made available for use in a research or statistical program funded under the 
Omnibus� Crime Control and Safe Streets� Act of 1968, the Juvenile Jus�tice and Delinquency Prevention 
Act of 1974, or the Victim of Crimes� Act.  The regulation, which may apply to SLT agencies� that conduct 
research or statistical programs, limits the use of such information to research or statistical purposes; limits 
its� revelation to a need-to-know bas�is�; provides� for final dis�pos�ition, trans�fer, and notice to/cons�ent of data 
s�ubjects�; and identifies� s�anctions� for violations�. It provides� us�eful guidance for SLT agencies� that wis�h to 
make data containing personal information available for research or statistical purposes.

5.	 Crime	Identification	Technology,	42	U.S.C.	§	14601,	United	States	Code,	Title	42,	Chapter	140,	
Subchapter I, § 14601—This� s�tatute authorizes� the Office of Jus�tice Programs� (OJP), U.S. Department of 
Justice (DOJ), to support technological advances by states directed at a variety of criminal justice purposes, 
s�uch as� identification of certain categories� of offenders�, conducting background checks�, and determining 
eligibility for firearms� pos�s�es�s�ion.  The act defines� broad categories� of purpos�es� for which funds� may be 
us�ed by OJP and s�ets� forth certain eligibility criteria and as�s�urances� and other protocols� that mus�t be 
followed.  

6. Criminal History Records Exchanged for Noncriminal Justice Purposes, 42 U.S.C. § 14611, United 
States Code, Title 42, Chapter 140, Subchapter II, § 14611—This� s�tatute provides� a general overview 
of the Inters�tate Identification Index Sys�tem (IIIS), an information s�haring s�ys�tem that contains� s�tate and 
federal criminal history records that are also used for non-criminal justice purposes, such as governmental 
licensing and employment background checks.  Congress recommends the creation of interstate and 
federal-state agreements to ensure that uniform policies are in place for records exchanges for non-criminal 
justice purposes and to prevent unauthorized use and disclosure of personal information due to variances 
in authorized us�ers�’ policies�. This� s�tatute is� applicable to multijuris�dictional information s�haring s�ys�tems� that 
allow non-criminal justice-related exchanges.  

7. Criminal Intelligence Systems Operating Policies, 28 CFR Part 23, Code of Federal Regulations, 
Title 28, Chapter 1, Part 23—This� is� a guideline for law enforcement agencies� that operate federally 
funded multijuris�dictional criminal intelligence s�ys�tems�. The operating principles� of 28 CFR Part 23 provide 
guidance to law enforcement regarding how to operate criminal intelligence information systems effectively 
while safeguarding privacy, civil rights, and civil liberties during the collection, storage, and dissemination 
of criminal intelligence information. The regulation governs� the intelligence information s�ys�tems�’ proces�s�, 
which includes information submission or collection, secure storage, inquiry and search capability, controlled 
dissemination, and review and purge processes.

8. Criminal Justice Information Systems, 28 CFR Part 20, Code of Federal Regulations, Title 28, 
Chapter 1, Part 20—This� applies� to all s�tate and local agencies� and individuals� collecting, s�toring, or 
disseminating criminal history record information processed by manual or automated operations and 
funded by the Law Enforcement As�s�is�tance Adminis�tration s�ubs�equent to July 1, 1973. The regulation 
requires those criminal justice information systems to submit a criminal history information plan and 
provides� guidance on s�pecific areas� that s�hould have a s�et of operational procedures�.  Thes�e areas� include 
completeness and accuracy of criminal history records and limitations on dissemination, including general 
policies on use and dissemination, juvenile records, audits, security, and access and review. 

9. Disposal of Consumer Report Information and Records, 16 CFR Part 682, Code of Federal 
Regulations, Title 16, Chapter I, Part 682—16 CFR Part 682 applies� to information s�ys�tems� that maintain 
or possess consumer information for business purposes. The regulation provides guidance on proper 
disposal procedures for consumer information records to help protect against unauthorized use or access. 
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10. Electronic Communications Privacy Act of 1986, 18 U.S.C. §§ 2510–2522, 2701–2709, United States 
Code, Title 18, Part I, Chapter 119, §§ 2510–2522, 2701–2709, and 3121–3125, Public Law 99-508—
This set of statutes prohibits a person from intentionally intercepting, trying to intercept, or asking another 
person to intercept or try to intercept any wire, oral, or electronic communication or trying to use information 
obtained in this manner.  From another perspective, the law describes what law enforcement may do to 
intercept communications and how an organization may draft its acceptable use policies and monitor 
communications�.  Although it is� a federal s�tatute, the act does� apply to s�tate and local agencies� and officials�.

11. Fair Credit Reporting Act, 15 U.S.C. § 1681, United States Code, Title 15, Chapter 41, Subchapter 
III, § 1681—The Fair Credit Reporting Act regulates� the collection, dis�s�emination, and us�e of cons�umer 
information, including consumer credit information by consumer reporting agencies. Consumer reporting 
agencies include specialty agencies, such as agencies that sell information about employment history, 
insurance claims, check-writing histories, medical records, and rental history records, as well as credit 
bureaus.  The law primarily deals with the rights of people about whom information has been gathered 
by consumer reporting agencies and the obligations of the agencies.  Government agencies may obtain 
information from these reporting agencies and should be aware of the nature and limitations of the 
information, in terms of collection, retention, and error correction.

12. Federal Civil Rights laws, 42 U.S.C. § 1983, United States Code, Title 42, Chapter 21, Subchapter I, § 
1983—This� is� a federal s�tatute that allows� an individual to s�ue public officials� in federal court for violations� 
of the individual’s� civil rights�.  Civil rights� include s�uch things� as� the Fourth Amendment’s� prohibitions� 
against unreasonable search and seizure, violations of privacy rights, and violations of the right to freedom 
of religion, free s�peech, and free as�s�ociation.  It s�erves� as� a deterrent to unlawful collection, us�e, or s�haring 
of information rather than providing s�pecific authority or a prohibition to the collection, us�e, or s�haring of 
information.

13. Federal Records Act, 44 U.S.C. § 3301, United States Code, Title 44, Chapter 33, § 3301—This� chapter 
contains the laws governing disposal of records made or received by a federal agency in the normal 
cours�e of bus�ines�s�.  It dis�cus�s�es� des�truction procedures� and notices�, if required, and the role of the federal 
archivist.  The law applies only to federal agencies, but there may be similar state or local laws applicable to 
state and local agencies.

14. Freedom of Information Act (FOIA), 5 U.S.C. § 552, United States Code, Title 5, Part I, Chapter 5, 
Subchapter II, § 552—The federal FOIA, enacted in 1966, provides� acces�s� to federal agency records� or 
information. It does� not, however, allow acces�s� to s�tate or local government records�.  Nearly all s�tates� have 
their own public access statutes that provide access to state- and local-agency records. The interaction of 
federal and s�tate FOIA laws� can create complex is�s�ues�.  Federal s�tatutes�, in es�s�ence, provide a bas�eline 
of legal protections� for individuals�.  While s�tate legis�latures� may pas�s� laws� to s�upplement thes�e federal 
guidelines, state laws that interfere with or are contrary to a federal law are preempted.  By virtue of the 
Supremacy Claus�e of the U.S. Cons�titution (Article VI, Claus�e 2), federal law may res�trict acces�s� to records� 
otherwis�e available purs�uant to a s�tate’s� FOIA by requiring that certain information be kept confidential. 
Thus�, federal confidentiality requirements� may s�upers�ede a s�tate FOIA s�tatute mandating public dis�clos�ure 
of a record, but only when there is� a s�pecific federal s�tatute (other than the federal FOIA) that mandates� the 
records� be kept confidential.  In s�hort, records� may be available under one FOIA s�tatute but not purs�uant to 
another.  

15. Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) of 1996, 42 U.S.C. § 201, United States 
Code, Title 42, Chapter 6A, Subchapter I, § 201; Public Law 104-191—HIPAA was� enacted to improve 
the Medicare and Medicaid programs� and the efficiency and effectivenes�s� of the nation’s� health care s�ys�tem 
by encouraging the development of a national health information system through the establishment of 
standards and requirements for the electronic transmission of health information. To that end, Congress 
directed the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) to issue safeguards to protect the 
s�ecurity and confidentiality of health information.  To implement HIPAA’s� privacy requirements�, HHS 
promulgated regulations� s�etting national privacy s�tandards� for health information:  the Standards� for Privacy 
of Individually Identifiable Health Information (the “Privacy Rule”)—42 U.S.C. §1320d-2; 45 CFR Parts� 160, 
164 (2003).   
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16.	 HIPAA,	Standards	for	Privacy	of	Individually	Identifiable	Health	Information,	45	CFR	Parts	160	and	
164, Code of Federal Regulations, Title 45, Parts 160 and 164—This� “Privacy Rule” s�ets� forth national 
s�tandards� for the privacy and s�ecurity of individually identifiable health information (45 CFR Part 164, 
Subpart E (2003)).  This� rule has� been des�cribed as� providing a “federal floor” of s�afeguards� to protect the 
confidentiality of medical information. State laws� that provide s�tronger privacy protection will continue to 
apply over and above the federal privacy protection.  The general rule under these standards states that 
a covered entity may not use or disclose protected health information except as permitted or required by 
the rules� (45 CFR Part 164.502(a) and §164.103 [defining protected health information and us�e]).  The 
Privacy Rule applies� to the following covered entities�: (1) a health plan, (2) a health care clearinghous�e, 
and (3) a health care provider who transmits any health information in electronic form in connection with 
certain trans�actions� (42 U.S.C. §1320d-1(a) (2003); 45 CFR Part 160.102 (2003)).   Since the Privacy 
Rule applies� only to a covered entity, a governmental body begins� its� inquiry by firs�t determining whether 
it is� a covered entity under the Privacy Rule (45 CFR Part 160.103 (2003) [defining health plan, health 
care clearinghous�e, health care provider]). If it is� a covered entity, it then looks� to the Privacy Rule for a 
permitted or required disclosure.

17. Indian Civil Rights Act of 1968, 25 U.S.C. § 1301 et seq., United States Code, Title 25, Chapter 15, 
Subchapter I—This� act contains� definitions� of relevant terms� and extends� certain cons�titutional rights� to 
Indian tribes� exercis�ing powers� of s�elf-government.

18. Intelligence Reform and Terrorism Prevention Act of 2004 (IRTPA), Section 1016, as amended by 
the 9/11 Commission Act—This� act broadly affects� U.S. terroris�m law and applies� directly to the federal 
government.  It es�tablis�hes� the Director of National Intelligence, the National Counterterroris�m Center, 
and the Privacy and Civil Liberties� Overs�ight Board.  Of importance to SLT agencies�, IRTPA es�tablis�hes� 
the Information Sharing Environment (ISE) (s�ee C.2 Glos�s�ary of Terms� and Definitions�) for the s�haring of 
terrorism-related information at all levels of government, with private agencies, and with foreign partners.

19. National Child Protection Act of 1993, Public Law 103-209 (December 20, 1993), 107 Stat. 2490—In 
each state, an authorized criminal justice agency of the state shall report child abuse crime information 
to or index child abuse crime information in the national criminal history background check system.  
A criminal justice agency can satisfy the requirement by reporting or indexing all felony and serious 
misdemeanor arrests and dispositions.  The U.S. Attorney General (AG) is required to publish an annual 
s�tatis�tical s�ummary of child abus�e crimes�.  The act requires� that 80 percent of final dis�pos�itions� be entered 
in the state databases by December 1998, with steps being taken toward 100 percent entry.  

 A 1994 amendment required that the AG—in cons�ultation with federal, s�tate, and local officials�, including 
officials� res�pons�ible for criminal his�tory record s�ys�tems�, and repres�entatives� of public and private care 
organizations� and health, legal, and s�ocial welfare organizations�—s�hall develop guidelines� for the 
adoption of appropriate safeguards by care providers and by the state for protecting children, the elderly, 
and individuals with disabilities from abuse.  

20. National Crime Prevention and Privacy Compact, 42 U.S.C. § 14616, United States Code, Title 
42, Chapter 140, Subchapter II, § 14616—The compact es�tablis�hes� an infras�tructure by which s�tates� 
can exchange criminal records for non-criminal justice purposes according to the laws of the requesting 
state and provide reciprocity among the states to share records without charging each other for the 
information.  The Compact Council, as a national independent authority, works in partnership with criminal 
history record custodians, end users, and policymakers to regulate and facilitate the sharing of complete, 
accurate, and timely criminal history record information to non-criminal justice users in order to enhance 
public safety, welfare, and the security of society while recognizing the importance of individual privacy 
rights.  

21. National Security Act, Public Law 235, Section 606, in accordance with Executive Order 13549, 
Classified	National	Security	Information	Program	for	State,	Local,	Tribal,	and	Private	Sector	
Entities, August 18, 2010—The National Security Act of 1947 mandated a major reorganization of foreign 
policy and military establishments of the U.S. government.  The act created many of the institutions that 
U.S. Pres�idents� found us�eful when formulating and implementing foreign policy, including the National 
Security Council and the Central Intelligence Agency.  The 1947 law als�o caus�ed far-reaching changes� in 
the military es�tablis�hment. The War Department and Navy Department merged into a s�ingle 
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U.S. Department of Defense under the Secretary of Defense, who also directed the newly created 
Department of the Air Force. However, each of the three branches maintained their own service secretaries.  

 On October 7, 2011, Pres�ident Barack Obama s�igned Executive Order 13549, entitled, “Structural Reforms� 
to Improve the Security of Clas�s�ified Networks� and the Res�pons�ible Sharing and Safeguarding of Clas�s�ified 
Information.”  This� order directs� s�tructural reforms� to ens�ure res�pons�ible s�haring and s�afeguarding of 
clas�s�ified information on computer networks� that s�hall be cons�is�tent with appropriate protections� for privacy 
and civil liberties. Agencies bear the primary responsibility for meeting these twin goals. These structural 
reforms will ensure coordinated interagency development and reliable implementation of policies and 
minimum standards regarding information security, personnel security, and systems security; address both 
internal and external security threats and vulnerabilities; and provide policies and minimum standards for 
s�haring clas�s�ified information both within and outs�ide the federal government. Thes�e policies� and minimum 
s�tandards� will addres�s� all agencies� that operate or acces�s� clas�s�ified computer networks�, all us�ers� of 
clas�s�ified computer networks� (including contractors� and others� who operate or acces�s� clas�s�ified computer 
networks� controlled by the federal government), and all clas�s�ified information on thos�e networks�.  

22. Privacy Act of 1974, 5 U.S.C. § 552a, United States Code, Title 5, Part I, Chapter 5, Subchapter II, § 
552a—This� s�ection of the Privacy Act prohibits� the releas�e of records� from a record s�ys�tem without the 
expressed consent of the individual to whom the record pertains. This provision does not apply to court 
orders for records or when a written request is made by the head of a government agency tasked with civil 
or criminal law.  Additionally, the head of any agency can promulgate rules to exempt a system of records 
if it is maintained by an agency whose principal function is to enforce criminal laws and if the information is 
compiled for the purpos�e of a criminal identification, inves�tigation, or any other s�tage of the criminal proces�s�.

23. Privacy of Consumer Financial Information, 16 CFR Part 313, Code of Federal Regulations, Title 16, 
Chapter I, Part 313—This� code overs�ees� the treatment of nonpublic pers�onal information about cons�umers� 
by financial ins�titutions� and requires� the ins�titution to provide notice to cus�tomers� about its� privacy policies�, 
the conditions under which it can disclose this information, and its opt-out policies. This code also prohibits 
the dis�clos�ure of a cons�umer’s� credit card, depos�it, or trans�action account information to nonaffiliated third 
parties to market to the customer. The requirements for initial notice for the “opt-out” do not apply when 
nonpublic personal information is disclosed in order to comply with federal, state, or local laws or to comply 
with an authorized investigation, subpoena, or summons.

24.	 Protection	of	Sensitive	Agency	Information,	Office	of	Management	and	Budget	Memorandum	M-06-
16 (June 2006)—This� memorandum provides� a s�ecurity checklis�t from the National Ins�titute of Standards� 
and Technology (NIST) to protect remote information removed from or acces�s�ed from outs�ide an agency’s� 
phys�ical location s�pecific to pers�onally identifiable information (PII). The NIST checklis�t requires� that 
agencies� verify PII in need of protection, confirm the adequacy of organization policy s�urrounding PII 
protection, and implement any neces�s�ary protections� for PII trans�ported or s�tored off-s�ite or acces�s�ed 
remotely. In addition to the NIST checklis�t, the memorandum recommends� implementing data encryption on 
all mobile devices, allowing remote access only with two-factor authentication, using timeout functions on 
devices, and logging all computer-readable data extracts from databases with sensitive information, while 
verifying each extract has either been erased within 90 days or its use is still required.

25.	 Safeguarding	Against	and	Responding	to	the	Breach	of	Personally	Identifiable	Information,	OMB	
Memorandum M-07-16 (May 2007)—This� memorandum applies� to federal agency-held information and 
information s�ys�tems�, requiring development and implementation of a breach notification policy applicable 
to pers�onally identifiable information in the pos�s�es�s�ion of the agency.  Development of a breach notification 
policy includes a review of existing privacy and security requirements, development of requirements for 
incident reporting and handling, and procedures� for internal and external notification.  SLT agencies� that are 
not s�ubject to an exis�ting breach notification law or policy may us�e the federal requirements� as� a template 
for developing their own breach notification policy.

26. Safeguarding Customer Information, 16 CFR Part 314, Code of Federal Regulations, Title 16, Chapter 
I, Part 314—This� Federal Trade Commis�s�ion regulation implements� Sections� 501 and 505(b)(2) of the 
Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act.  It s�ets� forth s�tandards� for developing, implementing, and maintaining reas�onable 
adminis�trative, technical, and phys�ical s�afeguards� to protect the s�ecurity, confidentiality, and integrity of 
cus�tomer information by financial ins�titutions�. While not directly applicable to government agencies�, the 
regulation is useful in outlining the elements of a comprehensive information security program, including 
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adminis�trative, technical, and phys�ical s�afeguards� des�igned to (1) ens�ure the s�ecurity and confidentiality of 
information, (2) protect against any anticipated threats or hazards to the security or integrity of information, 
and (3) protect against unauthorized access to or use of information that could result in substantial harm or 
inconvenience to any individual. 

27. Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002, 15 U.S.C., Chapter 98, § 7201, United States Code, Title 15, Chapter 
98, § 7201—The Sarbanes�-Oxley Act of 2002, Pub. L. 107-204 (July 30, 2002), commonly called 
Sarbanes-Oxley, is a federal law that sets new or enhanced standards for all U.S. public company boards, 
management, and public accounting firms�. Its� 11 titles� include s�tandards� for public audits�, internal controls�, 
and financial dis�clos�ure.  While not applicable to federal or s�tate, local, or tribal governmental agencies�, the 
business standards established by Sarbanes-Oxley are of value to such agencies in establishing their own 
policies and procedures to guide and control their business processes.

28. U.S. Constitution, First, Fourth, and Sixth Amendments—The Firs�t, Fourth, and Sixth Amendments� to 
the U.S. Cons�titution and, indeed, the entire Bill of Rights� es�tablis�h minimum s�tandards� for the protection of 
the civil rights and civil liberties of Americans.  The First Amendment protects religious freedom, speech, the 
press, the right to peaceably assemble, and the right to petition the government for a redress of grievances.  
The Fourth Amendment protects the people from unreasonable searches and seizures and requires that 
warrants� be is�s�ued only upon probable caus�e, s�upported by oath or affirmation, and particularly des�cribing 
the place to be searched and the person or things to be seized.  The Sixth Amendment establishes the right 
of an accused individual to a speedy and public trial by an impartial jury, to be informed of the nature and 
cause of the charges, to confront witnesses, to have compulsory process to obtain witnesses, and to have 
the assistance of legal counsel.

29. USA PATRIOT Act, Public Law 107-56 (October 26, 2001), 115 Stat. 272—The USA PATRIOT Act was� 
enacted in response to the terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001.  The act was designed to reduce the 
restrictions on law enforcement agencies' ability to gather intelligence and investigate terrorism within 
the United States�, expand the Secretary of the Treas�ury’s� authority to regulate financial trans�actions�, 
particularly those involving foreign individuals and entities, and broaden the discretion of law enforcement 
and immigration authorities in detaining and deporting illegal immigrants suspected of terrorism-related acts. 
The act als�o expanded the definition of “terroris�m” to include domes�tic terroris�m, thus� enlarging the number 
of activities� to which the USA PATRIOT Act’s� law enforcement powers� can be applied.  In 2011, the act was� 
extended for four years, including provisions for roving wiretaps, searches of business records, and the 
conduct of s�urveillance of “lone wolves�”—individuals� s�us�pected of terroris�m-related activities� that are not 
linked to terrorist groups.
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Appendix D—Policy Review Checklist

The Policy Review Checklist may also be downloaded online at www.it.ojp.gov/privacy.  To request printed copies, send 
requests to GLOBAL@iir.com.

www.it.ojp.gov/privacy
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Appendix E—Sample Privacy Policies

To assist agencies in the policy drafting process, the following privacy policies are provided as reference samples within 
this� appendix.  Each policy was� developed and cus�tomized us�ing the recommendations� in the Privacy, Civil Rights, and 
Civil Liberties Policy Development Template for State, Local, and Tribal Justice Entities, contained in Appendix C.1 of this 
Privacy Guide.  

E.1 Hawaii Integrated Justice Information Sharing (HIJIS) Program
The Hawaii Integrated Jus�tice Information Sharing (HIJIS) Program 
provides statewide services throughout Hawaii via a common 
architecture to s�ecurely and efficiently s�hare appropriate information, 
both locally and nationally, for justice and nonjustice purposes, for 
improved public safety and homeland security, while respecting the 
privacy of citizens�.  The HIJIS Program is� des�igned to build real-time 
information sharing in justice agencies throughout Hawaii in order 
to achieve greater efficiency, reduce duplicate data entry, s�peed 
the processing and access to justice information, and ensure that 
information is readily available and is accurate, timely and complete.

HIJIS is� an information s�haring framework that enables� agencies� to s�hare information that is� already collected and 
generated in their internal information systems as part of their daily business operations and enables authorized 
us�ers� to initiate a univers�al (or federated) query, cons�trained by the us�er’s� approved “right to know” and “need to 
know,” to determine whether s�pecific criminal jus�tice information exis�ts� in other participating s�ys�tems�. In addition, 
the HIJIS framework enables� automated notification to authorized pers�ons� or agencies� of defined actions� (e.g., the 
arrest of a person of interest or the change in their legal status).

Thanks� to funding from the National Governors� As�s�ociation (NGA) Center for Bes�t Practices�’34 Privacy Policy 
Academy, the attached privacy policy was� developed for HIJIS’ Proof of Concept us�ing the Privacy, Civil Rights, 
and Civil Liberties Policy Development Template for State, Local, and Tribal Justice Entities, contained in Appendix 
C.1 of this� Privacy Guide.  

For more information on HIJIS, refer to www.hawaii.gov/hijis.

34  National Governors� As�s�ociation (NGA) Center for Bes�t Practices�, www.nga.org/portal/site/nga/menuitem.50aeae5ff70b817ae8ebb856a1101
0a0/.

http://www.hawaii.gov/hijis
http://www.nga.org/portal/site/nga/menuitem.50aeae5ff70b817ae8ebb856a11010a0/
http://www.nga.org/portal/site/nga/menuitem.50aeae5ff70b817ae8ebb856a11010a0/
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HIJIS Privacy Policy

Purpose
The purpos�e of the Hawaii Integrated Jus�tice Information Sharing (HIJIS) Privacy Policy is� to des�cribe how the 
principles� of Freedom of Information and Right to Privacy, as� defined in applicable Federal and State Law, will be 
applied in the context of the implementation of the HIJIS program.  

The purpos�e of the HIJIS Privacy Policy is� to ens�ure that the HIJIS program will res�pect and protect individual 
privacy and civil rights�. The Privacy Policy aims� to inform all involved in or affected by the collection and s�haring of 
criminal jus�tice information of their rights�, duties�, and limitations� under this� Policy.

Definitions
As� us�ed in this� document, unles�s� the context otherwis�e requires�:  

“Agency” means�: any unit of government in this� State, any county, or any combination of counties�; department; 
ins�titution; board; commis�s�ion; dis�trict; council; bureau; office; governing authority; other ins�trumentality of s�tate 
or county government; or corporation or other establishment owned, operated, or managed by or on behalf of this 
State or any county, but does not include the non-administrative functions of the courts of this State.  

“Authorized us�er” means�: a pers�on, computer proces�s�, or device granted acces�s� to certain information, s�ervices�, 
or functionality bas�ed on verified identity or credentials�. 

“Criminal jus�tice information” means�: information that may include criminal his�tory records�, cas�e management 
information, deconfliction, conditions� of s�upervis�ion, cas�e progres�s�, wants� and warrants�, drivers� records�, 
identification, public records�, and related jus�tice information.  

“Dis�s�emination” means�: the releas�e, trans�fer, provis�ion of acces�s�, s�haring, publication, or divulging of a 
government record in any manner—electronic, verbal, or in writing.  

“Government record”means�: information maintained by an agency in written, auditory, vis�ual, electronic, or other 
physical form.

“HIJIS” means�: the Hawaii Integrated Jus�tice Information Sharing Program.

“Need to know” means�: as� a res�ult of juris�dictional, organizational, or operational neces�s�ities�, acces�s� to s�ens�itive 
information or intelligence is� neces�s�ary for the conduct of an individual’s� official duties� as� part of an organization 
that has a right to know the information in the performance of a law enforcement, or homeland security activity, 
such as to further an investigation or meet another law enforcement requirement.

“Non-dis�crimination” means�: religious�, political or s�ocial views� or activities�, race, ethnicity, citizens�hip, place of 
origin, age, disability, gender, and sexual orientation will not be the sole basis for the collection and sharing of 
information on individuals.

“Non-jus�tice purpos�e” means�: the us�e of jus�tice information for permitted purpos�es� other than law enforcement or 
criminal justice, such as criminal background checks in connection with employment and licensing.

“Participating Agency” means�:a jus�tice or government agency participating in s�ecure information s�haring through 
HIJIS.

“Pers�on” means�: an individual, corporation, government, or governmental s�ubdivis�ion or agency, bus�ines�s� trus�t, 
estate, trust, partnership, association, or any other legal entity.

“Pers�onal record” means�: any item, collection, or grouping of information about an individual that is� maintained by 
an agency. It includes�, but is� not limited to, the individual’s� education, financial, medical, or employment his�tory, 
or items� that contain or make reference to the individual’s� name, identifying number, s�ymbol, or other identifying 
particular as�s�igned to the individual, s�uch as� a finger or voice print or a photograph.

“Policy” means�: this� HIJIS Privacy Policy document.
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“Privacy” means�: freedom from uns�anctioned intrus�ion. Refers� to individuals�’ interes�ts� in preventing the 
inappropriate collection, use, and release of personal information.

“Privacy Impact As�s�es�s�ment” or “PIA” means� the methodology, and the res�ulting documentation, us�ed by HIJIS to 
ensure that appropriate privacy measures are in place.

“Public” means�: expos�ed to general view; acces�s�ible to or s�hared by all members� of the community. (Merriam-
Webs�ter)

“Res�earchand Analys�is�” means�:the examination of criminal jus�tice records� for s�tatis�tical clas�s�ification or 
identification of relevant trends�, not dependent on the identification of s�pecific individuals� as�s�ociated with thos�e 
records.

“Right to know” means�: bas�ed on having legal authority or res�pons�ibility or purs�uant to an authorized agreement, 
an agency or organization is authorized to access sensitive information and intelligence in the performance of a 
law enforcement, or homeland security activity.

“Security breach” means�: an incident of unauthorized acces�s� to and acquis�ition of unencrypted or unredacted 
records or data containing personal information where illegal use of the personal information has occurred, or is 
reasonably likely to occur and that creates a risk of harm to a person.

Background
Legal Requirements

Information s�haring capabilities� of the Hawaii Integrated Jus�tice Information Sharing Program (HIJIS), which 
enable participating agencies� to acces�s� and s�hare information through the HIJIS Framework, are s�ubject to State 
and Federal laws� governing the collection, us�e and dis�s�emination of government and pers�onal records�. Principal 
among thos�e laws� are:

• Hawaii Revis�ed Statutes� (HRS) 92F (Uniform Information Practices� Act),

• HRS 286-171 and 286-172 (Traffic Records�),

• HRS 291C (Statewide Traffic Code),

• HRS 353 (Corrections�),

• HRS 487J (Social Security Number Protection),

• HRS 487N (Security Breach of Pers�onal Information),

• HRS 571 (Family Courts�),

• HRS 846D (Juvenile Jus�tice Information Sys�tem), and

• Federal Code 28USC §534 (FBI Identification Records� and Information).

Hawaii Adminis�trative Rules� als�o provide ins�truction to HIJIS participating agencies� in the handling of government 
and pers�onal records�, creating additional context for the information exchanges� enabled through HIJIS.  Mos�t 
immediately relevant are HAR Titles� 8 (Department of Education) and 17 (Department of Human Services�).  

HIJIS will require that all participating agencies� execute and maintain an information s�haring Memorandum of 
Agreement (MOA)1 in order to participate in the HIJIS program. The MOA will require participating agencies� 
to dis�tribute a printed copy of the Policy to their authorized us�ers�, who will acknowledge in writing receipt and 
compliance with the Policy. See Appendix A. for the text of the Memorandum of Agreement.

1    HCJDC, Memorandum of Agreement for the Hawaii Integrated Jus�tice Information Sharing Program, Augus�t 2008.
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HIJIS Vision Statement2

The HIJIS Program envis�ions� s�tatewide s�ervices� via a common architecture to s�ecurely and efficiently s�hare 
appropriate information, both locally and nationally, for justice and non-justice purposes, for improved public safety

and homeland security, while respecting the privacy of citizens.  

HIJIS is� not envis�ioned as� a comprehens�ive, s�ingular data warehous�e that duplicates� the information that 
agencies already capture and share, nor is it an all-encompassing system that each agency must adopt in lieu of 
their internal information s�ys�tems�. Rather, HIJIS is� envis�ioned as� an information s�haring framework that will enable 
agencies to share information that is already collected and generated in their internal information systems as part 
of their daily business operations.

The HIJIS Framework will operate to electronically pus�h and pull information between s�ys�tems� in accordance 
with rules� that participating agencies� develop and according to s�tandards� that will be adopted. HIJIS will enable 
authorized us�ers� to initiate a univers�al (or federated) query, cons�trained by the us�er’s� approved right to know and 
need to know, to determine whether s�pecific criminal jus�tice information exis�ts� in other participating s�ys�tems�. In 
addition, the Framework will enable automated notification to authorized pers�ons� or agencies� of defined actions� 
(e.g., the arrest of a person of interest or the change in their legal status).

Guiding Principles

The information in this� s�ection of the Policy is� pres�ented to des�cribe the context of purpos�e and law that forms� 
the foundation for HIJIS and the bes�t practices� for res�pons�ible s�haring of criminal jus�tice information. This� context 
s�hould s�erve as� a foundation for the res�olution of is�s�ues� not otherwis�e s�pecifically addres�s�ed in this� Policy.

1.  HIJIS:

The HIJIS Executive Committee and Operational and Technical Working Groups� formulated a s�eries� of values� 
which guide and direct the HIJIS planning effort.3

Among thos�e values� are the following with direct relevance to this� Privacy Policy:

• Through integrated jus�tice information s�haring, HIJIS will improve public s�afety and homeland s�ecurity, 
enhance the effectivenes�s� of decis�ion making and operations�, and achieve greater efficiency and return on 
investment.

• The justice system should be fair to all parties, respecting the constitutional rights of defendants, and 
ensuring protection of the rights and privacy of victims and the public.

• HIJIS will provide s�ervices� that contribute to public trus�t and confidence in the jus�tice s�ys�tem.

2.  Hawaii State Law:

Exis�ting Hawaii laws� and adminis�trative regulations� governing the collection, us�e, analys�is�, retention, des�truction, 
and dis�s�emination of government and pers�onal records� are applicable to HIJIS participating agencies� individually, 
and to the information s�haring capabilities� of the HIJIS program. The Hawaii Uniform Information Practices� Act 
(UIPA) noted that “. . . the legis�lature declares� that it is� the policy of this� State that the formation and conduct of 
public policy--the discussions, deliberations, decisions, and action of government agencies--shall be conducted 
as openly as possible. The policy of conducting government business as openly as possible must be tempered 
by a recognition of the right of the people to privacy, as� embodied in s�ection 6 and s�ection 7 of Article I of the 
Constitution of the State of Hawaii.”4 

UIPA des�cribes� res�trictions� to public ins�pection in an effort to balance individual privacy interes�ts� with the interes�ts� 
of the general public to acces�s� government information. It created the Office of Information Practices� (OIP), 
which has� publis�hed the Uniform Information Practices� Act Reference Manual, containing advis�ory opinions� and 
guidelines interpreting this chapter. 

2     HCJDC, 2008 Strategic Plan, Hawaii Integrated Jus�tice Information Sharing, December 2007.
3     Ibid.
4     HRS 92F-2.
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Applicability
All organizations� that participate as� Participating Agencies� in the HIJIS program, their s�taff, us�ers�, as�s�igned 
technology s�upport s�taff, and contractors�, are s�ubject to the provis�ions� and requirements� of this� Policy. 
Participation includes� s�haring, contributing, or acces�s�ing information through the HIJIS Framework.

Other government agencies� that contribute or obtain information through HIJIS are required to abide by the 
provisions and requirements of this policy as a condition of such information sharing.

This� Policy recognizes� and requires� the exis�tence of privacy policies� within each Participating Agency, governing 
the collection, storage, dissemination, and destruction of criminal justice information by the agency. Such agency 
privacy policies� will provide greater detail than this� Policy and will include addres�s�ing legal requirements� for the 
protection of privacy, civil rights, and civil liberties, and will, at minimum, be at least as comprehensive as the 
provis�ions� contained within this� HIJIS privacy policy. Participating agencies� are guided to utilize the State and 
Local Privacy Policy Development:  Privacy, Civil Rights�, and Civil Liberties� Policy Workbook in the development of 
their privacy policies to ensure agency policies are consistent throughout and that the policies meet all necessary 
privacy protection recommendations. 

This� Policy includes� general information regarding the rights� of individuals� to acces�s� government records�.

Policy
Where this� Policy is� in conflict with Federal, State, or Local law, the conflict s�hould be brought to the attention of 
the HIJIS Executive Committee and this� committee will update this� Policy, as� appropriate. 

The information in this� Policy aims� to repres�ent the principal intent of the referenced s�ections� of s�tate and federal 
law. It is� provided in concis�e form to improve the communication of that intent. Of neces�s�ity, the repres�entation 
of the applicable law sections will not be complete as to the nuances in the law.  The references are provided to 
facilitate a complete unders�tanding of the requirements� of the applicable laws� with res�pect to this� Policy.

Information Collection

HIJIS operates� as� an information s�haring framework that will enable participating agencies� to acces�s� and s�hare 
criminal jus�tice information. HIJIS will not collect and s�tore or retain information (except for information regarding 
us�ers� and us�es� of HIJIS required to ens�ure the s�ecurity of HIJIS and the integrity of the data), but s�hall s�erve as� 
the technical conduit through which such information shall be made available to authorized users for authorized 
purposes. All information collection and record storage will remain within the purview of the participating agencies, 
governed and controlled by legal statutes and administrative rules relevant to the functions and duties of the 
agencies and the purpose of the collection of information by the agencies.  

HIJIS will implement bes�t practices� that will examine information exchanges� for participating agencies�’information 
collection methods�, through the proces�s� of Privacy Impact As�s�es�s�ment (PIA, s�ee below). Such methods� are 
required to comply with applicable Federal, State and local law regarding nondiscriminatory and least-intrusive 
information collection practices.

Public Information Access

There are no plans� at pres�ent to deploy HIJIS as� a mechanis�m for the direct ins�pection and duplication of jus�tice 
information by or for the general public.  As� a cons�equence, the HIJIS Privacy Policy will not addres�s� information 
privacy and protection aspects of access by the public to justice information.  Members of the general public will 
be referred to the appropriate agency for permitted acces�s� to jus�tice information. Participating agencies�’ privacy 
policies will be required to address privacy considerations and limitations on the dissemination of information 
retained by that agency.  HIJIS is� intended to provide information exchange between participating agencies� only. 
Policy regarding s�uch exchanges�, which for purpos�es� of this� Privacy Policy is� termed Information Sharing, is� 
described below.  

HIJIS will implement bes�t practices� that will examine information exchanges� for information privacy compliance 
through the proces�s� of Privacy Impact As�s�es�s�ment (PIA, s�ee below).
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Information Analysis

HIJIS, as� pres�ently envis�ioned, does� not offer the capability of s�haring of criminal jus�tice information for res�earch 
and analysis purposes. The responsibility for providing such authorized access is directly assigned to the 
individual agencies that are the originating source of the data. Statutes addressing access to criminal justice 
information for res�earch or s�tatis�tical analys�is� purpos�es� are s�pecific regarding the circums�tances� and s�ources� of 
authorization for such access.

Information Quality and Maintenance

1.  Bes�t Practices�

Participating agencies� s�hall es�tablis�h procedures� and proces�s�es� to ens�ure and periodically review the quality (for 
example accurate, complete, current, verifiable, and reliable) of the information it collects�, maintains�, and s�hares� 
through HIJIS.

2.  Audits

HIJIS s�hall adopt technologies� and procedures� to ens�ure that all us�es� of the HIJIS Framework are authorized for 
official purpos�es�, that all information which is� s�hared through the HIJIS Framework is� relevant and appropriate for 
such authorized uses, and that safeguards are in place to actively monitor and historically record the access and 
us�e of the HIJIS s�ys�tem, identifying authorized us�ers� and the nature of the information exchange.  

Periodic audits� of the us�e of the HIJIS Framework s�hall be conducted in order to maintain effective s�ecurity, 
ensure privacy, and to assess ongoing operations. Such procedures shall also provide for the periodic review by 
HIJIS participating agencies� of their applicable information collection, data quality as�s�urance, s�torage, and s�haring 
policies� and procedures�. The res�ults� of this� review mus�t reflect the name of the reviewer, date of review and 
explanation of relevant findings� and recommendations�.  Audits� s�hall be held as� often as� practicable, but at leas�t 
every three years. Audits shall be performed by appropriate staff, to ensure that the audit will not expose privileged 
information to auditors not authorized to receive such information. Conduct of an audit, and the resulting issuance 
of findings� and recommendations�, s�hall be acknowledged in writing by the agencies� participating in the audit.

3.  Error Reporting (between participating agencies�)

HIJIS s�hall adopt procedures� to as�s�ure that participating agencies� s�hall be informed of the need to correct or 
remove information that is erroneous, misleading, obsolete or otherwise unreliable.  

The procedures� s�hall require that the Participating Agency determining the need to correct or remove information 
inform the Cons�ultative Center of Excellence (COE) s�taff of s�uch a need. Upon determination of the s�ource and 
s�cope of dis�tribution of the information in ques�tion, COE s�taff will notify the s�ource and all recipient agencies� in 
writing, including electronic notification, of the incorrect or incomplete data.  Agencies� s�o notified, will be required 
to exercis�e the procedures� in their Data Quality As�s�urance Policy promptly, to ens�ure the quality of the information 
exchanged.

4.  Reques�t for corrections� by individuals�

If an individual has� complaints� or objections� to the accuracy or completenes�s� of information about him or her, the 
individual will be referred to the agency originating the information. HIJIS Cons�ultative COE s�taff will be notified 
by the agency receiving the complaint for follow up with the agency originating the information to determine 
disposition of the complaint and any need of follow-up as described in the previous section.

Information Sharing

1.  Us�e HIJIS only

Participating agencies� s�hall us�e only HIJIS for information s�haring where feas�ible to ens�ure compliance with 
requirements of data privacy, security, and protection.
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2.  As authorized only

Information acces�s� and s�haring between participating agencies� through HIJIS is� only permitted for authorized 
purpos�es�, as� defined by law, court order, or for bus�ines�s� practices� that are a neces�s�ary component of the 
reques�ting agency’s� duties� and functions�, and is� compatible with the purpos�e and expectations� of us�e under which 
the information was collected.  

Authorized access will be determined in the context of the agency privacy policy governing the information system 
that is� the s�ource of the information to be exchanged. Implementation of res�trictions� on acces�s� bas�ed on the 
agency privacy policy within the context of HIJIS will be role-bas�ed.

3.  Data labeling

HIJIS information exchanges� will identify the s�ource and other available des�criptive labels� of the information 
exchanged, where possible, to aid in recognizing restrictions in handling of information.  At a minimum, the 
federated query and s�ubs�cription/notification capabilities� of HIJIS will feature s�uch identification.  

Federated query results will clearly identify search results that are only partial matches to the submitted selection 
criteria. Where feas�ible and meaningful, the query res�ults� may include a numeric indication of the degree of 
confidence in the accuracy of the partial match.

4.  No mas�s� dis�s�emination

HIJIS will not provide bulk record dis�s�emination. For purpos�es� of properly authorized res�earch and s�tatis�tical 
analysis, such bulk dissemination shall be requested from the agency responsible for the collection and storage of 
the requested information.

5.  No third party s�haring (pas�s� through)

Participating agencies� s�hall not s�hall dis�s�eminate or s�hare any information obtained or acces�s�ed through the 
HIJIS Framework to any other pers�on, agency or organization. All HIJIS participating agencies� s�hall us�e HIJIS for 
information dissemination where feasible to ensure compliance with requirements of data privacy, security, and 
protection.  

If a non-participating agency reques�ts� information, that is� exchanged through HIJIS between participating 
agencies, that non-participating agency shall request that information directly from the agency responsible for the 
collection and dissemination of such information.

6.  PIA

HIJIS us�es� the Privacy Impact As�s�es�s�ment (PIA) as� a method to examine and document the information 
privacy, security, and data protection policies, practices and procedures in use at agencies that apply to become 
participating agencies� in HIJIS, or that wis�h to introduce new information exchanges� into HIJIS.5  Agency 
privacy policies will be reviewed to ensure that they address the legal requirements for collection purposes and 
techniques, secure storage, data quality assurance and maintenance, permissible dissemination, and removal or 
destruction. 

The PIA will examine policies� within the s�ubject agency regarding information s�haring practices� to non-participating 
agencies.  

The PIA will identify areas� of concern, and will allow s�ugges�tions� for compliance with HIJIS requirements� to 
be provided to the agencies�. HIJIS will us�e the PIA as� an aid in deciding to accept an agency or information 
exchange. 

5     Kelly Peters� and Eric Johns�on, Guide to Conducting Privacy Impact Assessments for State, Local, and Tribal Information Sharing Initiatives 
       (Was�hington, DC: U.S. Department of Jus�tice, 2009). 
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Information Security

HIJIS s�hall adopt procedures� to as�s�ure that the information exchanges� between participating agencies� are s�ecure 
from unauthorized acces�s�, us�e or dis�s�emination, modification, theft, or s�abotage (whether internal or external) 
resulting from natural or human-caused disasters or intrusions with, for example, procedures, practices, system 
protocols, use of software, information technology tools, and physical security measures. Access to information 
through HIJIS will be allowed only over s�ecure networks�. The participating agency will s�tore information in a 
manner that ens�ures� it cannot be added to, modified, acces�s�ed, des�troyed, or purged except by pers�onnel 
authorized to take such actions.  

Security meas�ures� and practices� will be in accordance with the recommendations� of the HIJIS Security 
Subcommittee.

The HIJIS Security Subcommittee is� charged with providing recommendations� for bes�t practices� and policy 
regarding data protection and security. Such recommendations are expected to also address matters of providing 
a secure environment and appropriate staff training. Once adopted, those recommendations will become part of 
this� Policy.

Training

Participating agencies� s�hall provide training for their s�taff, us�ers�, as�s�igned technology s�upport s�taff, and 
contractors� regarding adherence to the provis�ions� of this� Policy and the agency’s� privacy policy.

The training program s�hall cover, as� a minimum:

1. The purposes of the privacy policies

2. The substance and intent of the provisions of the privacy policies

3. The responsibilities and obligations of the agency under applicable law and policy

4. The implementation of the policies in day-to-day work

5. The impact of violations of the policies, and associated sanctions

6. The procedures for reporting violations of the policies.

Governance
The HIJIS Program is� governed by an Executive Committee of agency executives� and leaders�, an Operational 
Working Group of agency managers� and operational practitioners�, and a Technical Working Group of technology 
experts responsible for building and operating the information technology assets of participating agencies.6

The HIJIS architecture document expands� on the dis�cus�s�ion of HIJIS governance found in the Strategic Plan and 
references� a Cons�ultative COE.7

The Department of the Attorney General has� the overarching res�pons�ibility for the operation of the HIJIS Program.

Agencies� are required to s�ign the HIJIS Memorandum of Agreement8 as condition of acceptance as a participant 
in HIJIS. The Memorandum of Agreement s�pells� out the agency’s� res�pons�ibilities� in adopting, s�upporting, and 
implementing policies�, s�tandards�, and practices� cons�is�tent with the goals� of HIJIS.

The Privacy Policy Team created to draft this� Policy will be res�pons�ible for review and update of the Policy every 
three years, or sooner as deemed necessary in response to changes in applicable law, technology, the purpose 
and us�e of the information s�ys�tems�, and public expectations�. In affiliation with the Cons�ultative COE, it will provide 
overs�ight and direction to the application of the PIA proces�s�, as� des�cribed in this� document. Participating agencies� 
and the COE may reques�t Policy review upon demons�trated need.

6     HCJDC, 2008 Strategic Plan, Hawaii Integrated Jus�tice Information Sharing, December 2007.
7     HCJDC, HIJIS Architecture, Vers�ion 1.0, March 27, 2009.
8     HCJDC, Memorandum of Agreement for the Hawaii Integrated Jus�tice Information Sharing Program, Augus�t 2008.
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Each Participating Agency will be required to des�ignate an agency employee to be privacy policy compliance 
official, who will have res�pons�ibility to ens�ure agency adherence to the provis�ions� of the Policy. This� pers�on will be 
the agency’s� liais�on to the Privacy Policy Team, or its� des�ignee in the Cons�ultative COE.

Ques�tions�, comments�, or reques�ts� regarding this� Policy and its� provis�ions� and requirements� may be directed to 
the HIJIS Program Manager at the Hawaii Criminal Jus�tice Data Center. The HIJIS Program Manager or des�ignee 
will keep a record of such requests.

Accountability
Enforcement

Under the terms of the Memorandum of Agreement, participating agencies have made a commitment to implement 
internal bus�ines�s� practices� cons�is�tent with the s�trategic direction and goals� of the HIJIS Program. Through this� 
Policy, s�uch bus�ines�s� practices� will include adherence to and enforcement of the provis�ions� of the Policy.

Any time a participating agency becomes� aware of a potential violation of the provis�ions� of this� Policy involving its� 
information systems, staff, or practices, the agency will promptly investigate the nature and circumstances of the 
potential violation and institute any necessary corrective or remedial measures and sanctions.

If any participating agency or its� s�taff has� reas�on to believe a violation of the Policy has� occurred, the agency’s� 
privacy compliance official will report relevant information to s�taff at the Cons�ultative COE. If the violation took 
place at the reporting agency, its� report will include its� actual or propos�ed actions� to correct the violation. If the 
reported potential violation took place at another participating agency Cons�ultative COE s�taff will immediately 
inform the affected agency.

Cons�ultative COE s�taff will be available to advis�e the affected agency regarding corrections�, remedies�, and 
s�anctions� appropriate for the violation. The agency’s� internal policies� and procedures� will be bas�is� for any 
sanctions to be instituted.

At the conclusion of an instance of reported violation, the affected agency will submit a report of its actions to the 
Cons�ultative COE. 

Security	Breach	Notification

Any incident of unauthorized access to and acquisition of encrypted records or data containing personal or criminal 
jus�tice information along with the confidential proces�s� or key cons�titutes� a s�ecurity breach. 

Good faith acquisition of personal or criminal justice information by an employee or agent of an agency for a 
legitimate purpose is not a security breach; provided that the personal or criminal justice information is not used for 
a purpose other than a lawful purpose of the agency and is not subject to further unauthorized dissemination.

In accordance with State Law, any agency upon dis�covery of a s�ecurity breach s�hall notify all affected individuals� 
without unreasonable delay, subject to any delays requested by law enforcement agencies to support legal 
investigations or broader security concerns, and consistent with any immediate need to restore and ensure the 
integrity of any breached information system(s).

Such notice by the agency s�hall be clear and cons�picuous� and s�hall include a des�cription of the following:

1. The incident in general terms

2. The type of personal or criminal justice information that was disclosed

3. How the personal or criminal justice information will be protected from further unauthorized dissemination

4. A telephone number and email address that can be called for further information and assistance

5. General advice on protection against identity theft that directs the person to remain vigilant by reviewing 
account statements and monitoring free credit reports.
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Sanctions

Participating agencies� are expected to enforce their res�pective privacy policies� cons�is�tently and vigorous�ly. Non-
compliance with this� Policy by a participating agency or its� authorized us�ers� may res�ult in s�us�pens�ion of acces�s� 
to the HIJIS program or other adminis�trative s�anctions�, as� recommended by the Executive Committee through the 
Privacy Policy Team or its� des�ignee in the COE.

A participating agency’s� privacy policy is� required to clearly identify s�anctions� that may be ins�tituted for violation of 
the agency’s� policy or this� Policy.

Appendices
Memorandum of Agreement for the HIJIS Program

ARTICLE 1:  INTRODUCTION

This Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) outlines a cooperative effort to support the development and 
implementation of the Hawaii Integrated Jus�tice Information Sharing Program (HIJIS), and to jointly promote:

1. Efficient and expans�ive information s�haring between jus�tice, public s�afety, and other agencies� at all levels� of 
government,

2. Cost effective development and deployment of information systems,

3. Better quality decision making as a result of more timely, accurate and complete information, and

4. Enhanced public s�afety, homeland s�ecurity and improved operations�.

A.  PARTICIPATING AGENCIES

The following agencies� are parties� to this� MOA:

1. Department of the Attorney General

2. Honolulu Police Department

3. Kauai Police Department

4. Maui Police Department

5. Hawaii County Police Department

6. The Department of the Pros�ecuting Attorney, City and County of Honolulu

7. Office of the Pros�ecuting Attorney, County of Hawaii

8. The Department of the Pros�ecuting Attorney, County of Maui

9. Office of the Pros�ecuting Attorney, County of Kauai

10. The Judiciary

11. Department of Defense

12. Department of Public Safety

13. United States� Attorney’s� Office, Dis�trict of Hawaii

This MOA anticipates that future signatories (future parties) will become participating parties as described in 
ARTICLE 2.
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B.  PURPOSE

Justice and public safety agencies at state and local levels throughout Hawaii have a critical and enduring need 
to acces�s� and s�hare information at every s�tage of the criminal jus�tice proces�s�. Recognizing the need for broad 
access and automated sharing of critical information at key decision points throughout the justice and public 
safety enterprise, representatives of state and local justice and public safety agencies have come together to 
assess current operations and to create a vision and a plan for information sharing that will ensure public safety, 
enhance the quality of decis�ion making, and increas�e the efficiency of operations� while maintaining the privacy 
and confidentiality of information and the s�ecurity of information s�ys�tems�.

The HIJIS Program is� des�igned to build real-time, s�ecure information s�haring among jus�tice and public s�afety 
agencies� throughout Hawaii in order to achieve greater efficiency, eliminate or reduce duplicate data entry, 
speed the processing and access to justice information, improve decision making by ensuring that information 
is� readily available, and that it is� accurate, timely and complete. The HIJIS Strategic Plan was� created to build a 
comprehensive blueprint for enterprise-wide information sharing among justice and public safety agencies.

The HIJIS Strategic Plan reflects� an unprecedented collaboration of s�tate and local jus�tice and public s�afety 
officials�, operational practitioners�, and information technology experts�. The plan es�tablis�hes� a foundation to guide 
continuing work in building a statewide information sharing infrastructure, expanding and enhancing operational 
information s�ys�tems� among participating agencies�, defining information exchange s�tandards� and s�ervices�, and 
improving business operations for effective decision making.

The purpos�e of this� MOA is� to formalize the relations�hip between HIJIS participating agencies� in order to maximize 
cooperation and to promote effective government information sharing through collaborative decisionmaking, 
coordinated planning, and cooperative implementation among justice and public safety agencies and relevant 
partners� for the fair, efficient, and effective operation of the jus�tice s�ys�tem.

ARTICLE 2:  GOVERNANCE

A.  EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

HIJIS is� governed by an Executive Committee (EC) that is� compris�ed of one repres�entative of each of the 
s�ignatory agencies� (identified below). The EC s�ets� policy and s�trategy, s�ecures� funding, and approves� the HIJIS 
Strategic Plan and as�s�ociated planning and implementation documents�.

Members�hip on the EC is� conditioned on:

1. Signing this MOA,

2. Actively participating in meetings, and

3. Providing res�ources� in s�upport of HIJIS planning and implementation.

The EC will meet as� often as� needed to s�ucces�s�fully conduct bus�ines�s� and at leas�t s�emiannually.  At any meeting 
of the EC a majority s�hall cons�titute a quorum. The EC will operate by cons�ens�us�. If cons�ens�us� on a particular 
issue is not possible, each participating party will have a single vote and decisions will be made by a simple 
majority of votes� cas�t. The Chair of the EC will have the ability to break tie votes�.

The EC will meet annually to review performance, s�et target outcomes� for the coming year, and ens�ure provis�ion 
of adequate res�ources�. Participating agencies� will identify a primary and an alternate pers�on to repres�ent the 
agencies� on the EC. The agency head or des�ignated repres�entative will s�ign the MOA on behalf of the member 
agency, and either the primary or the alternate will repres�ent the member agency on the EC and be empowered 
and ins�tructed to conduct the EC’s� bus�ines�s�.

The Hawaii Attorney General will s�erve as� Chairpers�on of the EC and will perform the us�ual duties� of a 
chairpers�on at s�uch meetings�. On occas�ions� when the EC is� to be officially repres�ented, the Chairpers�on will 
be the repres�entative, unles�s� he/s�he des�ignates� s�ome other member of the EC to s�erve in s�uch capacity. The 
Chairpers�on may create any ad hoc committee for the EC as� the Chairpers�on deems� appropriate to the conduct of 
business.
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The Hawaii Criminal Jus�tice Data Center (HCJDC) will organize, facilitate, and document meetings� of the EC and 
other committees� and/or working groups� authorized and created by the EC.

B.  WORKING GROUPS

The EC will appoint an Operational Working Group and a Technical Working Group to as�s�is�t in planning, res�earch, 
development and implementation of the HIJIS Program.

The Operational Working Group will be compris�ed of operational practitioners� at s�tate and local levels� acros�s� 
relevant participating agencies� throughout Hawaii. The Working Group is� res�pons�ible for organizing the vis�ion 
es�tablis�hed by the EC, defining operational requirements� and bus�ines�s� proces�s�es� to realize that vis�ion, and for 
providing insight and direction in developing a business plan for information sharing.

The Technical Working Group will be compris�ed of technical repres�entatives� of participating agencies� and 
s�upporting IT offices�. The Working Group is� res�pons�ible for technical and infras�tructure as�s�es�s�ments�, developing 
and adopting standards that will enable information sharing, researching and proposing technical solutions, pilot 
projects�, and technical s�pecifications� in s�upport of the HIJIS Program.

The EC may appoint additional Working Groups� as� neces�s�ary.

C.  FUTURE PARTICIPATING PARTIES

Other governmental agencies� may join the HIJIS Program and have repres�entation on the EC provided:

1. Their participation is essential to effective information sharing for justice and public safety, and

2. They sign this MOA.

All reques�ts� to join HIJIS mus�t be approved by majority vote of the EC. Once approved, future parties� become fully 
participating parties and have all of the rights and obligations discussed herein.

ARTICLE 3:  RESPONSIBILITIES

Participating agencies� agree to:

1. Accept members�hip on the EC, res�pons�ibilities�, policies� and procedures� as�s�ociated with the HIJIS Program 
as described in this MOA.

2. Coordinate planning, design, development and implementation of internal agency information systems and 
bus�ines�s� practices� to be cons�is�tent with and in furtherance of the s�trategic direction and goals� of the HIJIS 
Strategic Plan.

3. Adopt, support and implement information sharing standards that are jointly formulated and adopted as part 
of the HIJIS Program, and that will enable participating agencies� to acces�s� and s�hare relevant information, 
while res�pecting privacy rights�, confidentiality of data, and s�ecurity of s�ys�tems�.

4. Accept the HIJIS Privacy Policy as� the governing document to direct participating agencies�’ practices� and 
policies� with res�pect to s�afeguarding privacy rights� and confidentiality of data, and ens�uring that each 
authorized HIJIS us�er in the agency acknowledges�, in writing, receipt and compliance with the Privacy 
Policy.

5. Implement bus�ines�s� practices� that will ens�ure accurate, timely, and complete information collection and 
dissemination.

6. Provide s�upport for the HIJIS Program through Executive Committee and Working Group participation, 
res�earch and analys�is� of agency operations�, and development of policies� to achieve the aims� of the HIJIS 
Program.
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DURATION AND MODIFICATIONS

This MOA shall become effective upon execution and shall remain in effect until amended or terminated. This MOA 
may be modified at any time by written cons�ent of all parties� involved.

SIGNATORIES

The undersigned have read and signed this agreement on behalf of their agencies.

Executed this� ___________ day of __________________, 2008:

_______________________________________________________

Department of the Attorney General

_______________________________________________________

Honolulu Police Department

_______________________________________________________

Kauai Police Department

_______________________________________________________

Maui Police Department

_______________________________________________________

Hawaii County Police Department

_______________________________________________________

The Department of the Pros�ecuting Attorney, City and County of Honolulu

_______________________________________________________

Office of the Pros�ecuting Attorney, County of Hawaii

_______________________________________________________

The Department of the Pros�ecuting Attorney, County of Maui

_______________________________________________________

Office of the Pros�ecuting Attorney, County of Kauai

_______________________________________________________

The Judiciary

_______________________________________________________

Department of Defense

_______________________________________________________

Department of Public Safety

_______________________________________________________

United States� Attorney’s� Office, Dis�trict of Hawaii
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E.2 CONNECT
CONNECT is� a cons�ortium of s�tates� (founding members� 
are Alabama, Kans�as�, Nebras�ka, and Wyoming) 
dedicated to working closely together to better solve 
s�pecific information s�haring challenges� facing the criminal 
jus�tice community.  CONNECT provides� a meaningful way for members� to work 
together, pool limited resources, coordinate the creation and deployment of standards-
based information sharing tools, and promote the sharing of information across 
jurisdictional borders to better solve and prevent crimes in their home communities.

The cons�ortium cons�is�ts� of a s�tructured way for each s�tate’s� criminal jus�tice 
information s�haring organization to collaborate with their peers� to s�olve s�pecific 
information s�haring challenges� by leveraging the Global Jus�tice Information Sharing 
Initiative (Global) s�tandards�.

CONNECT als�o gives� value to the jus�tice and public s�afety community by publis�hing 
les�s�ons� learned and s�haring the CONNECT artifacts� freely with practitioners� 
nationwide.

Thanks� to funding from the National Governors� As�s�ociation (NGA) Center for Bes�t Practices�’35 Privacy Policy 
Academy, the attached privacy policy was� developed for CONNECT’s� Proof of Concept us�ing the Privacy, Civil 
Rights, and Civil Liberties Policy Development Template for State, Local, and Tribal Justice Entities, contained in 
Appendix C.1 of this� Privacy Guide.  CONNECT is� now in operation acros�s� the four-s�tate federation, and its� firs�t 
data s�et, driver’s� licens�e information, can be s�ecurely s�hared by authorized criminal jus�tice officials� in compliance 
with CONNECT and participating s�tate privacy and operating policies�.

For more information on CONNECT, refer to www.connectconsortium.org/.  For information on CONNECT’s� 
bylaws�, privacy policy, and member Privacy Impact As�s�es�s�ments�, refer to www.connectconsortium.org/policy.cfm.

CONNECT Privacy and Civil Liberties Policy

CONNECT Purpose Statement
The goal of es�tablis�hing and maintaining the CONNECT Cons�ortium is� to further the following purpos�es�:

a. Increas�e public s�afety and improve national s�ecurity by developing and enhancing the ability to exchange 
pers�onally identifiable information to s�upport identification verification and criminal inves�tigations�;

b. Minimize the threat and risk of injury to law enforcement and to law enforcement and others responsiblity for 
public protection, safety, or health;

c. Minimize the threat and risk of damage to real or personal property;

d. Protect individual privacy, civil rights�, civil liberties�, and other protected interes�ts�;

e. Protect the integrity of jus�tice s�ys�ttem proces�s� and information;

f. Minimize reluctance of individuals or groups to use or cooperate with the justice system;

g. Support the role of the justice system in society;

h. Promote governmental legitimacy and accountability;

i. Not unduly burden the ongoing bus�ines�s� of the jus�tice s�ys�tem; and 

j. Make the most effective use of public resources allocated to justice agencies.

35  Ibid.

http://www.connectconsortium.org/
http://www.connectconsortium.org/policy.cfm
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Privacy and Civil Liberties Policy Purpose Statement
The purpose of this policy is to ensure that safeguards and sanctions are in place to protect individual privacy, civil 
rights and liberties, and other protected interests, as well as to protect the integrity of criminal investigations and 
jus�tice s�ys�tem proces�s�es�.  The CONNECT Privacy and Civil Liberties� Policy incorporates� the principles� of the Fair 
Information Practices� as� outlined by the National Criminal Jus�tice As�s�ociation (NCJA) as� well as� the Department of 
Jus�tice’s� (DOJ) Global Jus�tice Information Sharing Initiative.

Compliance With Laws Regarding Privacy, Civil Rights, and Civil Liberties
CONNECT us�ers� will comply with all applicable s�tate and federal laws� adn policies� protecting privacy, civil rights�, 
and civil liberties in the collection, use, analysis, retention, destruction, sharing, and disclosure of information 
through the CONNECT Cons�ortium.  The s�ecurity policies� and us�er acces�s� agreements� allowing participation 
in CONNECT s�hall include information concerning relevant laws� and policies� governing acces�s�, us�e and 
dissemination of information shared via the system.

Prior to granting an individual us�er acces�s� to CONNECT, the CONNECT Member s�hall ens�ure that each us�er 
within its state acknowledges receipt of this policy and agrees to comply with the terms of this policy.

Each CONNECT Member s�hall provide the CONNECT Board with documentation relative to their internal 
operating policies� related to privacy and s�ecurity prior to being granted acces�s� to CONNECT. This� documentation 
mus�t demons�trate that the CONNECT Member policies� are in compliance with applicable laws� protecting privacy, 
civil rights and civil liberties.

Prior to allowing us�ers� to acces�s� CONNECT, each CONNECT Member s�hall es�tablis�h an automated method 
(e.g. pop-up window or notification method) to periodically remind us�ers� that unauthorized acces�s� to CONNECT 
is prohibited. Users will have to acknowledge receipt of this warning prior to being allowed to proceed with any 
queries of the system (e.g. by checking an onscreen box or otherwise acknowledging receipt of the message.) 
Each CONNECT Member s�hall provide a hyperlink to a full copy of this� policy to all us�ers� acces�s�ing CONNECT.

Governance and Oversight
CONNECT affairs� are led by a Board. Each Member of the CONNECT cons�ortium s�hall appoint one 
Repres�entative to s�erve on the Board. The activities� of the CONNECT Board are governed by the CONNECT 
Bylaws, a copy of which is available on www.connectconsortium.org.

Each CONNECT Member s�hall des�ignate a privacy point of contact. The CONNECT Cons�ortium public webs�ite 
shall maintain a form to receive complaints of misuse or suspected inaccuracies associated with data transmitted 
and received via CONNECT. A s�ubmis�s�ion through this� form s�hall be reviewed by the CONNECT Board Chair who 
will direct the reported mis�us�e or inaccuracy to the CONNECT privacy point of contact in the s�tate from which the 
data in question originated.

Any CONNECT us�er or member of the public who dis�covers� potential errors� or mis�us�e may initiate a reques�t 
for review via the form at www.connectconsortium.org. All requests for review will be investigated as soon as 
practicable by the CONNECT privacy point of contact in the s�tate where the s�us�pected inaccuracy occurred and/
or where the alleged misuse occurred. Further, the request for review will be added as an agenda item for the 
next CONNECT Board meeting. Reques�tors� will receive an email notification as� s�oon as� the privacy point of 
contact is� notified of the s�us�pected inaccuracy or alleged mis�us�e. In addition, the reques�tor will be notified by the 
privacy point of contact of any corrective action taken once the matter has� been fully inves�tigated. In the event it 
is� determined no corrective action is� neces�s�ary, the reques�tor will be advis�ed of this� finding as� well. All confirmed 
incidents� of inaccurate data or mis�us�e mus�t be reported to the CONNECT Board.

If the originating CONNECT Member determines� the mis�us�e threatens� the phys�ical, reputational, or financial harm 
of a pers�on or violates� a s�tatute requiring notice in the juris�diction of that Member, that CONNECT Member s�hall 
take appropriate action to notify the individual about whom personal information was or is reasonably believed 
to have been breached or obtained. The notice will be made promptly and without unreasonable delay following 
dis�covery or notification of the acces�s� to the information, cons�is�tent with the legitimate needs� of law enforcement 
to investigate the release or any measures necessary to determine the scope of the release of information and, if 
necessary, to reasonably restore the integrity of any information system affected by this release.

www.connectconsortium.org
www.connectconsortium.org
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The CONNECT Board will produce an annual report which will be pos�ted to the CONNECT webs�ite. The report 
s�hall include:

• Number of CONNECT us�ers� within each s�tate;

• Number of CONNECT s�earches� performed;

• Number of data quality complaints� received;

• Number of corrections� made bas�ed on complaints� received;

• Number of allegations� of mis�us�e reported;

• Number of inves�tigations� completed;

• Number of pers�ons� receiving adminis�trative s�anctions� for mis�us�e of CONNECT; and

• Number of pers�ons� facing criminal charges� for mis�us�e of CONNECT.

The CONNECT Board will be res�pons�ible for the development and review of the CONNECT Privacy and Civil 
Liberties� Policy. The CONNECT Board will review and update the provis�ions� contained within the CONNECT 
Privacy and Civil Liberties� Policy annually or upon the addition of data s�ets�.

Requirements Regarding Information Gathered and Shared
Individual CONNECT Members� will adopt policies� and procedures� requiring its� us�ers� to:

a. Only seek or retain information that is legally permissible for the agency to seek or retain under laws 
applicable to the originating agency;

b. Only use lawful means to seek information;

c. Only seek and retain information that is reliably accurate, current, and complete, including the complete, 
relevant context;

d. Inves�tigate in a timely manner any alleged errors� and correct or delete information found to be erroneous�;

e. Retain information s�ought or received only s�o long as� it is� relevant and timely, and delete or return 
information that is inaccurate, outdated, or otherwise no longer related to known or suspected criminal 
activities;

f. Maintain information and systems containing information in a physically and electronically secure 
environment and protected from natural or man-made disasters or intrusions;

g. Engage in collation and analys�is� of information in a manner that conforms� to laws� and adminis�trative rules� 
and regulations� applicable to CONNECT Members�;

h. Only allow authorized users to access the information in the shared system and only for purposes related to 
the performance of their official duties�;

i. Provide training to us�ers� concerning the CONNECT Privacy and Civil Liberties� Policy and the impact of 
mis�us�e of CONNECT and penalties� to violations� of this� privacy policy and relevant s�tate and federal laws� 
and policies governing access to data;

j. Maintain an activity log of information acces�s�ed or reques�ted from CONNECT; and

k. Es�tablis�h and comply with information retention and des�truction s�chedules� where s�uch exis�ts�.

Restrictions to User Access and Security Safeguards
The CONNECT Board requires� each participating CONNECT Member to es�tablis�h procedures�, practices� and 
protocols as well as use software, information technology tools and physical security measures to ensure 
information is� acces�s�ed only by authorized pers�onnel, and is� protected from unauthorized acces�s�, modifications�, 
theft or sabotage, whether internal or external or disasters or intrusions by natural or human causes.
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Participating CONNECT Members� s�hall confirm that they have credentialed, role-bas�ed levels� of acces�s� and 
permis�s�ions�. Each CONNECT Member s�hall es�tablis�h a procedure for adding, maintaining and removing us�er 
accounts that uniquely identify individual users.

Information acquired or received through CONNECT by a us�er s�hall only be us�ed for authorized criminal jus�tice 
purposes as stated within this policy.

Any CONNECT ris�k and vulnerability as�s�es�s�ment s�hall not be dis�clos�ed to the public.

Us�ers� may not confirm the exis�tence or nonexis�tence of s�pecific records� contained within CONNECT to pers�ons� 
who are ineligible to receive information. However, general information concerning data sources and data 
elements� available through CONNECT will be available on the public CONNECT webs�ite. Statutes� governing the 
us�e of data pertaining to the s�ource of the data provider will be pos�ted to the CONNECT web s�ite.

Sharing Information With Non-CONNECT Users
CONNECT information s�hall be made available to non-CONNECT us�ers� only in compliance with s�tatutes� and rules� 
governing the originating CONNECT Member.

Disclosure of Information According to the Originating Agency’s Access Rules
A participating agency will not dis�clos�e or otherwis�e us�e information originating from another CONNECT s�tate 
except as authorized or required by law in the jurisdiction in which the information originated.

Description of Information to Be Shared
Users shall not seek or retain information about individuals solely based on their religious, political, or social views 
or activities; their participation in a lawful event; or their race, ethnicity, citizenship, place of origin, age, disability, 
gender, or sexual orientation.

CONNECT s�hall not be us�ed to trans�mit data s�ubject to the terms� of 28 CFR Part 23.

CONNECT makes� no claims� concerning the us�ability or quality of the information exchanged via CONNECT. 
Any s�us�pected errors� or inaccuracies� s�hall be reported to the CONNECT Member in the juris�diction where the 
error was� dis�covered. The CONNECT Member s�hall contact the originating CONNECT Member who has� the 
responsibility to take appropriate steps as deemed necessary to correct the problem.

The public CONNECT webs�ite will provide contact information for each CONNECT Member.  CONNECT Members� 
must have a redress procedure established prior to contributing data.

No information received through CONNECT may be provided to commercial databas�e providers�.

CONNECT Members� s�hall take appropriate meas�ures� to protect confidential s�ources� and police undercover 
techniques and methods and to not interfere with or compromise pending criminal investigations.

Each CONNECT Information Exchange Package Documentation (IEPD) contains� requirements� concerning how 
contributing agencies� s�hall s�pecify metadata concerning records� exchanged. The IEPD may be found at  
www.niem.org or www.it.ojp.gov. Specific information concerning data s�hared via CONNECT is� available at  
www.connectconsortium.org.

Retention Policy
In the event information obtained via CONNECT becomes� part of a criminal jus�tice file, then the information 
entered into the file s�hall be retained in accordance with the recipient s�tate’s� records� dis�pos�ition laws�, policies� 
and procedures governing the destruction of criminal justice records.  Agencies are not required to give notice of 
records� des�troyed in accordance with their s�tate’s� records� dis�pos�ition laws�, policies� and procedures�.

www.niem.org or www.it.ojp.gov
www.connectconsortium.org
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Expectations Regarding Accountability, Enforcement and Sanctions
Each CONNECT Member mus�t be able to generate computerized logs� of all queries� performed by us�ers� under 
their authority acces�s�ing CONNECT data via their portal.

CONNECT Members� s�hall make a reas�onable attempt to cooperate with audits� by other CONNECT Members�. 
These may be conducted as “mail-in” audits wherein one Member can request paper documentation of searches 
performed agains�t their databas�e(s�) via CONNECT.

Each CONNECT Member s�hall conduct periodic random audits� of queries� and s�earch returns� performed by us�ers� 
within their juris�diction through CONNECT.

Each CONNECT Member mus�t ens�ure that us�ers� under their authority who have violated the terms� of the 
CONNECT Privacy and Civil Liberties� Policy are s�ubjected to appropriate s�anctions�.

Enforcement of Provis�ions� of Information Sharing Agreement

If a CONNECT Member fails� to comply with the provis�ions� of the CONNECT Privacy and Civil Liberties� Policy, the 
CONNECT Board may impos�e s�anctions� according to its� bylaws�.
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